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• IT. has ·often be~n ~aid. that the present. age is an age of 
i improvement and reform• · Antiquity no longer bears the stam(> 

---"f of authority, and prescription .no longer confers a right •. Old 
habits and custom~ are no longer sanctioned merel,Y. because 
they are old, and the- beaten track. is _no· longer followed merely 
hecause it is beaten. The_ human mind seems ·to have paused 
in jts onward career to inquire into its destination to ascertain 
thP- means which shall speed tt onward in its course, and to dis· 
encumber itself of all that is useless or detrimental to its advance
ment. All that has hitherto been considered as orthodox is 
submitted to the test of a rigid scrutiny, and whatever is wrong
whatever is spurious-whatever is not found subservient to the· 
high destiny of man, is marked as useless and consigned to ob
livion. We ·ask the·tbhy and the wherefore·or every thing which 
we find established, and whatever is retained must be shewn to 
be accordant to reason and conducive to the end for which it was 
established. Time can no longer consecrate, nor can universal 
acceptance deter ·from investigation. The hurrian mind· has 
attained an eminence commanding the whole horizon of mnn
it marks ·his destination and pursues it to the end.· A spirit of 
inquiry and reform is abroad in society, trying alt-its established 
forms.and institutions, uprooting. whatever is unsound and inju
rious, and settlina on a firmer foundation whatever is rational 
and conducive to

0

man's high destiny. - - · -
In accepting that appointment to which I have been cal led in 

this institution it becomes my duty to give a direction .to that 
course of instruction to be here.dispensed, in a department which 
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has undergo(){} :the'-!learcbing- ~_crutiny of the _reformer; the de-· 
partmen t of the A!ldeot Vingmi~~j A depiiitiii~n! ofinstruction 
which some would blot from the c-uriculUm as 'a-useless waste of 
time and expenditure of intellectual energy. A department of 
instruction which has received the sanction of time, and stood 
the test of experience, and which is associated with the progr~ss ·· 
of the human mind from the·dnrke:st period of its degradation to'. 
the full mcridin n splendor of its· r:nodern achievments. The· 
stud v of the Ancient. Classics is coeval with the birth of modern 
Jiter~ture' an.cl has accompanied it through all the successive 
stages of its developement; and the qt~estion is now presented ' 
whether we ran re~ign their guidance and dispem:c with their 
assistance. That the classics have been the altar at which the 
torch of modern genius was lighted, and that it has been within , 
their influence that it has attained to all·its acknowledged pre-; 
eminence, .seems of itself an-argument _fur the importance and 
utility of their being.retained in a·caurse of- liberal educalipp. ! 

Whatever has been conducive to the developernent of the human 
mind during five centuries of progressive improvement must be 
subsen·ient to the interest~ an'.i the object of education. The 
physical system may continue to.thrive n~t,yithstanding the ex- : 
cesses: and the accidents of youth,- and the mind. may continue ; 
measurnbly to improve notwithstanding erroneous systems oL 
education; but it is notfair to suppose that that system is far · 
wrong in which it has attained its widest expansion and loftiest . 
pre-eminence. Yet notwithstanding the dictates of all experi· i 
ence, there are those who object to the· study of the ancienr. 
classics, and it becomes him who would be their advocate to : 
illustrate thcir_import~nce and utility ... We therefore invite your 
attention \o a few remarks upon this subject, thrown together in · 
the intervals of pressing and. perplexing ·employment. Jn the · 
short space of this address it cannot be expected that all will be 
said in favor of the classic!i which might be said upon so fruitful 
a snbJoct. We pretend not to shew all that modern civilization 
owes to their influence, or to point out the numerous ways in 
which they arc subservient to the great objects. of educatio11: 
. We do not pretend,c in the utilitarian spirit of the age in which 
an opposition to the classics had its inception, to enter into the· 
arithmetic of the classics and to calculate their utility in dollars 

·and cents, or. to specify the practical purposes of life to which 
they may be applied~ .But we do iqtend, so for as :we are able, 
to illustrate the importance of classical stu_diesin promoting the 
great end of correct education . 
. .Fdu_cation etymologically signifies a draunng out-a develope

ment of all the powers and susceptibilities of man as its subject. 
Jn i~s extended application it is directed to bis physical, his in tel· 
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leCtual, and his moral nature, and the great result to be aimed 
nt is in the words of Juvenal, 

--ut sit mem sana in corpore sano. 
It is not the knowledge ~f books merely; this is only secondary 
nnd sub~ervient; it is one of the means for the· aLtainment of 
that greater enrl, the developement of our \\·hole nature. Nor is 
it the acquisition of knowledge only; it is something more; it is 
the improvement of the percipient faculty. The object of educa· 
tion is to train, and discipline, and marshall in their due order 
nnd proportion, the ·various powers and susceptibilities of our 
nature, and to fit them for a course ~f vigorous and spont(lneous 
action. 

The department of physical education comes not within the 
scope of our present subject; we shall therefore proceed to illus
trate the tendency of classical studies to expand the intellectand 
improve moral faculty. _ · 

In a course of academical instructiOn directed to the intellec
tual nature of man, [ think we shall discover two specific objects 
to be attained; the first is the ·discipline and improvement of the 
mental faculties themselves: the second, to furnish the mind 
with means, the instruments, the tools, if you pleasl', which are 
ner.essary for its future developement. All our faculties, both 
of body and mind, are. to be improved .by exercise upon their 
appropriate objects. Is the intellectual exercise involved in the 
study of the Latin and Greek languages conducive to. the dis· 
cipline and improvement of the mental faculties? It may aid .. 
us in determining this question to consider the state of the mind. 
prior to any thing like regular education. We shall generally 
find its powers and faculties undisciplined and restive, and 
incapable of any continued direction to· a specific object. A 
restlessness, an impatience of restraint, and a reluctance to be 
confined to aoy settled habits of thinking, are the characteristics 
which mark the uneducated mind. S"me course of discipline 
then is required which shall accustom the mind to habits of 
patient investigation and concentrated thinking.· Such a course. 
of discipline the study of the ancient classics furnishes, and one 
admirably suited to the human faculties in their imperfect state 
of developement.c While _it trains the mind to close habit~ of 
thinking and patient investigation, it presents no difficulties 
which are insurmountable to the human faculties in their un
·disciplined state. The close application of the mind to the 
:aigns of thought, necessary to elaborate the meaning ofa pas~aue, 
in coHating, comparing, and distinguishing, inures it to the c~n
centrated application ofits powers, and that industrious research 
necessary to acquire all. the requisite collateral aid, accustoms i.t 
to patient and laborious investigation. - Perhaps no other depart• 

• } >'f 
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mertt o_f instruction requires a more industrious and extensive 
research than the study of the classics. Researches in Histor)~," 
Geography, l\Iythology, Antiquities, Manners and Customs, are, 
inrlispensably required !n order to a correct interpretation of the 
classics. Idioms and analogous passages must be frequently 
scrutinized, and· the whole context carefully examined, before 
we can attain to a satisfactory determination on the meaning of. 
an author. The- mind is. thus inured to habits of industrv and 
patient inv.estiga~ion. At the same time that this important•. 
object is attained the individual faculties are exercised. and im· 
prov.ed. 

1t is almost needless to remark that the study of languages 
requires the constant and vigorous exercise of memory, the first' 
faculty to be developed in every system of education. In trea-, 
suring up' the words. of a foreign language, in collecting their 
individual meanings, and in retaining those grammatical princi- ·. 
pies by \vhich the language is regulated; Memory finds an; · 
important and improving exercise. 'I'he discriminating faculty; 
is continually exerci;;ed in cli:;tinguishing the yarious significa·.'. 
tions anrl !Shades of meaning of single word!'.I, and judgment is 
employed in selecting the most appropriate; and in determining.', 
upon the meaning of every senterice. _Reasoning is called into 
exer<:ise in scanning the context and in making out a consistent 
interpretation from thewhole. Frequently the mind is obliged; 
to turn inward upon itself, and by a close study of its own powers' 
and modes ofoperation, it deduces the sense of a passage perhaps 

~otherwise inexplicable. And in transfusing the sentiment into 
our own language, our stock of vernacular words passes in re·· 
vie'v before the mind; discriminatio_n is employed in distinguish· 
ing their various shades of meaning, and judgment and taste are, 
required in selecting the most significant. Besides the process 
here described, comparisons are instituted between analogous 
passages, idioms are scrutinized, allusions to manners and cus-' 
toms are investigated. Antiquities, Mytholo~y, History, Geo
graphy, are called in. to our aid. A fixed effort of ·attention is' 
c.ontinnally required in keeping before the mind the word!'I, the'. 
context, and the various accessories whic.h are to aid us in the ' 
intnpretation. • . - _ · ~ · 

·The associating faculty, that by which a connection is estab· 
1ishccl between the thoughts and affections of the mind, has 
justly been regarded an important p~rt of our mental constitu·, 
tion. 'Phe associating of the appropriate words ofour vernacular 
with the correspondent words of the language upon which we 
are employed, so that the one is immediately suggested by the 
other, is ~m exercise well calculated to give to this faculty a high 
degree of facility and quickness of operation. 
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That faculty by which we recognize relations, the operation 

of which has been termed comparing, is tliat "hich gives pre
eminence to the human intellect. 1t is npon the accuracy· of our, 
comparisons that the· correctness of our reasonings and· the 
strength of our conclusions must ultimately depend. Jt is there· 
fore important that this facult.y should be exercised and improved 
in every system of education. 'fhat exercise and improvemerit 
,fhe study of languages is eminently calculated to supply. Jn 
tracing the relations of single words and their influence upon 
each other, in the relations of separate sentences to the whole 
coritext, and in tho comparison of idioms and analogous forms of 
expression, this faculty is continually exercised. You· cannot 
distinguisli without comparison, and in that procesR of discrimi
nation which has been heretofore described, it may be seen how 
much the operation of comparing is employed in the .study_ o.f 
languages. . · . - · · 

Thus a simultaneous and vigorous exerciee of all the most 
important faculties of the human mind is continually required in 
the study of languages, and which is indispensable to t~e student 
of the classics. · -~ 

And here let me remark, the importance of that simultaneous 
exercise of the mental_ faculties involved in the study of Ian· 
guages. The . great object of education is not the precocious 
developement of any one. single faculty of the min_d however 
excellent it may in itself be, but the simultaneous and propor
tionate developement of the whole of our ~e-ntal nature. The 
grand prnduct of education is a well· balanced and thoroughly 
disciplined mind. The various faculties of the human iRtellect 
mutually aid and strengthen each other; and the disproportionate 
developement of one to the neglect of the rest, leaves man an 
imperfect being. This simultaneous cultivation of the mental 
faculties invoh·ed in the study of the Latin and Greek languages 
is thus admirably· calculated to give to the human mind that 
symmetrical and (i'roportionate developement in which its chief 
excellency consists; Perhaps in- t.his point of view the classics 
stand unrivalled. · It would be difficult to point out any other 
department of instruction involving a more varied mental dis· 
cipline in every stage of its progress. _ · 

lf! then, it be a law of our mental constitutio'n that our various 
faculties are improved and strengthened by exercise, we must 
admit that the stncly of the dead languages is an important 
in~trument in the developement of the human intellect. 

But this department of instruction is equally conducive t? the 
second important object which we have specified in a course of 
academical instruction directed to the intellectual nature of 
man; that of furnishing the mind with the instruments which it 
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as to ·use in its future developement and in making farther_ 
acquisitions. . . · _ 

The next advantage, therefore, which I would remark as re·· 
suiting from the sh1dy of the Latin and Greek languages, is that 
facility and precision which it is so admirably calculated to. 
impart· in the use·of our own. And here it may be observed 
that the mental exercise involved in the study of these languages: 
is well calculated to give precision and accuracy in the use of 
our own; for it is a mistake tu suppose that in studying the' 
classics we make a proficiency only in the languages of Greece 
and Rome. The constant canvassing of the meaning of English'. 
words·necessary to select-the most significant, the habit of dis~ 

_ tinguishing their shades of meaning-and their various applicabi-: 
Iities, must necessarily impart a facility and precision in the use· 
of our own· language abgolutely unattainable by any· other' 
'means. The student th tis gains an -intimate familiarity with: 
the words of his own language at the same time that he is acqui- :· 
ring a new one._ - This is an advantage which would result from·.' 
the study of the Latin and Greek languages though there StJb- '. 

sisted uo connection between them and our own. Hut these 
' Iano-uao-e!S have been the fruitftll source from which all the ·cul· 
tiv:ied

0

languages of modern times have drawn, an·d our own is;· 
indebted to this source not the least among them. ~ Whatever of; 
harmony and elegance, whatever of strength and significaucy ir; 
possPsses, it owes to the Latin and Greek. Our language has' 
been estimated to contain about one hundred and forty thousand 
words; of these fifteen thousand are primitives, two-thirds qf 
which are either directly derived from the Latin or indirectly, 
through the medium of the French~ The rem:\ining are com·, 
pounds mainly resolvable into Latin and Greek, which must be; 
etymologically analyzed before their precise meaning and signH 
ficancy can be ascert~ined. Besides its principles of construe< 
tion and of compounding words, its prefixes and its affixes are: 
borrowed almost without exception from these languages-. Thus: 
the languages of the ancient classics have become so intimately. 
and thoroughly incorporated into o·ur owri, that precision and 
accuracy in the use of the latter cannot ordinarily be attained, 
withriut a knowledge of the former. 'fhe importance of accuracy: 
and preci~ion in the use of language- may be inferred from the· 
fact that language is not only a medium of communication, but 
an instrument of thought. If words float vaguely and loosely in· 
the mind, thought must be inaccurate and undefined, and the 

- want of precision and accuracy. in the use of language is not on ry 
the ~tf~ct, but likewise the cause of inaccurate thinking. "By 
familiar use from our-cradles,'' says .Mr. Locke, "we. come to 
lean c~rtain articulate sounds very perfectly,- and have-them 
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ready on our tongues and ahvays .at hand in- our memories, but_ 
yet are n-ol al ways careful to settle their significations perfectly; 
hence it often happens that men. even when they would apply 
themselves to an attentive consideration, do set their thoughts 
more on words than things." ·"This," _:;ays_ he, "thong h men 
make a ·shift with in the ordinary occurrences of life, where 
they find it necess~ry tO be understood, and therefore they . 
make signs till. they are so; yet this insig'nificancy· in their 
words when-they come to reason·concerning either·their tenets 
or their inte.rest, manifostly fills their discourse with abundance 
of empty unintelligible noise and jargon. Especially in moral 
matters, where ~vorJ~ for t~e n:ios_t part standing for arbitrary_ 
and numerous collect10ns of ideas not regularly and permanenly 
united innature, their bare sounds are· often only_ thought"ou, 

_or at least very obscure and uncertain notions annexed to them." 
Without-the instrumentality of language the··mind must for

ever remain but the passive recipient of sensations and perccp~ 
tions, the rriere elements of thought:-_ The whole process. of 
combining, arranging, a·nd , comparing these;, of tracing· their 
relations and of deducing general principles, is·a~cordcd to the 
mind only by the intervention of language as an instrument of 
thought. It is the use of language aJone which enables the mind
to work up the simple elemenls of thought into the materials of 
knowledge. Wjthout this .use of language as an instrument r!f 
thought; no process of .reasoning whatever cou Id ,possibly be 
conducted. If, then, language be an instrument so necessary 
to the human mind that, without it,'it could not proceed a single 
step beyond its mere perceptions, the accurate and correct-Lse 
of this instrument must be an ~object of the highest importance. 
And if it be true, as Mr. Locke has slated it, that men are prone 
to an inaccurate and unmeaning use of language, whatever is 
calculated to remedy this defect is an important partof educa· . 
tion, and he who is acquiring a facilily-and accuracy in_the use . 
oflanguage, is supplying the mind with its most effieient instru-. 
ment; It were in vain that you furnish the studenf \\~1th all the 
facts and principles of.nature-in vain would you supply him 
with all the imposing apparatus of science, unless you gh'e him 
a correct use of that instrument by which aloue aU his reasonings· 
concerninu them must be conducted. - Of .what avail is the 
whole arr~y of the sciences to the studen-t who understands not 
the very nomenclature which is borrO\Ved almost without excep
tion from the Latin and Greek 1 Even the signifi~nt ~nd correct 
application of the very terms of science~ requires a considerable 
know led.re of the languages _of Greece and Rome. The study 
of the ai~ienl languages th:is promotes the interests of physic,al 
science, not only by giving ~be St';ldent a.facility and COrrec~oes~ 
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in the general ·use of language, but also by furnishing him with 
the means of. an understanding application of its terms ·_and , 
accuracy .in their use. . _ ,, 

More time and lab.or must ordinarily be speni bY: the student 
\Vithout a knowledge of these languag·es, in treasuring up in his': 
memory and retaining the_ nomenclattlre, for instance, of .the 
Linnean System of Botany, (which. to him must appear mere 
arbitrary and capricious terms,) than would be necessary with 
their aid to render him a thorough practical Botanist •. 
. But the st~1dy of.the Latin language particularly is importanL; 

.in furnishing the greatest-facilities .for the acquisition of nearly" 

.all tlie cultivatedJanguages of .modern times .. • It has been the : 
parent of.all t~e_languages·of the south ·of Europe in which the . 

·. g·reatest li~erary riches are containcc}.. -"The languages which '. . 
. are spoken by the inhabitari!s of-the South of Europe,". says ' 
Sismondi; "from the extremity of ~ortugal to. that of Calabria, : 
and which .usually rec~ive. the designation. Of· the Romanci:~. 
La.nguages, are all deriv:ed from the mixture of the Latin _with .' 
~heTeutonic; oLthe people who were accounted Romans, with 1 
the ~arba;Jous nations which- overthre\v the Empire of Rome.:~ 
The-diversities which exist a~ong the Portuguese, the Spanish;.{ 
the French,and the Italian; arise ratlier from accidental circum-: 
stances than from any distinction bet ween these different races:: 
of men. Each of these tongue3 is founded upon· the Latin, buf 
the form is often barbarous •. A great numbe_r of. words were 
introduced into the language by the .conquerors, but by far the 
greater number belong.to the vanquished people. 1'he grammar 
was formed by mutual concessions .. It has not in· in ariy of the 

·languages of the South _presen·ed·· the cases _in. the nouns; but 
making a selection among tlie·varying terminations of the Latiri, 
it has created. a new word .from the nominative for the Italian1 

andfrom the ~ccusati~e for the Spanish and Portuguese; \vhile 
·.for the Fi:ench it has contracted the word, and varied it from~ 

both these terminations.'1~ ·. It-is thus .obvious that a knowledge:;_ 
of the Latin .language furnishes the greate8t facilities in the' 
acquisition of the modern~: ' . . . . : . ' . , . . ".: 
- The study of the ancient classics. is thus subserv'ient to one, 

of the great obj~cts ofeducat!on-the developement of the intel; 
lect';Jal faculties. It has bee11 shown, we believe, that it calls 

, -~ This. r~le more especially applies to the plural.. The following is an; 
example:- , · · 

·;Latin. . Italian.- - . Spanish. Portuguese. French. 
Coeli. . - Cieli. - - . Cielos. . Ceos. : , - Ceux. . 

In the words iatroduced into the English Ia'nguage from the Latin, the 
accusative seems_ to have been frequently selected by depriving it of its 
characteristic termination. · Thus infantum becomes infant,· originem, 
origiµ; nationem, nation; though this rule is by no ~eans general. -. 
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into active operatism' all the important· faculties of our mental 
constitution, and. in that way which is calculated to give to the. 
h_uman ·~ind that precise kind of developement in which its 
chief excellency consists, and at the same time that it furnishes 
the student with important facilities in tlie acquisition of physical 
science and modern languages; thus laying .a broad and solid 
foundation for future attainments. Mathematics may afterwards 
l!?nd thei~ aid in bringing' to a mature and perfect developement 
the faculty of reasoning, already called into active exercise in 
the study oflanguages; and logic may furnish the student with 
the correct· mode of conducting the operation. - Rhetoric and 
criticism may point out _mor£ defipitely the proper_o~jects for the 
exercise of those pri[lciples of taste already developed, and 
metaphysics may explain and reduce. to system those ·mental 
operations with which the student had ali-eady become acquaint• 
ed in the interpretation of languagC-.:..the only~ in~elligible tran~ . 
script of the opemtions of tlie mind. . · . ~- · · . . 

ln ·this connection I will· notice what· constitutes to us an 
argument of some i~portance fodhe cultivation o( the languages 
of the .ancient .classics. 'To the interests of science and the
literature- of· every country it is important that the language · 
which is to be its vehicleshould be permanent in its . character 
and fixed in its meaning.· But there is in every language,- so long 
as it continues a spoke1.1 Iangua.ge; a natural tendency to .fluctua
tion and change of meaning, arising in part from . the varying 
character of the people who use it, but.chiefly from that.prone
ness in the human mind to be content.with mere sound, and to 
the use of words without any settled or definite meaning annexed 
to them. Words thus change their origi_nal meaning, and in the 
absence of som!l settled standard bywhich their meaning: can be 
definitely ascertained and fixed, may mean any thing or every 
thing according to the time or circumstances in whfofr they are 
used.. Bµt the Greek and ·Roman languages, from which ours· 
is principally derived, have)ong since ceased to be spoken; and· 
by the cultivation of these languages we· have an invariable 
standard by which the·most important part cif our own can b~ 
rendered 'fixed in its meaning and pe-rmanent in its character; in 
all ages and in all circumstances. Th~ mere phrase-, "the dead. 
languages,'-'· has constituted a standing objection with· the oppo• · 
nents·of the anci~nt classics, and has been paraded by them as 
though it carried with itself the force ofan argument. Whereas 
the fact that they are "dead languages" is a fact of importance 
to·our own and their careful cultivation, can alone give to the 
English language that permanency of cha.rac~er- and fixedness 
of meaning which will. enable even the arguments _of the o~ -
jector to be understoo_d by bis own_ countrymen thre~ cent~rie~ 
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hence. The cultivation of the dead languages is thus calculated 

-.to impart a vitality and to gi_ve a character of permanency to 
the En<Jlish, unattainable by any other language not similarly 
circum~tanced; a-nd it is a fact of no small importance to the 
interests of Christianity", that the _facts and_ the. doctrines, the 
precep~s and the promis~s of the gospel are contained in a dead. 
Jan<Juaae. There they are forever secured from the mutations 
of ~na

0

ua<Je and the corruptions of men. ]f there be one fact 
·which C" mo-~e than another has. contributed to the preservation of 
the sacred oracles in their purity; it is the fact that this language·: 
ceased_ to be spoke'n so soon as it had been made the medium of 
communicating to man the greatest message which __ he ever 
received from. heaven. That these languages are "dead Jan..:: 
guages," instead of being an objection to their-stu~y, is a circum· · 
stance which renders them a more valuable and important part 
of education. We would: therefore discard an argument based 
merely upon an epithet, and woaid ~equire some logical reasoning 
to support the objection. _ · . _ _ 

. - \Ve have hitherto attempted to sh.ow that the influence of 
classical studies- is to develope and improve. the intellectual . 

· faculties-:-to give precision and accumcy in the use oflanguage, 
and to impart to the English language a fixeqness of meaning 
and a permanen"cy of ~haracter. · · · . - · 
- These are objects worthy. of the student':3 attention, and of 
themselves would be a sufficient recompense for all the time and · 
labor devoted to classical-studies .. ·Buube study of the classics 
is valuable not only as a means of mental discipline, hut because· 
of the accessions whic~ it makes to the knowledge .of the stil
dcnt.· In that course ·of readi!Jg necessary to a correct under- .. 
standing of these laaguagei, ho\v rn·uch valuable knowledge of 
History, Antiquities, Mythology, Geography, l\lan ners and Cus- . 
toms, has been acquired! The An~ient Classics embody the · 
facts and the principles, the domestic and civil iostitutions of a. 
whole period of human ·civUi~ation; They- display the condi- · 
tion of the human mind for a thousand .years and its gradual 
progress from .barbarism to a state of refinement und civilization 
which has ever been the admiration ofsucce~dingnges. ·The 
language of a. nation is the depository of n nation's. mind, 
and the index of a nation's character. The sprightly F.rench( 
_the soft and voluptuous ltali::in·, the grave and stately Spanish,'. 
the !Jarsh and sedate German, arc fitly represented in the nation· 
al- character of the people. Thus the. subtle genius of Greece 
and the lolly maje~ty of Rome are embodied in their respective 
_languages.· Without a kn_?wledge of these languages we may 

- dimly surv~y the Roman and Grecian character at a distance 
thro~?h th~ m,ist of ages,_but \vi.th them~ \ve are introduced 'into 
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Athens and Rome; we mingle with the spe~tators of the Olym. 
pie games and in the Roman Forum; we converse with Plato in 
the Academy and Aristotle in the Lyceum, and mingle in the 
philosophic parties at the Tusculan villa. If the proper study of 
mankind is man, it is here we can study him in his primitive 
character, unaided by the light of that revelation which now 
diffuses its quickening influences upon his intellectual energies. 
It is here we cnn learn what unassisted human reason can do, 
and are thus prepared to estimate the value of that dispensation 
under which we are placed. The classics confessedly embody 
the writings of some of the greatest Poets, Orators, Historians, 
and Philosophers which the world has ever seen; and can it be 
supposed for a moment that the student who has mastered these 
has done no more than merely to acquire the languages in whieh 
their immortal conceptions have been embodied? \Viii he not 
likewise have acquired the facts-the ideas, the principles of 
which they treat, and have embodied some of that spirit with 
which they were animated? Will the student who has carefully 
read Herodotus and Livy, Thucydes and Tacitus, Xenophon and 
Sallust, have acquired no knowledge of history Y Will he who 
shall have studied the works of Plato, of Aristotle, and Xeno· 
phon in that language which "can give a soul to the objects of 
sense and a body to the abstractions of philosophy,'? have acqui
red no materials of thought or no subjects for the exercise of the 
reasoning faculty? Will he who shall have read the philosophi
cal writings of Cicero have imbibed none of that philosr.phical 
spirit and those beautiful forms of expression which are embodied 
in all the efforts of his gigantic mind? Or will the student ac
quire no just principles of taste and criticism from the perusal of 
those immortal productions of the Poet and the Orator which 
bave remained as models to all succeeding generations 1 There 
i!:f some chance of that miud's growing into manly proportions 
which is thus early accustomed to measuring itself upon the 
most gigantic intellects that have ever existed. It was long ago 
remarked by Demosthenes and afterwards repeated by Longinu", 
that it is impossible for those conversant with low and grovelling 
thincrs during their live!', to have a great or manly mind; and 
the ~onverse of the proposition is now no less true, that it is 
scarcely possible that thnse who are early made conversant wirh 
the master spirits of antiquity can be diminutive in their intellec· 
tual stature-

Quo aemel e3t imbula recem, aertJabit odorem 
Teata dia. 

In mentioning some of the treasures o(wisdom and knowledge 
coctained in the ancient languages, we have as yet said nothing 
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of the sacred scriptures, nor is it now our purpose to enlarge upon 
the exeellency of that system of doctrine and precepts revealed 
in the sacred volume, or to institute. any comparison between 
them and the heathen mythology and philosophy. But we woulq 
simply ask whether any system of Christian education can be 
regarded as complete which makes not provision for a knowledge 
of that language in_ which the most important version of the Old 
.Testament and the whole of the New are written? No matter 
how faithful a translation may be, no matter how nearly it may 
approach to the spirit of the origin~), still, in the language of 
,another, il is the work of fallible men, it is a copy, not the origi· 
nal-the description of a traveller accurate indeed and graphic, 
but nat the holy land itself. Ofother lands a description may 
suffice us; but this land we would, if possible, visit for ourselve11,. 
and view with our own eyes, not with the eyes of other. 

We have thus presented a few. remarks illustrative of the 
important influence of classical studies in the education of the 
intellectual nature of man.· Their influence on the moral faculty 
still remains to be discussed, and on this topic we now propose to 
make a few observations. We are aware that this head had 
been a favorite topic of declamation with the opponents of clas· 
·sical literature. Their· influence has been represented as de· 
moralizing, and their principles as altogether unfit to be imbibed 
by the youth of a Christian community. Regarding as we do; 
lfie moral culture of the young as one of the chief objects of 
education, we could not for a moment be induced to advocate 
the study of the classics could we IJe made to believe that th~y 
had any immoral tendency. It were nothing to suciety that the 
intellectual faculties of the youth have been cultivated to the 
utmost, if their moral nature has been left a waste, and they have 
()nly been endued with an enlarged capaci~y for mischief.
While we are cultivating the head, we must not neglect the 
heart. 

While the capacities of the youth are enlarged society must 
be secured by the sure guarantee of a virtuous character. No 
excellency which the study of the classics may possess in the 
developement of the intellectual faculties can be a recompense 
to soeiety for corrupting the morals of the young. But so far 
from the geQeral tendency of classical studies being to corrup' 
and dPprave, we regard them as an important instrument in 
moral culture, and one which cannot well be dispensed with. 
How shall moral instruction be instilled into the minds of youth! 
is an important question. Shall we begin with some abstracl 
metaphysical disquisition concerning the nature of virtue f 
Shall ~e proceed by some train of a priori ar~ument to disco: 
Ver some fuoda·mental quality in actions which renders theJD 
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virtuous or vicious T Shall we represent nature as a mere ab· 
&traction-a subject of speculation T And shall we permit the 
formation of the characters of the young to depend upon the 
erring speculations of human reason f Or shall we not rather 
present them with the actions and the character:; of men and the 
uniform decisions of whole acres and nations of mankind as to 
the right and the wrong of h~man conduct? · 

The latter method we have no doubt will commend itself to 
reason and philosophy. We must not treat of virtue in the 
abstract, but in the concrete. We must not begin with some 
arbitrary definition, and tell the youth that virtue is this, and 
vice that; but we must present them with examples of humttn 
conduct, and teach them that this is "irtuous, and that "icious. 

We must follow the example of the father of Horace: we 
must recommend virtue and deter from vice by pointing out 
their effects in tho characters and conduct of men. We should 
endeavor to insinuate morality in the disguise of poetry, history, 
and eloquence-by examples of unbending fidelity, heroic forti
tude, maternal tenderness, and filial piety-by affecting inci. 
dents, and sentiments that either exalt and fortify, or soften and 
melt the human heart. Such was the idea of the Grecian and 
Roman moralists. Virtue was with them the to kalon and the 
honestum; and Homer long ago remarked that morality could 
be better learned from Horace than from professed writers on 
morality. 

Qiii quid sit pulc!t.rum, quid turpe, quid utile, quid non, 
Plenius ac melius Chrysippo et Crantore dicit. 

-Such a plan we believe philosophical ingenuity would devise, 
and this plan already exists in the study of classical literature, 
nor can modern literature and history ever be substituted in its 
place. "Modern example," says Sir John .Mackintosh, "cari 
never imp.riot on the youthfol mind the grand and authoritative 
sentiment that in the most distant ages, and in states of soc!ety 
the most unlike, the same virtues have been the objects of humnn 
veneration. Strip virtue of the awful authority wbieh she de· 
rives from the general reverence of mankind, and you rob her of 
half her majesty. l\Iodern character never could animate youth 
to noble exertions of duty and of genius by the example of that 
durable glory which awaits them after death, and which in the 
case of the illustrious ancients they see has survived the sub
version of empires and even the extinction of nations. l\fodern 
men are too near and too familiar to inspire that enthusiasm 
with which we must view those who are to be our morlels in 
virtue. When our fa!lcy would exalt them to the level of our 
temporary admiration, it is perpetually checked by some trivial 
circumstance, some mean association-some ludicrous recolJec:. 
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tion which damps and extinguishes our enthusiasm. They had 
the same manners which we sec every day degraded by ordinary 
and vicious men; thay spoke the language which we hear pollu· 
ted by the use of the ignorant and the \'ulgar. But ancient sages 
and patriots are, as it were, exalte«J by diffl!rence of language and 
manner:; above every thing that is familiar, and low, and deLa· 
sing; and if there be something in ancient examples not fit to lie 
imitated or even approved in modern times, yet let it be recul. 
lected that distance not only adds to their authority, but softens 
their fierceness. When we contemplate them at such a distance, 
the ferocity is lost, and the magnanimity only reaches us." This: 
eloquent passage suggests a· twofold a3pect under which the 
moral influence of classical studies may be considered. 
· First, as they illustrate the universality of moral distinctions 
and the supremacy of conscience; nod secondly, as their study 
devclopes nnd strengthens the discriminating power of the moral 
faculty by exercise. _. 

First. The classics illustrate the universality of moral dis. 
tinctions and the supremacy of conscience. 

Notwithstanding the vast difference between the religious 
opinions, the domestic and civil institutioncz, the forms and habits 
of society of the ancients, and those of the present day, we sti II 
find the same distinctions of moral good and evil. We still can 
applaud those same instances of virtue which received the 
plaudits of their poets, their orators, and their historians. We 
still admire the virtues of Aristides, the patriotism of Epnminon
dos, the self-denial and fortitude of Regulus, and the simple 
industry and frugality of Cincinnatus; and we still visit with 
our condemnation the avarice and tyranny of Critias, the trea· 
chery of Pausanias, the follies and debaucheries of Hcliogabalus, 
and the blood-thirsty cruelty of Nero. Granting that in the 
classics some passages are obscene-granting some are immo· 
rat-granting this to the greatest extent that any alarmist would 
claim, still we must contend that in the sentiments of the classics 
there is a vast preponderancy in favor of virtue. Though im· 
mersed in the darkness of a grovelling and absurd superstition
though worshipping abominable gods, still that immortal prin
ciple which God has implanted in the human" mind ever recog· 
nized the eternal di'3tinctions of right and wrong. The conduct 

· of the ancients and the moral sentiments of the classics clearly 
illustrate the fact, that, no matter in what state of society man 
may exist-no matter how corrupt his religious system may 
be-no matter how abominable the gods which he worships, he 
still bows with reverence to the majesty of virtue. And iC in 
classics we discover some principles irreconcilable with the pure 
morality of the gospel, is it not an abundant illustration of another 
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important fact, and one which can.not'be foo often illustrated and 
impressed-the.insufficiency of human reason to originate and 
complete a perfect moral system for man? ·The classics, we 
believe, furnish the most perfect illustration' which the whole 
history of the human mind can supply of this fact; that there is 
implanted in the human mind a principle which recognizes the 
great outlines of those eternal distinctions of right and \'Vfong 
which exist in the nature of God, but that these cannot be fully 
discovered or 'understood except in the. revelatiori which He has 
~iven of himself. u'fhe Paganism of the ancient world," says 
Rousseau, "produced indeed abominable gods, who, on earth, 
would have been shunned or punished as monsters; who offered 
as a picture· of supreme happiness only crimes. to commit or 
passions to satiate. But vice armed with this sacred authority 
descended in vain from the eternal abode~ · She found in the 
heart of man a moral instinct to repel her. The continence of · 
Xenocrates was admired by those who celebrated the debauch• 
eries of J upitcr. The chaste Lucretia ·ndored · the unchaste 
Venus. The r:nost intrepid Romnn sacr\ficed to Fear. He in
voked th£- god· who dethroned his father, and died without a 
murmur by the ha rid ·of his own. T.he most contemptible di vi· 

. nities were served by- the greatest men~ . The holy voice of 
nature; stronger _than that of the· gods, made itself heard, and 
obeyed, and respected on. earth, and seemed to banish to the 
confines of heaven ·guilt' and the guilty." Such instances as 
those referred to by Rousseau, illustrate the universality and 
paramount authority of that law, which, written on the heart of 
mun hy the finger of God himself. served thus to control the con
duct and to influence the moral judgments of the ancient heathen 
amidst the baleful influences of a corrupting and degrading 
superstition. The contemplation of such instances as these 
must tend powerfully to impress upon the minds of youth a 
reverence "r that, law, to the majesty of which all ages -and 
nations of mankind have bowed with reverence, even when 
contrary to the· direct influence of a prevailing system of religi
ous belief:. And how powerfully must it tend to impress upon 
the mind a sense of .the divine original of the gospel system:, 
\l'hos~ precepts and doctrines so completely b'armonize with this 
voice of nature speaking in the heart.of man. True religion and 
morality never can be contrary or separable from each other, 
and that religious sy8tem bears with itself a proof of its divine 
oriainal which thus commends itself to the decisions of an en:. 
fi<rhtened conscience. ; The ancient crassics display the ship~ 
w~eck of the human {acuities in the great sea of morality, 
and· it is fit that this period should be kept in careful remem;;. 
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brance to repress the pride of human reason, and to inspire a' 
believing confidence in that system of _moral truth revealed to 
us in the gospel. The classics thus demonstrate· the universality 
of that moral nature which God has given to man, and at the 
same time they point u_s to the volume of inspiration for our in~ 
struction in morality. That this i_s the general tendency of the 
classics is demonstrable to reason, and it requires only the direct· -
in~ hand of the instructor to turn them to this valuable account. 
rfhe objectors to classical studtes ha\'e told US of the obscenities 
and immoralities of classi~al literature. We readily grant that 
!here_nro in the classics: some passages that are_ obscene-some 
that are perhaps imm9ral in their tendenc~; yet itis observable 
evef!. with regard to those authors which fall most justly under 
the reprehen~ion of the: rigid moralist, that vice with them .is 
scarcely ever the _object of direct recommendation. Though 

. Horace has occasionally dragglcd his geniu~ in_ the low filth of 
obscenity-though he has ridic~led in plain-;-perhnps indecent 
language, the lewd practices _and immoralities of his times; yet 
he abounds with lhe most beatltiful moral precepts calculated to 
recommei1d virtue to_ .the .imagination. and the. heart. Though 
Juvenal has dragged to light ~ndecenci_es and impurities which , 
an anxiety for; the hon~r of human nature would bury in oblivion; 
vet he.sti)l calls things by their right names-, nnd is even the 
~terri aq#:. indignant reprehender of vice anti the rigid moralist. 
But we do not advocate the obscenities and impurities of the 
classics. They are blemishes which derorm them; but the 
candid objector must concede that they-are comparatively few, 
.and that the literature of the classics is not the only literature 
obnoxious to this objection. When we are pointed to a literature 
~ore free from these blemishes we .will be willing to concede-to 
t-he ohjcctor.the inference to be derived from hi~ argument. It 
as µndeniable that _English literature contains more that is im
pure-more that i11 debasing-more seeds .?f -moral. pestilence, 
~ha_n are to, be found.in the whole range of the classics. There 
is more danger to be apprehended from the.single productions of 
some English aµthors, than from the whole co!f1pass ~f classical 
literature. • _ . . . _ , 
· We would ask any candid opponent of the classics i.o compare 
some of the: singl_e produc tion_s of ~ .. ord Byron with the most de:
moralizing production of the. an~icnts, aud then say which is 
calculated to do more misch1ef:,..-which will mostcffectualh· 
_upro_ot the foundations o(all n~1 ;ral distinctions, and spread a 
_moral pestilence throu.gh<mt society. ·And. upon what principle 
shall the student be excluded from classical literatureon account 
~f the obsce_nities and impurit~cs of Hora_ce and Juvenal; .of 
Plautus and Ovid, and yet be permitted to roam without prohi 
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bition throughout that literature which contains the blasphemies 
of Byron, the obscenities of Burns, the in.fidelily of Hume and 
Paine, arid the immoralities of Bulwer? To be consistent, the 
objector must extend his prohibitions much farther than the 
classics·; for it unfortunately happens that few of the modern 
classics nre free . from. those .very blemishes which have called 
down upon the ancients this sweeping denunciation. He must re
construct modern as well as ancient literature, or else debar the 
student from free excursions into the field of thought, and thus 
dwarf him in his intellectual ·energies. And after all, what will 
be gained by such a course? . A re impurity and immorality to be 
met with only in the pages of literature? ls there no impurity 
and vice in that society into "which he must be introduced 7 Shall 
we introduce him into that society without the exercise of his 
moral discernment: to· be overcome by the first temptation that 
assails him? 'l'hersturdy oak cannot be reared in a hot house, 
nor can the man of strong m()ral discernment be brought up in a 
cloister. 'l'o avoid dangers, it is necessary to foresee them; and 
to shun the temptations of vice,. it is necessary to I< now something 
of its insidious nature .. ·As well might you. hope ·to attemper 

' the physical system to the rigors of an arctic winter, under the 
mild influences of an equatorial sky, as to attempt the formation 
of.a moral.character adapted to the actual state of human societY., 
by educating man npart from all possible exposure to the allure
ments of vice, and confining his. social nature to· a narrow inch 
of space. To preserve the youthful mind free from all possible 
exposure to moral .contaminations, is not equivalent to rendering 
it 'Dlrtuous and confirming it in habits of truth and sobriety; 
Man should be educated with reference to the part which he is 
to act in life, and that part is to be performed amidst the corrup
tions of human society., Jmbue the yo-uth early. with the pare 

- precepts of scripture morality-accompany him in his first ex
' cursions into the field of classical literature-teach him to exer. 
\ cise his moral discernment upon whatever is presented, and. to 
; bring the conduct and principles of the ancient heathen to the 
, standard of gospel morality, and you need not fear the immoral 

tendencies of classical literature. But still we. would notadvo. 
cate the unrestricted reading of the classics in a course of acade
mical· instruction.· Whatever is conducive to pure morality, 
sou!Jd. philosophy, and correct taste, can. be. selcct_ed without 
e·nbodying their impurities~ ' 
. But the study of the classics in the second place strengthens 
the discriminating power of the moral faculty by exercise. 

The classics confessedly contain some of the noblest exempli
fications of human character that the annals of the world can 

'produce. .t:\nd whether.we search. for instances of unyielding 
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fidelity~of devoted patriotism-'-Of ardent love of liberty and· a 
detestation of tyranny-whether we look for examples. of s.te~n 
integrity. or character .......... of·matern?I te~derness and filial p1~ty, 
these are, one and all, fully exemplified rn ·the pages of class1eal 
literature. By the study of such exemplifbations of character 
as the class1cs present, the discriminating power. o~ con~cience is 
exercised and strengthened, and we learn to d1strngmsh moral 
worth and to place a true estimate upon human character. The 
contemplation of such characters as Aris~ides, Socr.at_es, and 
Epaminondas, amon(J' the Greeks; or Camillus, Fabr1cms, and 
Rem1lus, amonrr the Romans, must tend to givP. us a just nppre:. 
ciation of char~cter-to quickeri our moral discernment, and to 
improve our moral sensibilities •. The moral sense follows .the 
general law of all our other·facuities; it is improved by exercise 
and impaired by disuse; If it be. true that our corporeal and 
mental powers are improved by exercise, ici,s not less true with 
regard to the moral faculty; and it is in such a field as that of 
classical literature that the proper subjects for its exercise are 
presented. It is here we find exhibitions of character stripped 
of all those circumstances which tend to influence and comipt 
our moral judgments. ' Here are no partisan partialities or see
tarian prepossessions which tend so powerfully to bias our esti• 
timate of human character. The moral sense is left free to act, 
nnd to form that estimate which nature and correct moral princi~ 
pie· dictate. The characters of the classics are not tho least 
valuable part of ancient literature. They have come down to 
us-recorded in history and in song, adorned with the most exalt
ed virtues of the species, and with their frailties and imperfec
tions worn off by the attrition of ages. Virtue thus embalmed 
in the works of genius, and associated with all the splendors of 
poetry and fiction, receives, if possible, a more divine beauty and 
lo~e~ine::s from this con~ection with the productions of the gifted 
ijp1~1ts of ou~ ra~e, and 1s thu~ attended by every circumstan~e 
which can give 1l a lodgment m the human heart. Literature 1s 

· . never bette~ employed than in bearing testimony to exalted deeds 
out of the lmto~y of the_ speci~s, and. in_ thus giving an etern.ity 
of fame to subltme manifestntrons of \'1rtue .. Thus display mg 
to the human mind, that though empires may fall and the works 
of man may perish- though the arm of the Goth and the Vandal 
may destroy t~e monuments of ambition and pride. and despoil 
the temple of its beauty-though the aloom of barbarism may 
quench the lights of civiliution; yet ;irtue rises secure ahove 
_the conflict of the warring _clements of human society. and de• 
scends to ~he Jatestgenerattons. -Man is mortal but his virtues 
aurvive him to be a~a~n represented by their rep;oduction iQ' the 
cbaract~rs r of the hvmg. · "Eorma mentia eterna; quam · tener• 
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et ezprimere non per alienam materiam et artem, aed tui1 ipae 
moribua possis."'" We do not pretend to represent the classics 
as a standard of virtue: but they present to the contemplation 
of the student some of its embodied forms and give him a tangible 
conception of its nature and beauty. 
. Such we believe to he the testimony of reason to the moral 
influenr.e of classical studies. Their general bearing upon the 
interests of the christian religion may here claim a very brief 
consideration. Jn the first place, the study of the classics is the 
study of that state of society-of those civil and religious insti
tutions-of those ways of thinking and of those principles which 
prevailed in the world when the gospel system was promulga
ted. It is the study of thr t period in the world's history to which 
reference must ever be had in the interpretation of the sacred 
volume. It is almost needless to remark how much an intimate 
acquaintance with heathen antiquity tends to elucidate the nu
merous references to its manners and customs which are to be 
found in the scriptures. l\luch of the phraseology of scripture 
can be fully understood by him only who has an intimate ac
quaintance with the antiquities and general literature of the 
Ancients. Such an acquaintance with the spirit and manners 
of antiquity must tend lo strengthen the confidence of the clas
sical etudent in the authenticity of scripture from the unde· 
signed coincidences of the writings of the ancient heathen with 
facts recorded in the sacred volume. Besides, that species of 
interpretation which is derived from the analogies of language 
and n comparison of idioms, is fully within the reach of him alone 
who has a general acquaintance wilh the whole field of classical 
literature. . 

Again, the spirit of the ancient classics is more essentially re
ligious than that of modern literature. It is not ours to inquire 
into the. value of those great discoveries in physical science 
which distinguished the present age. It is not ours to say how 
much they have contributed to the arts oflife or to the understand
ing of the great system of nature. But it must be obvious that 
the constant habit of referring all things to natural causes must 
have the effect of withdrawing the mind from the contemplation 
nnd sense ofa superintending providence who disposes of events 
al his will. Accordingly we find in the ancient c!assics a more 
direct recognition of a controlling providence disposing of the 
events and the affairs of men, than is to be found in the general 
compnss of modern literature. 'fhis fact has given to the litera
ture of the ancients a seriousness and a religious spirit which we 
in vain look for in the literature of nominally Christian countries. 
Though their religious system was absurd, yet they still looked 

• Tatit111. Life or A;rlcola. 
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to an invisible power, the avenger of wrong and the rewarder of 
virtue. - 'rhis religious spirit pervades all the literature oft~e 
Ancients, and it is fit that this spirit should be imbibed by Chris~ 
tians, for the sanction of all moral and religious obligation is 
founded in the belief that God is, and that he is the avenger of 
those that do wrong, and the rewarder of them that walk upright!Y· 

Again, the sentiments and spirit of the classics accord with 
the scripture account of the fallen condition and depraved nature 
of man. 'I'he Ancients fondly dwelt upon the tradition ofa 
golden age when the Astraean Goddess dwelt among mortals; 
but when the wickedness of man had banished her to the skies; 
the deep depravity of the human heart and the necessity for 
some kind of expiation becomes not only a theme for their poet3 
and philosophers, but is allegorically embodied in their whole 
system of Mythology. Their philosophers laboured and taxed 
their intellects for the renovation of human nature; and if they 
failed to discover the summum bonum, it was because the search 
led beyond the reach of the human faculties. 

The traditions of the ancient heathen likewise afford n stri~ 
king confirmation of some of the most important facts detailed fo 
the scriptures. Their traditions of the primeval innocence of 
man--of his subsequent wickedness-of his destruction by a 
deluge and of the subsequent propagation of the human race from 
a single pair, are all so many confirmations of the truth of reve~ 
Jations. These and similar facts recurring in the pages of the 
classics, must tend powerfully to strengthen the faith of the stu;. 
dent and to inspire a believing confidence in the truth of the 
facts detailed in the volume of inspiration. _ -

Such is some of that testimony which we have to adcluce from 
reason of the moral influence ofclassicaLstudies. 'They illus· 
trate the universality of moral distinctions and display to the 
mind of the student that uninterrupted train of moral judgments 
in which the human mind has run from the infancy of time to 
the present moment. They strengthen the moral faculty of the 
student by the exercise of his moral discernment, and by present
ing to his contemplation some of the finest exemplifications of 
human character. But above all, they illustrate and confirm 
the trnth of that volume of inspiration in which must be found 
the sanction of all morality. With the Bible in one hand and 
the classics in the other, we may expect that manly growth of 
our moral nature which will withstand the rudest assaults of 
temptation, not that sickly state of the moral sensibilities which 
ts formed by giving the youth no chance for the exercise of his 
moral discernment-by shutting him out from the study of man 
and of human nature as it has ever existed, and which falls be. 
neath the sleigh test. breath of temptation. In order to a perfect 
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developement of our moral nature we must take in the whole 
broad ground of human character and conduct. Jn order to pur· 
sue virtue nnd avoid vice, we must understand the nature of both 
as exemplified in the conduct of men. And that we may attain 
to the formation of a confirmed, manly, moral character which 
shall enable the youth to withstand the corruptions of a sinful 
and degenerated world, virtuo and vice, as in the Grecian Alle
gory, must both have presented their allurements, and the youth 
must be determined in his course by the choice of his moral dis
cernment. But the Bible should still be the Mentor to guide 
him; and with the voice of human nature, speaking from the 
tomb of buried nations, confirming its directions and enforcing 
its precepts, we need not fear for the issue. · 

lo confirmation of these views, it will not be amiss . briefly to 
direct -your attention to the testimony which history bears to 
the influence of classical studies. The period which succeeded 
the fall of the Roman Empire until the fourteenth century has 
been styled the dark ages-emphatically dark, as regarded the 
inental, the moral, and the social condition of man. That im
penetrable gloom which pervaded Europe during this period con
tinued without interruption, except a few glimmering lights 
emitted from the Monasteries, at that time the sole depositorie~ 
of ancient learning, until the revival of classical literature. 
"Before the revival of classical literature," says Gibbon, "rhe 
barbarians in Europe were immersed in ignorance, and their 
'vulgar tongues were marked wirh the rudeness and the poverty 
of their manners.-ln the resurredion ofScience, Italy was the 
first that castaway her shroud, and the eloquent Petrarch by his 
lessons and his example may justly be applauded as the first 
harbinger of day. A purer style of composition, a more genn
ous and rational strain of sentiment flowed from the study and 
imitation of the writers of Ancient Rome, and the disciples of 
Cicero and Virgil approached with. reverence and love, the Sanc
tuary of their Grecian l\lmHers." ln the beginning of the four
teenth century, Dante, taking Virgil for his model, gave to the 
world his immortal po~m, and was followed by Petrarch and 

. Boccaccio, who laboured so assiduously for the restoration of 
classical learning and to disseminate among their rude country. 
men the cli>ments of a former period of civilization. Petrarch, 
who has the reputation of having perfected the most melcdious 
nnd poetical language of Europe, and in his own day the centre 
of Italian literature, formed his taste by the study of the ancient 
classics, and Jed the way in drawing them forth from the dun
geons where they had been hitherto immured, and in holding up 
their light and glory to the eyes of men. ln his earliest youth 
~ustead of the dry and dismal works which ilt that time formed th~ 
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general reat!ing, he applied himself to t~e r~ading of Virgil and 
Cicero· an<! when he first commenced his epistolary correspond
ence, he strongly expressed his wish that their fame should pr~ 
vail over that of Aristotle and his commentators; and declared 
his belief of the high advantages the world would enjoy if the 
monkish philosophy ~hould give place to cla~sical Jiteraturc. 
He was the most assiduous recoverer and restorer of ancient 
manuscripts that had yet existed. He never passed an old con. 
vent without searching its library, or knew of a friend travelling 
into those quarters where he supposed books to be concealed, 
without entreaties to procure for him some classical manuscript. 
He inspired his age, says Sismondi, with that enthusiastic Jove 
for the beauty, and that veneration for the study of antiquity, 
which gave it a new character, and which _determined that of 
succeeding times~ -

BJccaccio, likewise, who was the creator of a style of prose 
the most harmonious, flexible, and engaging, was the zealous 
co-operator of Petrarch in the work of recovering and restoring 
the classics. He collected a number of Latin manuscripts, and 
copied with his own hand such ns he could not purchase, and 
w&th a true love of letters he introduced the study of the Greek 
to the Italians. He founded in Flo~ence a. ch~ir for _the teaching 
of the Greek language, and he hunself mvitcd thither and in;. 
stalled as Professor, Leontius Pilatus, one of the most learned 
Greeks of Constantinople, and procured at his own expense from 
Greece the manuscripts which were thus distributed in Florence 
and which served as subjects for the lectures of the Professor. ' 

These three great men, besides creating that intense ardor for 
the recovery of the classics wh~ch c~aracterized th~ following 
century, are the fathers of ltalmn literature; and, m literary 
history, the glory of the fourteenth century. 

The fifteenth century is characterized by the utmost zeal for 
the study and restoration of the cla~sics. In no. other age, per
hap~, was the love of study so universal. The ~overeilTns of 
1'~urope, at this brilliant period, rested their glory on the protec
tion they afl"orded to letters, on the classical education they had 
themselves received, and on their intimate knowledge of the 
Greek and Latin tongues. The Dukes of l\Iilan, Feleppa Maria 
the last of the Jisconti, and Francesco Sforza, the founder of a 
military monarchy, surrounded themselves in their capitol with 
the most illustrious men in science and letters, and accorded to 
lhem the most generous remunerations and employs of the first 
confidence. To these may be added the Marquis Gonzaga of 
Mantua, and the .Marquis d'.Este of Ferrara, who endeavored to 
make up what was wanting to them in po\ver, by their active zeal 
in the ca!Jse of letters; and it is said that we might search in 
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vain in the most learned academies of the -present dny for· men 
who wrote Greek verse with so much elegance and purity as 

_ many of the-Princes of Mantua and Ferrara. qosmo de .Medici, 
al!o, a wealthy merchant of Florence, \tho had acquired such a 
dogree of power as to shak~ the Constitution of tho State, ac• 
corded in his house an asylum for. all the men of learning and· 
artists of. th~ age, converted his garden ihto an academy, and 
produced a revolution in philosophy by substituting the- authority_ 
of Plato in place of that of _Aristotle, John of Ravenna, and 
Emanuel Chrysoloras, a learned Greek,_ who had come as am· 

.bassador into Italy to· implore aid against the Turks, Lut _who 
was eventually detained in that country by the zea1 with 'vhich 
his lectures were_ attended, were the teacners, by whom a passion 
for Grecian letters was communicated to Italy, which produced 
that constellation of learned men which illumined the fifteenth 
century. Among these may be mentioned the names of Am
broggio Traversari, a Monk who. afterwards_.:became the head of 
the famous order of the Camaldoli, and who was one of the most 
illustrious 'pupils ·Of Emanuel Chry~olora~, ~ friend of Cosmo de 
.Medici, and one of the founders of the school of belles lellres 
nnd philosophy in Florence; likewise, Poggio Bracclolini, one 
of the _most voluminous writers of his age, ~nd one of the. most 
diligent restorers of the classics •. Among the numerous !!terati 
who adorned Italy during this· period in~y .be mentioned' the' 
name of Guarino Veronese,.of whom an 'occurrence· is.rela·ted 
by literary historians strongly illustrative of that zeal ·for the 
cultivation of claEsical literature which characterized the fif-
teenth century. . ' . · . 

_ He commenced the study of the Greek at Constantinople, and 
brought from thence on his return two cases of_ Greek manu
scripts, the fruit o( his indefatigable researches. One ·of these 
\Vas lost at sea, on the shipwreck of the vessel; and the chagrin · 
nt losing such a literary treasure, acquired by" so much labor, had _ 
the effect of turning the hair of_ Guarino grey in one night..:_ 
"The whole of the fifteenth century was employed in extending, 
in every sense, the k_nowledge and resources of the friends of 
the l\fo~es. Antiquity was unveiled to ·them in all its elevated· 
characters, its severe law:i, its energetic virtues, and its beautiful 

. and engaging mythology; in its subtle and profound p~ilosophy, 
its overpowering eloquence, and its delightful poetry. Anot~er · 
aae was required to knead afresh the clay for the formation 
.of a nobler race. At the close of the century~ divine breath • 
animated the finished statue, and it started into life.",._ From 
this per~od the cla~sice became the .object_s of assiduous atudy, 

· • Silmondi. · 

3 
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and. it is from this period that we are to date the rise of modern 
lite~rattire and civilization; . 
. From that period until htely the classics have heep considered 
a ueces~ary pa.rt of education, and the brightest periods of modern 

- literature are those· in which the greatest attention has been paid 
.to classical .studiesr When Polytech.nic Schools, which dispense 
in a great 'measure with the· study of the classics, became the 

. vogue in France, she produc~d no writers compurable to those of 
1ne age of Louis-XIV., when our standard editions of the classics 

- were· produced.. The period when the fm~ndations of that solid 
v~in of English Hterat~re -which we now possess were laid, was. 
undoubtedly the age of Elizabeth ;."wheri every man who aspired 

· to the character of an educated gentleman, was a finished clas
sicar scholar." And i_t is observable with regard to all the-cele
brated: literary productions of modern times, from the first of 
them, the Divina Co!lle.dia of Dante, down, to the last, that they 
are alm_ost wit~out exceptio_n fo!med upon classic models. From 

- · these facts, independent· of the illustration which they- afford of 
the utility of classical stu4ies, \ve derive another argument in 
their favor. · 'fhe literature of modern times is not a native liter
_ature-it is formed in the classic mould, and it is almost needless 
t<?. remark that some knowledge oCthe literature and spirit of 
antiquity is .necessary to a full understanding and proper appre· 
~iation of our own. - - .: · · 

lt is thus that the voice of experience concurs with ·th.at of 
reason 'in 1>rocfaiming the u_tility and _importance .of classical 
s_tudies. The darkest period uf the church was when the reading 
of .secula!' books was prohibited to the clergy. When the deep-: 

· es.t:sh~del!I o(ignorance brooded .over modern nations the-classics 
were buried in the cloisters; and.when the social state of man 
was the most hopeless; it was when he had.no·access to the 
humanizing influences of classical literature. Rut from the 

_ period_of their restoration there are brighter omens for humanity. 
J~ WllS then that the human mind received that impetus which 

. has carried it on to the light and the civilization of the present 
aay. We have thus adduced a few arguments illustrative of the 

-. important influence of classical studieB_:;-_in_the developement of 
the intellectual and moral man. · But we do not contend for the 
exclusive-pC\s~ession of the field of education. We do not ~rgue 
for the pursuit of classical literature to the exclusion of mathe-
matical, pfiysical, mental, or moral ·science. · ·_ , 

But we do contend that -in every system of education, the 
foundation. should b_c laid in the classics. Jt is then that the 
student.comes to these studies with a mind di~cipiined _and pre
pared to grapple with their difficulties, and furnished with all 
the means ~ecessary to enable him to reap t~e full benefit of hi1. 
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labors. It is then that he. has iaid a. broad. and solid fotrndation 
upon which he may build for lifo, without meeting with those 
intoleraLle difficulties and vex11tions which, without a knowledge 
of the classics, must continually impede his progress. And in 
conclusion it may be permitted to say, in view of what has already 

· been said upon this subject, that- the study of the classics fur
ni!.ihes a more varied field of mental discipline-one which is 
better calculated to a certain extent to develope the who)~ man, 

_than perhaps any other single branch of instruction whatever. 
'!'hat they bring to the view of the stud~nt more important facts . 
out of the history of the species~ facts having a most important 
bearing upon all the great interests of life, and illustrative of the 
genius ofhurrianity. It is not intended to defract from the merits 
of mathematical er physical science \vhen we say that the clas· 
sics cover a field \vhich they· can never occupy~a part of the 
soil of human nature which it is irnportant to cultivate, and to 

·which the study of philology. and the classics is alone .adapted. 
'fhe study of mathematics is highly important, but it is a narrow 
field-in the language of another, "they furnish an infinite line 
of thought, and always in one directio~." The physical sciences 
present the mind with truths which are outward, contingent, and 
phenomena_}; whereas philological learning alone leads the mind 
into the frame-work and con texture of human. thought. It deals 
with the intelligible (the ta noeta)'of materi~l things, and wiih the 
tangible (the ia aistheta). of o~r intellect_ual nature.. : . · · · 





6ENEH.AL INTRODUCTORY DISCOURSE . 

. • 
AN. ADDRESS, 

Delivered at the organizatfon ~/BETHANY CoLLEGE, No'O. 2, 
184J, by R. RumA:imsos, Professor of Chemistry, Geology, 
an4 the kindred Sciences: 

You~G GENTLE~rn:'i: 
IN introducing to your notice the Sciences appertaining 

to the department which has been assigned to me, it seems to 
· me peculiarly appropriate to consider the present condition of 

the scientific world in general, and some of the leading chnrac. 
teristics of the age in which we live. As the mariner, upon the 
wide ocean, avails himself of the calm which· precedes the gale, 
to make an observation; to take the altitude of a planet. or of the 

. pole; to ascertain his latitude. and longitude, and determine by 
the chaTt his relative position; it may be well for us, before the 
busy hours ofregular stlidy,toconsider the circumstances around 
u~, that we may the more happily, when the favoring gales arise, 
speed upon our way to the s:hores of Truth. · 

We cannot have, I presum~, in fewer word5, a more graphic 
description of the distinguishing features of the present era, than 
in the simple language of the Prophet who, seeing our day afar 
off in the angelic vision, records that "many shall run to and fro, 
and knowledge shall be increased~~' .· The restless inquietude of 
mankind, and the increase of human knowledge within the last 

. three centuries, is truly without a parallel in the· history of the 
world, if we except, perhaps, the period immediately succeeding 
the Fall-that memorable epoch when man, in the youthful 
vigor of his existence, prolonged his months t<>"years: and; with 
unenfeebled energie~, first invaded the untracked, untravelled 
dominions of nature, and brought them into an unwonted subjec
tion to Science and to Art. A3 the child learns more during the 
first three years of its existence, than, during .th~ same interval, 
at any subsequent period, so, doubtless, the infancy of mankind 
w~1s characterized by a rapidity of improvement.in the arts and 
sciences of human life, which would, in the very nature ~f things,. 
be unequalled in after times. It was then that the eagerness of 
curiosity was first gratified with the discovery of some of the 
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secrets of the universe. ·it was then that Jabal first pitched the·· 
shepherd's tent, or yoked his oxen to the plough to tear the 
unfurrowed bosom of the earth. 'fhen. Jubal, enraptured with 
the charms of .music, strikes the first harp to songs of joy,.or 
breathes upon. the pealing organ psalms of praise; while the · 
sturdy .'l'ubal-Cain, armed. with fire, penetrates into the rorky · 
recesses where lie· earth's hidden treasures, and excavating the· 
mine, mingles the shining ores, and brings from the forge the 
brazen shield and.the glittering spear; or forms upon the ringing 
anvil the more useful implements of rustic toil. 

Doubtless, the increase of knowledge in the first age of the 
world, may b€ compared with irs growth in the present. time as 
·respects rapidity. But here the comparison ends. Even the 
cause of· this rapidity is different in the two cases. Then they 
learned rapidly, because they knew .. so little. Now men· learn 
the more, because they -k~ow so much. It was then like the - · 
sudden rush of waters to 'fill the empty reservoir~rapid, but 
transient; it is now the fast rising river, flowing but the more . 
swiftly, the more its waters are increased. The knowledge of 
the human family then was ma~nly the knowledge rn;cessary to 

.·subsistence and to the immediate gratification of the more urrrent 
passions: 'rheir energy was but the velocity derived from

0 

the · 
sudden expansion of the elements of humanity in being fir<;t 
commingled with nature, and was diminished by the very reac
tion which. displayed its power •. The force now operative in 
the world is of a different character-and from a more exten
sive, more elevated. and more constant source. It is rather like 
the attra.ction which brings all bodies to a common centre, and 
which acts 'Yith greater. vigor and gives but a greater impetus in 
proportion as they approach that centre. The knowledge or 
that perio~ ·was nn acquaintance;with confused facts. They 
were ignorant of those (i.mdamental laws and principles of sci·· 
ence, so infallible in their application, and so infinite.in their . 
consequE'nces, that they furnish unlimited means of invesfrra· 
tion, and in communic~ting knowledge, supply also the po;er 
to know. It is to the discovery of the rulinO' laws of the uni
verse, which, in giving arrangementto science~ and order to dis-

. connected facts, hns formed a new nnd bright and spacious 
world out of a dark and dreary cham~, that we are so greatly irJ· 
.debted ;:_that we owe so great n triumph over the·rude and 
shapeless materials which were mingled indi~criminately amic'st 
th~ darknees \\"bich in the beginning reste~ upon the depths of 
1c1ence. · 
The~ nei~her possessed, in those days, the menns of retaining 

possession.of wh;it they had acquired, nor \Vere the principles by 
which their researches were guided, free from inconstancy and 
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variation. Dependent upon tlie fading reco~ds of oral tradition, 
or the dim characters inscribed upon the tablets of memory, it 
was not possible that their knowledge should be either accurate 
or permanent. Their fields· were cultivated only to be again 
overrun by the thorns and thistles from which they hall been re
deemed. Their science \vas somewhat like their navigation, 
guided by neighboring land, or moving planets, or fixed and 
twinkling stars most obscurely ~een when needed mcst. Ours 
is independent of such .casual aid, and by the true magnetic nee
dle, whether by night or day, in storm or calm, upon the broad 
ocean or in view of port, conducts -us safely upon our way. 
With them the sanctuary of Science was but a tent-with us it is 
a temple. Or, we may say that their progress In knowledge was 
like that of itheir wandering tribes upon the level p_laihs of the 
sunny laml which gave them birth. ··They could come in vie\Y· 
of a new location, only by losing sight of their former one. Now, 
it is rather like the continued .ascent of a mountain, and we.are 
so far from losing the.prospect we have by a loftier position, that 
we but see it the more perfectly in proportion as our horizon is 
enlarged, an_d we discover its relations to the distant landscape 
which opens to our view. : . . : · 

In the early ages of the world, mankind were acquainted, as 
already .stated, with facts. 'fhey were perhaps better acquain:. 
ted with many facts th~n we, and with certain of the arts oflife. 
Longevity gave greater scope to personal observation, and per· 
fected individual experience. There was much, too, in the fresh 
and vivid impressions which nature, just from the mould, made 
upon minds· unoccupied and unsullied by erroneous systems. 
An artificial and unna.tural ·mode of culture and education had 
not as yet blunted the keenness of perception, or perverted the 
powers of the understanding. ·The bright and beautiful hours of . 
the morning of human life were as yet undimmed by the mists 
of rhat vain philosophy, and the darkerdouds ~f that gross idola
try, which at a later period obscured .the very heavens, and · 
veiled in shadow the realities of the former world. 

·Yet, if we pursue the history of man,_ we shall find, even 
amidst the gloomy hours of this later period, some-golden mo· 
ments, when the sun of scirnce poured out, from between the 
brightened edges of the thick lowering clouds, upon certain fa
voured districts of the earth, a flood of light, which became it8elf 
the more brilliant, . ns it deepened by contrast the surrounding 
·~loom. It was such ~ transient gleam, which, falling upon 
Egypt, gilded the palaces of Heliopolis-the City of the Sun~the 
tlncient Thebes ; or drew from l\Iemnon's lofty statue a stram of 
joyful melody ; or glared upon the mru:sy pyramids of the Nile. 
But it quickly passed o~ ~cross the deep blue waters of the Med-
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· iterranean, and illuminated for a time the splendid temples of 
Greece, and the painted porticoes· and academic walks of her 

'sages and philosophers; and then flitted away to Italy where tb_e 
magnificence of Imperial R1Jme glittered in its golden rays, until 

. at length the shades of evening closed around, and a <lark and 
·tempestuous and· dreary ·night of Vandal barbarism, monkish 
·'superstition and feudal vassalnge overspread the '_Vorld. 

If the present period may be:compared with the first age of 
the world; with the dark ages, it can only be contrasted. How 
long and dismal were the hours when the gloom oflgnora.nce and 
Superstition enwrapt the human race; and not a sound disturbed 

· the sepulchral silence save the booting of the owl of religious 
.. night-the monotonous chant of the sleepy monk in his cloister; 

·or- the fierce cry of the beast of prey-the wild shout of the Cru
sader in his dream of .conquered Palestine 1 .. Theo, indeed, 
lea.ming forsook the abode~ of nien, and fled to secret and rocky 

.. , ;caves to decipher by .the lamp of Truth the parchment records of 
· the past. .. · . . ' · 

. ._ But at length appeared the grey dawn of another day in hu· 
'.man history, when the light of Literature and Science revisited 

. the earth, and man arOse from his. lethargy like a giant refresh
. ed with sleep. It \vas upon that bright morning, when the blush
ing Aurora had as yet scarce opened with her rosy fingers the 
'golden pavillion of the sun, that Madin Luther offered up to the 
:God of the universe a pure ·oblation, an accepted worship~an 
auspicious commencement of the busy hours of that eventful pe
riod .in which we have the happine:as to live .. 

As it is notthe object of the present lecture to trace in accu
rate detail the progress .of the light of science, we will simply 
ob:;erve, in this place; that the era of the revival of Literature 
·was murke<l by various fluctuations and changes. The newly 
a wakened energies of mind were disposed to spurn control, and 

· to wander free and untrammelled over the spacious- fields wl]ose 
freshness seemed so inviting. It was some time before they 
coald be brough.t to yield to the bit of due· restraint, and con~e
q11ently the first efforts to cultivate the 11eglectecl provinces . of 
1lature were rash, irregular and often abortive. ·A rage for ex
.trangant speculation prevailed, and systems were adopted in 
every department of knowledge most unfavorable to improve
ment. A thousand chimeras floated before the opening eyes of 
mort.ib1. A thousand fancies filled their imnginatiom, and a 
thousand vain experiments occupied. their hands. It wa~, how
ever, bu Ube effer_vescence which indicated the acl ion of new 
affinities. Jt was b~t the fermentation oftheclrmenls of society; 
the process necessary to the production of that richer .and purer 
draught, which, now mellowed and improved by age, is offered to 
the lover of Science. · · 

( 
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. It will, young gentlemen, be to you neither unin.terestirig nor 

unimportant in the prosecution of your studies to become ac
quainted with the genius of the past ages of the world. · You will 
thus alone learn to understand and appreciate .the influences 
which have conspired to produce the present slate of science. 
Among these influeoces, it is for you especial! y to fix your al· 
tention upon the Inductive System~the philosophy of the illus· 
trious Bacon, who, coming forward at the very moment when 
the rapid fermentation of human ·thoughts and feelings, above 
adverted to, was likely to issue in t~e · sourness or acerbity of 
vain· disputation, bitter wrangling ilnd universal charlatan·ry, 
racked off the brisk and sparkling wine of knowledge into tho 
pnre vessel in which its finer qimlities have been preserved and 
improved. ·- - : ·· · · ~ .. . . 

1 wou_ld not, however, be understood to say that we are· thus 
indebted to·thc Baconian system alone. In the attempt to e.:t
hibit the origih of the.present improved. condition of science and 
of society, men have been, perhaps, too prone fo refer to a single 
and special cause. S~me have found it in· the reacti.on of the 
h1,nnan mind itself, rising up by its native energies against, the 
forces by which it was"oppressed .. -Others have given the credit 
of the impulse to the Protestant Reformation-the diffusion of 
the rational_ and elevating doctrines of true religion, of religious 
liberty and the right of free discussion. It has by a·nother Class 
been supposed owing almost entirely to.the Jnductive or Experi·. 
mental Philosophy, while not a few have derived it from the in. 
vention of Printing. But we are not disposed to give the credit 
of human. improvement to any of these agencies exclusively. 
Each, doubtless, contributed its rill to swelrthe flowing tide, and 
there may have been even other tributaries which were unnoticed 
or have been forgotten. Nay,. the larger streams themselves 
are trac~able to innumerable fountains .hid in deep and shady 
recess!!s· These again have their secret sources into which we 
cannot follow them. It is not, perhap!!l, for' man; to expose the 

- occult springs of human action; to under5tand the deep work-· 
ings of the human mind, or to delermirie with certainty the re~ 
mote, which are al \Vays the true causes ·of those remarkable 
events, which, no less irresistible tlian unexpected, have shaken 

. as with the power of a volcano the very foundations of society; 
have overthrown the pillars upon· which her institutions have 
been reared, and rendered necessary an entire· new~modelling 
of her institutions •. The effect, indeed is obvious: so is the im-. 
mediate cause-the 1emote -one may be inscrutable. We can 
feel the earthquake, and see the flames issue from the crater of 
the volcano, but what it is that occasio~s the voJcano may. for
ever remain a mystery.· 
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·. It is to some such secret workings; to some hidden impulse; 
some inspiration, truly divine, if we may judge its character by 
its results, that we are to attribute the singular fact that ·no less 
than three of those astonishing events to which we are wont y> 
refer the improvement of society, occurred, al! within the b~1ef · 
Mpace of seventy years. ·These three events, any one of which 
would have adorned an nge, or marked an epocha in human his-
~tory, are, the invention of Printing, the Protestant· Reformation,· 
·and the discoverv of'America. The first furnished the means 
of diffusing, as W'ell as concentrating. human thought.·· · The sec:· 
ond gave liberty to think; while the third \Vas a ·practical illus· 

· tration upon a grand scale, of the happy result of expansion of 
mind; of reason_ing from facts; and of energy of purpose~ The 
first; like ·a polished. mirror, collecting the scattered rays· of in· 
tellectual .light, reflected· and concentrated them~in the brilliant 
and powerful focus. The second, by the concussion it produced, 
opened the prison doors, and loosed the bands- which Bigotry, 
Jn tolerance and Superstition had imposed. Indeed . it is hard to 
fix. the bo:undaries of its influence, for it had such great power 
that it gave liberty to the earth itself to revol'De upon its own ax: 
u-a movement upon .which the Pope and cardinals, in the days 
of Galileo, had put an absolute "eto~ It is not surprising, then, 

· that it should have rende~d the very same se,,,ice to the politi· 
cal and the scientific world·. And who can tell how great nn 
influen~e the wonderful .discovery of_ the American continents 
had upon that portion of our race who participated in its imme· 
diate consequences? Influenced as man is by example and an_· 
alogy, this startling and glorious achievement, gave a new inspi• 

,ratio!! to human hopes; and prompted to attempt new discove-
- ries in science, and the subjugation of new worlds to its domin· 

i1;>0. The very thought thatthere must be a Western World, de
rived-from a: variety of facts, was, as already intimated, founded 
upon inductive reasoning.. Who knows but that so splendid an 
illustration of the safety and certainty ofinduction when resting 

·even upon an imperfect knowledge of the old world, or· upon a 
few canes floating on the broad bosom of the Atlantic, may have 
first given to this mode of reasoning proper consideration T 
Who knows but it may even ha Ye suggested to the mind of Ba· 
con the propriety of making ittbe basis of true science! · Be 
thisns it may, certain it is, that there is not in the history of the 
"!arid. a spectacle of greater moral grande.ur, or more perseve• 
rmg confidence in the truths of nature and science, than C(}lum· . 

·. bus, in the midst of faint-hearted followers, in an unknown sea, 
-;ind w_ith a _varying compass, stipulating (it was on be~alf of ev· 
. ery tbrng dear to ·man,) that for three days more they should 
1trel~h a way to the unexplored· regions of the West. Happy 
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experiment! But it was only to verify an induction no less for·. 
tunate. 

The spirit of adventure excited by success, was not, however, 
al ways guided by the saine justness of observation or unerring 
principles of reasoning. On the contrary, it led to a variety of 
wild experime!lts, and to an enthmsiastic pursuit of vain and ima· 
ginative objects, 'The Syntl1etic Philosophy, in vogue at-thi~ pe
riod, gave the most unbounded encouragement. to this extrava-~ 
gance. Jt first deyised an ingenious theory-a fanciful hypothe
sis. This being done, it proceeded to build upon it such facts as 
.were collected for the purpose, or which could, by any contri
vance, be-made to rest upon it. .But, founded as It -was upon 
hypothesis, this philosophy could support no structure more sub
stant_ial, and a thousand airy castles were erected, none of 
which could afford to Science a secure abode. · . 

'J'he eagerness of theorists. to build up their respective sys-. 
terns, . led, indeed, to the discovery of many· important facts. 
Vicing with each other, and jealous of each other's fame, .they 
compassed sea and· land to collect materialsfor an edifice which 
might secure fo them a name.and a place on ea!th •. But their · 
error was, that their,foundation was hypothetical-a flimsy and 
airy· theory; so that the very truths which.they discovered, and 

. dug up from the quarrie~ of Fact and. Nature, often proved too 
weighty for _their slender foundation$, and occasioned the whf)le 
superstructure to fall to the ground, and ,to become ·not unfre~ 
quently the tomb of the builder-a fate, indeed, not undeserved 
hy those who smight to build, with materials which belonged to· 
Science, a habitation for themselves. 

It was in the midst of this confusion that the wise master-buil
der, to whom we have alluded,_Francis Bacon, stood forth, and 
proposed a system directly the reverse of the Synthetic Philoso-· 
phy. This was that fact::1 should be first carefully ascertained· 
by-observation and experiment, and that just deductions should 
be drawn from these •. He advised in short (if we may continue 
the figureju!;t introduced) that all the votaries of Science should 
renounce thPir personal and private interests, and unite together 
to build a splendid temple to her honour. He taught· them to 
lay a broad, solid_ and substantial· foundation of facts; and, jn 
carrying up the building, to lay no more weight upon these lhan 
they were fitted to sustain. He sketched out the just propor. 
tions ofthe superstructure, and laid down infallible rules .by 
which unsuitable materials might be detected. His views pre
vailed: the work proceeded. · It is, young gentlemen, to survey 
the results that you are now invited. Approach then the noble 
structure. But \Vhile yerin the outer courts of this glorious 
temple, examir.e, f pray you, its massy foundations formed of the· 
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bard, unyielding, primitive rocks7'"the unchanging Facts of Na
ture; and admire the skilful rimsonry which has so exactly fitted 
nnd ba~ea upon them those. beautifi.~l . walls o1Truth •. Walk
round about the edifice; consider its_ bulwarks;· calculate, if you 
be able, its vast dimensions; and look aloft, if you can without 
giddines_s, to those lofty spires which the ~enius o~a Newton .has 
carried mto the very heavens, and embellished with ·those bright 
prismatic tints derived by himself from the divine pallet when· 
he was permitted to dip his pencil in· the solar light. 'l'hen en· 
terin(J' w1lh reverence. upon the spacious vestibule, pass through . 
thosc

0 
golden gates opened wide by the ready hands of DiligencEr. 

and Attention ;~but while, within its vaulted chambers, surroun
ded by the magnificence which Nature and Art,have· furnished, 
-you offer up the pure incense of a sincere devotion, do not, I be
seech you·, forget to honour that illustrfous Architect to whose 
genius we are indebted for th·e plan of so glorious ariedifice. 

Bacon.was the Luther of Science. His system subverted the 
. auth.ority of popes and councils throughout' the entire· scientific 

· world. Let us congratulate ourselves that no proud dogmatist 
has, since his day; been permitted to sit in the temple of 8cience 
to usurp her place nnd honours. All the '~orld are now Protes
tant in_ Science. They have renounced allegiance to the school'." 
men. They r~gard no one as infallilile, and submit.to no dicta
tion. Each one studies the volume of Nature for himself. We 

. have .universal toleration; (ull and free discus~ion; unlimited in
vestigation. We are so happy too as to have amongst the Prot- _ 
estants of Science but few parties; . A spirit of union has almost 
.universally prevailed, and all have felt themselves l;ibouring in 
a common cause. ·This is one of the best features of the age. 
E'lch one contributes as to-a com·mon stock his respecqve share.
Each one labors with a common interest to rear up the walls of 
the· edifice, and it is not to be wondered at, that the work is so 
well performed. Another important characteristic is, that Sci
ence has for its object nO\v, the general goad of society-the 
promotion of human happiness: Its tendencies are therefore 
eminently practical. It leads to a knowledge of things as well 
ns words. Jt consults utility, and rejects every.thing which.does 
not in some way tend to improve, and· elevate man in the varied 
relations in which, by the very constituent ele.ments ·of his na: 
tu re, he is involved. Its spirit, in short, is that of philanthrophy; 
oflibernlity; of candour; of kindness. Oh! long mny it reign in 
the hearts of all who laborin the cause of education, and under 
ita benign influence. may they preserve inviolate tho bonds of 
union, and rendering to each other mutual aid.and ·mutual hon
or, enjoy in its fullest measure, the benefit of mutual prosperity! 

' . I cannot imagine a. more striki~g evidence of the ~dvantages_ 
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now enjoyed, than the rapid progress of those Sciences which 
have but recently originated. During the age of speculation, a 
science was compelled to wade through the deep mora!!s, the 
Serbonian bog of obscure hypothesis or dogmatic error, and 

·could scarce at length reach the Terra Firma of truth. And 
even when the wandering philo'3ophers of the days of '1'. Bom
bastus Paracelsus succeeded in gaining tho solid ground, they 
often, like the first settlers of Virginia, in their choice of James
town, pitched upon a bad location. The settlement, however, 
being once made, the roads immediately converge to it .as to a 
central point, ·and Habit pursues the beaten track \Vhich lgno· 
ranee or Caprice occasioned. It is not without difficulty/ that 
men are induced to change the ancient sites, and hence those 
sciences which had progressed to some extent before the time of 
.Bacon, could with· much ado be new modelled, and placed up• 
on more suitable foundations. Se,·eral of the natural sciences, 
and Chemistry among the rest, suffered much from this cause. 
Like one whose constitution has suffered from quaokery, in ear• 
ly life, an injury which the most prudent treatment in after 
years can scarcely repair~ the science of Chemistry was not on
ly for a long time thus retarded ·in its growth, but has hardly 
ever yet been freed, by all the power of the Inductive system, 
from the effects of the course at first adopted by nlchymical and 
speculative charlatans. · · 

Far otherwise is it with those sciences which have lately come 
into existence. We have reason to wish them joy of being born 
at co propitious a period, when they have been suffered to grow 
up with goodly ·nursing according to Nature's laws, and to attain 
to such maturity and perfection iri so short a time. Among the 
most well favoured of these, we may mention Phrenology and 
Geology which have sprung up within an incredibly short !!!pace, 
and in the blooming vigor of youth have obtained a place 
among their venerable elders, grown grey with age and wrinkled 
with care.·· 

The ancient sciences, however, have _not foiled to participate 
largely in the beAcfits of the improved systems; Chemistry and 
Mineralogy, as well as l\ledicine, have been carried to great per
fection in modern times. The splendid discoveries of Priestly, 
Davy and their European fellow-laborers and the great improve
ments which have been introduced into the laboratory by them,', 
and by our own Silliman and Hare, have elevated Chemistry, 
both as a science and as an art, _to the most distinguished emi
nence. To such an extent, indeed, have discoveries nnd im
provements been carried in every department of human knowl
edge, that almost the whole territory has been explored. Hence 
1t is, that what remains can be entered upon with such facility. 

4 
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1-he tra\·ellcr docs not now need to climb the precipitous moun· 
ta ins of lgnorar.ce, or ford the rapid str~ams of Folly which for:-
~merly obstructed his progress. He moves swiftly upon the rail
road of unimpeded thought, or floats securely in the barge of 
truth upon the graceful aqueduct or through the deeply excava
ted tunnel,- and smiles at the rugged peaks and foaming floods 
which now only minister to his fancy or amusement. Modern 
~ciences have the greale~t advantngr, sir.ce the ancient onrs 

·have preceded them and cleared the way. They have only· as 
it were to choose their location. They have not now to fell the 
for('st~, tut simply to plough, to sow, and to reap an immediate 
and an abundant harvest. 

It is then, young gentlemen, under the auspicious circumstan
ces to which I have endeavoured to direct your attention, that 
we have the happine~e fo commence ourlabor~. _ With re-gard to 
the sciences. assigned to this Chair, .I doubt not they will be ·to 
you most in.teresting. .Mutually _related to each other, and each 
oi1e forming in it~elf a delightful suhject of study, they give or
der and harmony to the immense variety ofobjects and ir·ftuf'n· 
ces \'\'hich every where present themselves in. the vast domains 

- uf Nature; and are no le~s useful in their practical applicatinn to 
the -necessary art~ of li!f•, than pleasing to the mind in the· singu
lar revelations which they supply. 

Chemistry·is one of the most sublimP, important and ex ten· 
fiive of the sciences. Entering into· the. elements of thingi:i, it 
considers the renction of the particles of inorganic matter, and 
embrace!>, in fact, the whole phenomena of Nature, there being 
b11t few changes which do not at least. in some of their causes or 
effect~. fall under its notice. Eve1v effect, indeed, or chanr>e 
whic:h.orrurs in inorganic bodies, n~d which is not purely n~
chanieal, is chemical. It take~, thercfim•, the wide~t range and 
pre~ents to view the most inten•stir.g suhjects of contemplation. 
. Minerolngy is also nf great extenr, for it considers the char
artns and relations of every substance which is not oroanizcd 
or the_immedinte pr(ld11ctoforganization.· ft is ::l scicnc~ which 
boasts thr highe~t antiquity, being c"eval with tile creation of 
man, and the discm•ery of the pnre go.Id of the land of Havilah, 
\\ herP, we are told, was nlso the ~lui.-h arid transluctcnt onyx, 
and the bitter but fragrant bc!ellium. 

_Geology, on the rontrnry, is, as already intimnted, a modern 
srier.ce. Jntimµtdy counected with Mineralogy, it takes. a 
more exteni:'ive rangr, embracing not only the rnrions suh£tnnccs 
which enter into the c1tmposition of the earth, but their arranrre
ment also, and the changes which they have undergone. Jt has 
been rendered e~pecially interesting hy the evidences of the for
mer condition ?fthe globe whi('b it derives from the arrangement 
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6f the e:lrtbis materials, and the 'liirlJlllar otg.mic remains iml>ed
cled in fossiliferous rocks. It i::; not indeed so exten~ive a::; the 
itcienceof the Astronomer, to whom it is mnller of amusement 
to sport with worlds and their satellites. But we shall have 
no reason to complain of want of room, for it is at )east as wide 
ns the world in which we live. And while the Astronomer ascend::1 
to the attic story of our old fashioned family mansion-the earth, 
h> wander among the stars .or perhaps to lose him.self in the 
cloudiness of the milky way; the Geologist~ on the other hand, 
rummage3 the cellar, and discovers in its deep and rocky recesses 
secret stores of ancient treasure (ch_ough in earthen vessels,) and 
cask::; of the old and mellow wine ofknuwledge, of which even 
the A~tron•Jmer wh~n be descends from his_ lofty position, is not 
unwilling to partake. · 

\Ve may say of Geology, indeeJ, a3 of the city of God.-Jts 
foundafr>n!i are in the lo fly mountains. 811 deeply are they fixed 
in the solid granite, that the earthq11ake itself, so for from dis· 
turbing, serves ·only to reveal more folly their firmness and 
stability.· And lifting itself on high to the level of Chimborazo 
or Ilim11alayeh, it exhibits in legible characters npon the massy 
pilhr~ of its portico, the ancient and authentic records of a 
world of which Columbus never dreamed. · 

Bat, gentlem~n, it is n>t 1h:;: object of this ge.nerdl and introduc
t•>ry discourse to give you a special account of the:zc sciences. 
Tu this we shall in future address ourselves. We have now been 
endeavouring to fix your minds upon the present state of science 
and the peculiar character of the age. We find this one of inces
sant activity-of running to and fro-of deep research-of true 
philosophy-~f superlative regard fi>r facts-nf practical improv~
ment and useful knowledge. C.rn we then better conclude our 
remarks than by briefly considering the corresponding obliga
tions it impose:; up::m us? It Nquires then, in a word, a spirit 
precisely in accordance with its own. Energy ofcharacter; Ia
borioui study; the love of truth; careful ob:;crvatioa, and a 
desire for beneficial knowledge, sh()uld now be characteristics of· 
all the lovers of science. There is nothing more admirable in the 
Ilacunian system, than the state of mind which it require!!; and_ 
that humble spirit of inquiry; that patient induction of facts; 
th·1t modest firmness of conclusion, to which it leads. These 
have been noble traits in the investigations of those lofcy and ii
) ustrious men, the Newtons, the Lockes, the Davys, the Hershells, 
who have adorned the world, and the lustre of whose names cm
blaztJns, with its brightest glory; the escutcheon of Science. 
While, then, our infant institution will seek to imbibe the spirit of 
the acre to which it owes its birth, and to adapt itself to the prPs
ent w~nts and circumstancea of society, it i:; to be hoped t.hal her 
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Alumni will, with a laudable zeal, second her efforts, and endea• 
vour to carry out into practice a plan of education so highly ap· 
proved by the community.· . . . 

Be as~ured, young gentlemen, that it will be your highest 
happiness in after life, to have improved your youthful hours and 
opportunities. It is in the spring time of life that the seeds of 
future usefulness and honor must be sown and cultivated. ·:And 
while the acrriculturist may sow his fields, and yet another reap 
the produc~ the dilligent student has the pleasing reflection to 
encournue and sustain hiin in his labors, that he toils for himself, 
to prolJlole his own-his truest interests; arid that no envious hand; 
no revolutions in society; . no adverse circumstances whatever, 
car:i deprive him of those rich fruits-those foteUectual treasures 
which he bas laid up within the imperishable store-house of the 
mind. · ·~ · 
. And may I not add, inasmuch as moral culture is to be made 
~ne of the distinguishing features of this Institution, that it is es
pecially in the attainment of this species of education, that the 
secret.of future success, and eminence is to be found; .Morality 
is the ground upon which any one must stand, if, like the ancient 
geometrician, he would move tho world with the lever of Science. 
Jt is Virtue which breathes into Science a living and a life-giv'.' 

. ing spirit. It is a remarkable fact that if you search the r£cords 
of history, you will scarcely find among those who have benefit
ted the world by true Science, by splendid discoveries or useful 
inventions, the name of a single infidel, skeptic, or sensualist. 
These glorious achievements were reserved for those who paid 
regard to the claims of morality and religion, and who, like New
ton, among the multitude of books before them, studied, with the 
greatest application, the Bible. This illustrious man "could not 
rest, says .Brougham, from his immortal labors in setting forth 
the system· of the universe, without raising his mind to the· con
t~mplation of Him, who weighed the mountains in scales and the 
hills in a balance.'' He it was who declared that the business of 

• Physical Science is "to deduce causes from effects, till we come 
to the very First Cause," and that"every true step made in Jn. 
ductive Philosophy is to be highly valued, because it brings us 
n~arer to the First Cause." Be it then ever remembered, that 
the chain of induction is not yet complete until it will reach from 
earth to heaven, and is linked with Hope offuture joy, that an. 
char to.the soul which is securely fixed within the veil, that, but 
for a brief interval, hides from our view, the audience chamber 
of the palace of the universe. The results of science are indeed 
i~teresting and ~very ~ay gratifying to the intellect, hut it is 
virtue and morahty which must warm the heart. The processes 
of the Chemist ~ill end in empty air; the ~iamonds of Lhe Min 
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eralogist will exc~ange their brilliancy for opacity and dark· 
ness, the laws of Geology will he found to be written on tables 
of stone; but elevation of principle; sterling integrity of soul; 
noble and generous affections; a life, governed by the laws of the 
Author of Nature inscribed upon the heart, and consecrated to 
the good of society and the improvement of the world, will nev
er fail to invest the character with imperishable lustre, and lead 
their possessor to a knowledge of that science which is superior 
to -all others-the. Science of Happiness. 





AN ADDRESS, 
.Delivered at the orga-nization of IlETIIANY COLLEGE, Noumber 

7 
2d, 1841, by W. K. PENDLETON, Professor of Natural Phi· 
losophy. 

GENTLEMEN, . . 

JN appearing before you, I fee 1 thatJ am introducing 
myself to the best hopes of the rising generation,-to spirits ardent 
w!th the fires of youth, and aspirations and energies unfoldina 
and expanding with the fervour of their own passions .. As such~ 
allow me to welcome you to these shades of science and litera
ture, hero amid the ueep retirement of nature's hills,-and, as 
the peculiar province of the duties assigned to me-introduce you 
particularly to that department of science, over whose mysteries 
it is my privilege to preside. But in doing rn, I cannot forbear 
to admonish you of the importance of the step which you have 
taken in entering these academic halls. The span of each in
dividual's history -on earth, like the mighty circle of time, is 
made up ofsmaller tlivisions oi: epochs, differing in the times of 
their recurrence and often in the importance of their events, but 
yet, so marked. and definite, that the most casual glance back 
upon the stream of the past, cannot but fall upon them, standing 
forth as so many stern diFpensers of our destiny, and claiming 
our obsen'alion, whether. they excite the sweet consciousness of a 
blameless life or the remorseful pangs of misdirected energies and 
wasted powers. Bu Lit is the order of Providence in most cases, 
wisely to conceal these epochs from those whom they are to af. 
feet; till they have passed into history ;-yet, as in the physical 
man, infancy, boyhood, manly prime and decrepit age mark 
the successive stages of his career, from the cradle to the tomb, 
so in the ~ntellectual and moral or social man, there are a few 
great and prominent ·ems, traced~ so deeply and intelligibly in . 
the history of all, that we nre at.no loss in assigning them a pc· 
riod nnd setting a value upon their importance .• Had we the 
means of solving the problem, what has been· the influence for 
time and eternity, upon nll persons who have ever entered as 
students, the walls of a college, of such a privilege,-it could then 
be seen how extensive and far reaching in its consequences, such 
a step must of n,ecessity be to cv~ry you_ng gentleman who takes 
it. But in the absence of such data, we mny be permitted to 
consider for a moment, s?me of the ~eason~ that make it impor. 
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tant, and, indeed, render it the most interesting, ns well as the 
most critical period of the journey oflife. Much the larger por. 
tion of you now before me, are, for the first time, separated from 
the homes '"hich gave you birth, and the ever watchful and so· 
licitous guardianship, of those whose every aspiration and hope 
are concentrated in you-and for the first time in your lives, many· 
of you, perhaps, are thrown 'upon your own resources for a char· 
acter, the formation of which you have now to commence. Jt 

. would be needless for me to dwell upon the importance of this 
step, since the concurrent experience and observation of many 
generations have long since decided it to be the directing influence 
throughout lif.e. The habits acquired and the principles imbibed 
at this-period, like the presiding constellation in the Astrologer's 
superstition, follow us through every stage ofour being, and often, 
despite our best resolutions and efforts, control and determine 
our destiny for time and eternity; · 

But it is not enough that we resolve upon forming habits and 
-cultivating principles, such as will guide us successfulJy and 
honourably through the devious and seductive paths of a world 
every where beset with the· snares of temptation and vice. We 
must do more-we must diligently and earnest1y practise aB that 
an enlightened conscience may- dictate and daily an l hourly 
·accustom ourselves to the most rigid _nnd economical distribu
tion of our· time and energies. 1\fan i$ a being born to high aspi· 
rations and n. noble destiny. Immortality is stamp~d upon his 
god-like image, and the first breathings of intelligence, lift his 
hope.;-upwards. Endowed with the noblest powers for improve. 
ment and quickened into· effort by an instinctive love of knowl· 
edge, which swells with his grO\vth, his first observations and de
ductions are' made in that kingdom; some of whose Jaws it is the 
peculiar province of the department of science assigned to me, to 
unfold. The five avennes of sensation, all open from the moment 
·of birth, let in from the boundless supplies of nature, constant 
and unremitting streams of Fimple ideas, rich with all the beautiful 
•ariety of colourand form,-nnd the most delightful and harmoni. 
ous commingling of music and song with the delicious odours 
nod perfomes, that spring from every flower and shrub, with which 
the lavish hand of Nature has embellished this, her beautiful 
and magnificent garden. Man is thus by his Creator constituted 
ll natural philosopher. The first moment he puts forth his hands 
and feets the boundaries or surfaces of solids, and begins to 
measure, by his touch and by his sight, the size and figure of the 
things around and about him, he is making observations and im. 
bibing truths, which stand first in the foundation of the elegant 
and beautifully elaborated edifice of natural science. But the 
curi?us exc~tement produced by a succession of objects new and 
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wonderful, so absorbs and enchants the youthfhl mind, that its 
faculty for classification and arrangement lies dormant, whilst 
observa~ion, ever on the wing, ranges over the wide and varied 
field of natural phenomena, ·aoting with a curious but unskilful 
eye, its beauties and wonders, its motions and changes, till wea
ried with the pursuif, the mind falls back upon itself and begins 
the task of recalling ·its previous impressions. Memory, rich 
with the stores of future knowledge, is now summoned to give its 
aid,-but the boundless variety and multiplicity of its treasures 
seem but beautiful confusion. The mind struggles in vain to 
grasp so much loose and unarranged material, and thus of neces
sity . is compelled to arrange, to classify, to generalize. All the 
varied phenomena are now looked at in their relations, and ar
ranged according to their similitudes. This is the commencement 
of science, for science is nothing more than "knowledge orderly 
and methodically arranged, so that the observations and discove
ries of many, may become attainable by one." 

This, gentlemen, may be supposed to be the period at which 
you have arrived; but as the happy power of a ready generaliza
tion falls to the lot of but few, and even to that few, only after 
matured judgment and long and laborious study, it is just here 
that the assistance afforded by the labour and research of those 
master spirits, who have signalized themselves and blessed pos
terity by their. genius and learning, becomes a most necessary 
means to your progress. To the labour::: and discoveries of these 
it will be my privilege to introduce you, so far at least; as they 
relate to that branch of science, usually designated Physics or 
Natural Philosophy ;-and here it may not be improper, before we 
enter into any detailed investigation of the importance, practical 
and speculative, of this interesting chapter in the great volume 
of nature, to give .in general terms, the idea intended to be con· 
veyed by the expression, Physics or Natural Philosophy. And 
in order the more clearly to do so, it1J1ay not be uninteresting to 
read to you, the whole table of ~on tents to this mighty book, in '.. 
which is contained all that man may know by his unassisted 
reason, that is, apart from Revelation. -
· In the . process of observation then, of which we have been 
speaking, we are investigating that chapter, which st:inds first 
in the order of nature-viz: the chapter of Natural History, or 
that which gives the parti.culars or history ~f.t~ings. This c~ap
ter is again divided off 1_nto three grand division~, called lnn.g
doms of nature, under which, is arranged, resf>CC!ively, the his
tory of Animals, Vegetables, and Mineral~,· But_ m ou~ study of 
these, we are unavoidably called to consider the~r. motions, the 
chanues in condition which are continually gorng on amongst 
them~ ~nd innumerable phenomena, produced by principles and 
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f>owers, df which, in their origin nml extent, \Ve are mnstiy igno· 
rant, at least so far as reason can enlighten us. The study and 
developqient of these principles, which we call general truths 
or laws of nature, c1Jnstitutes another and distinct chapter in na· 
ture'~. volume, called Science or Philosophy, that is, the reason 
of_things. These general truths or laws are subdivided into·four 
great heads or. classes, Physical, Chemical, Mental and Vital, 
corresponding to the peculiarities of the objects observed in the 
kingdom of nature. Thus, when in our study of Natural History, 
we observe in the creature, man, certain evidences of a princi· 
ple, not discovered to be possessed by any other animal, and see 

_ that its operations are guided and determined by laws, we have 
the foundation for the science of mind or Metaphysi~s; or wheri 
in the animal _or. vegetable kingdom, we mark· the regular and 
unbroken progression, from the young off~pring to the full grown 
animiil, or the _small and scarcely observed germ, to the mighty 
and majestic tree, we soon see, that there are certain laws or 
principles by which the whole is ordered and directed;and thus 
we begin the philosophy of life, and so of the other two divisions, 
Chemical and Physical; in the one we observe the laws which 
g•>vern the attractions, repulsions, union and separation of atoms; 
in the other the similar changes or phonomena, going on amongst. 
bodies or aggregates of atoms. -But tl,ese divisions are again 
cut up into 11arts. Thus, for instance, under the general head of 
life, we have Animal and Vegetable, Physiology, and under these 
again respectively, Z'>ology, Anatomy, Pathology, Medicine, 
etc. and Botany, Horticulture, Agriculture, &c. .Hut we ·1eave 
these minor divi::;ions to other hands and turn to that, which 
m9re immediately ·concerns us, viz:-Natural Philosophy, or 
Physics. · 

Natural Philosophy or Physics, then, is that science, which 
teaches us "the laws that govern every phenomena of Nature, in 

·which theN is any sensible change of place, being concerned 
alone, in the greater part of those phenomena,-and regulating the 
remainder, which originate from Chemical action and from the 
action of life,"-and it is distinguishable from Chemistry, with 
which it would seem in many cases blended, by remembering 
that the latter deals with atoms, the constituents or elements of 
things, whilst the former takes cognizance, only of bodies in the 
nggregate.-llut whilst this distinction seems so marked, we 
would caution you ngainst the idea, that any one department in 
Natural Science is entirely separate and distinct from all others. 
There are, it is true, great and prominent landmarks, by which 
we, in our divisions, made-for the convenience of study, distin· 
guish them, but in their details and in their more contiguous parts, 
the!e is oft~n so much similarity, so much dependency, th_; con· 
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fines ofoneso gradually sinking into theddmlniohs tJf' the other,~ 

"Shade unpercei'\'cd, so soflening into shade,'• 

that it is next to impossible to say where the one ends or the oth
er begins. ·In fact, there is no such thing as a separate and 
independent science, any more than there is a separate and in· 
dependent animal function. They are all, but parts of one 
stupendous whole, and all necessary to the beauty anil full pro· 
portion of the edifice. Indeed !here is no independent and isolated 
operation in Nature. All the infinite variety of her works, no 
matter in what form they may be presented to us, no matter in 
what complex and often inexplicable combinations they may be 
involved, yet, from the tenderest flower that lifts its head to the 
light, to the forest monarch, stretching far and wide its vi"orous 
branches,...:..from the subtle and almost undisroverable fluid that 
struggles through the attenuated frame of an animalcule, to the 
strong and nervous pulsations, that drive the current of life, 
through the system of the stout and vigorous monarch of earth 
all is but the harmony of one universal uafure, operating through 
a few simple law:-::, and thus by the most beautiful and wondertul 
cosmical adaptations and arrangements, controlling this, to u~, 
complex and mysterious fabric. · 

It has been justly remarked, by a disti11g11ished Philosopher, 
that "the man, who under~tam.ls the four words, Atom, Attraction, 
Repulsion and Inertia, in all their bearings and relation!!, under· 
stands the greater part of. the phenomena of nature." This 
seems at first sight, a reduction almost too great for onr credence, 
yet it is just, and we need hut a moment's rt'flection to convince 
u~, not only of its truths, but of the great value nnd importance 
of science, that can thus in four words reveal to us all the princi
ples that rule and control the boundless complications of Na~tare. 
Yet-we must not imagine because these principles arc so few and 
apparently so simplP, that their application will be in all cases 
easy; nor inr!eed, thrir idluences always e\·ident and defined. 
It has required the untiring researches of philosophers1 ff om the 
lime of Bacon till now, to trace up Nuture to these, her primor
dial laws, and in order to be master of any one department of 
S:~ience, we must begin at their conclusions, and go back over 
thair footsteps, till wa too, have become com:ersant with the train 
of re:.tsoning by which this sublime simplicity is discovered. It 
will not be ·enough, that we simply know or hear these truths;
we must take Natur~ ns-we fiud her; and apply the rule to her 
phenomena in all their vnriety, and by a rigid inductirm test 
the principle to see whether it be true. This is the true Baconinn 
mode of rensonin"', and it has accomplished more for scie-nce 
than all the wild u~d vidonnry hypothe~es ever invented by the 
imagination of man, from the days of Grecian philosophy, down 
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to the revival oflearning, in the 15th century. Previous to the 
publication of the "Novum Orgarion" of this mnster genius, who 
bas been not inappropriately styled '.'the Priest of nature's !11yste
ries," the world was full of the most vague and absurd not10ns of 
things, that the wildest fancy could imagine. The great master 
.of Grecian philosophy, Aristotle, by a sort of enchantment, that 
seemed almost fatal, had so completely bewildered the paths of 

. philosophy, and by his pointless and senseless .jargon about 
"occult qualities" and "imaginary essences," so refined and 
etherenlised the simple and beautiful operations of nature, that 
it was next to impossible to tell \Vhat was or was not philosophy. 
The wonderful and instructive lessons every where written on 
the broad pages of nature, were overlooked in the deep scrutiny 
for the "occult,'' whilst the simple yet sublime deductions and 
conclusions of a more rational school, were utterly neglected 
and u_nobserved _ in the refined speculations on intention and re
mission, proportion and degree, infinity, formality, quiddity, 
individuality, and innumerable other abstract notions, with which 
the great and the learned of the )and ·employed their powers, 
· _ . Such were the sublime questions that engaged the heads and 
pens of these "Seraphic Doctora," as they were sometimes called, 
and such the curious notions with which they contaminated the 
pure . foundation of nature, even down to no very remote period , 
from our own time~. From the 12th to the 15th century, during 
which period science and truth seemed . alike banished from 
earth, the dogmata of Aristotle held a supremacy, almost univer· 
sal over the literary part of ·Europe. But happily perhaps, for 
the present state of science, the little learning that was then in 
the world, was confined to monks and religious recluses, and 
was by them imparted to but few, so that the long night that had 

. bee!l gathering over Europe for so many centuries, was now 
thickening to perfect darkness and the deep ignorance and void 

-of the human mind, consequent upon the entire extinguishmcnt 
of even the semblance of Philosophy, left it open for the reception 
_of the bright truths that were destined so soon to flash in upon 
the darkness. The dawn of a brighter era seemed breaking forth 
in the revival of the old Pythagorean System of the universe, by 
Copernicus, about the beginning of the 16th century, and notwith
standing the angry threatenings and heavy thunderings of the 
Vatican, it rose higher and higher, as the mighty minds of Galileo, 
Kepler and Gassendi poured forth their enerrries in removing the 
obstructions, that prevented the beams of th~ full day. But the 
old prejudices in Javour of hypothesis, yet clung to the mode of 
reasoning and trammelled in no small ·degree, the progress of 
truth; and even wh~n conclusions founded upon observaticms 
and facts, were arrived at, their authors were restrained by the 
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tyranny of popery and superstition, from-boldly ~nd fearlessly 
giving them to the world •. Such wast.he case wub Copernicus 
and Galileo. On two occas10ns was the latter su_mmoned before 
.the inquisition to answei: for hi~ heresies and ~onfess his errors, 
and twice was the venerable Philosopher, despite _th~_convictions 
of his own observations and reasonings, compelled by the terrors 
of the inquisition, to renounce his-belief in-the motion of the earth 
cm its axis. But1 to his enduring honor; it is recorded, that when 
on the latter occasion, he had bent his hoary head before the confes. 
sional and to the brutal tyranny of ignorance, made the renuncia
tion and confession required, he rose from his knees, turned from the 
haughty cardinal, and, filled with the spirit ofa sublime philoso .. 
phy, stamped his. foot upon _th~ ea~th -and ~xclaimed, '~Still it 
moves." But ·wh1l~t ~his d1~trngms~ecl ph!losopher was doing 
much in Italy, by his discoveries and rnvent1~ns tow:irds di_spel-· 
ling the darkness; that then brooded over science; 1t remained 
for the genius of Bacon, in England, to step· forth, and in its giant 
strength,.shake the pmars?f the ~ldan<l vener~ted temple of error, 
within whose mazy and mtermrnable labyrrnths, the stron"est 
minds had so long wandered and struggled in vain for truth tillthe 
whole fabric tottered beneath his arm and fell, with alJ its an. 
tiquity and all its learning, "a grave and solemn folly." 
. But to.return from thisdigression.-'-Wewere pointing out the 
manner in which we should study nature and test the laws which 
the ·resParches of Philosophers ham given as canonical; and in 
order to do so, we found thnt we must go back and retrace their 
steps, that we may scewhether the connection between the facts 
of Nature and the conclusions of Philosophers, be unbroken. 
This will involve us neces:5arily, in the details of the particular 
branch, we m:iy, happen to be p:osccuting, and this again,wilJ 
thro\V us, upon our fund of prev10usly observed facts. But as 
many of the opera.tion·~ of nature require an accuracy of experi:. 
ment and observat10n, m order to detect the laws by which they 
arc controlled, that is seldom attained by the unskilful and as 
the developement of the law is made, in most cases by u~folding 
the fact, it requires but a small fund of previous observation to 
enable the student to prosecute his inquiries, in the various de
partments of Physics-the lecture-room illustrations and the lucid 
statements of the text boo,ks, supplying all thaf is requisite to a 
clear and general comprehension of this inte'resting branch of 
Natural Science.. We ~v~u.ld now. with your-in?ulgence, barely 
mention the minor d1v1s1ons of Natural Philosophy, briefly 
describing the province of each, and then proceed to give a few 
evidenc_es and examples ~f their importance, practical and specu
lative, to the human family and to yourselves, that are to be, per
haps some of you, the future disrensersofits fortunes. -

5 
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. ·The most casual glance at objects, as they exist around us in 
Nature, canno't fail to detect in them, marked and definite differ
ences, botfl as respects their . character and condition_;-and, as 
would naturally be supposed, Philosophers have made these 
differences, the foundation of their classifications and arrange-

. men ts. -Every. thing in the universe is either in a-state.of rest 
or motion, and the laws, by which these two conditions of matter 
are proauced,.are classed under the two general heads of Statics 
and Dynamics. Statics, from a Greek word (statike) signifying 
rest, has reference to that class of forces, which produce rest or 
equilibrium, .whilst under Dynamics, (from D~namis, force or 
power) are considered the forces, which produce motion. · But at 
the same time that these classifieations, formed_ upon the con
ditions of matter,. deserve a good- share of. attention; there are 
certain others, which have been made -with- a reference. to the 
peculiar character or nature of that matter, as· presen_ted to our 
senses, much more co11venient and_useful; and as the doctrines 
of Statics and Dynamics are necessarily involved in the consider
ation ·of the phenomena of each class, it h-as been found convenient 
in most cases, not to consider them separately. The classifica
_tion to· which I allude and which is not only the best and most. ' 
convenient, but which is now almost universally adopted, is found
ed upon the most obvious differences and analogies; and indeed, 
may be said to be the classification of Nature herself, since it is de·. 
termined by the manner, in which .she has marshalled her hosts 
of operative agents-the solids, the fluids nnd the imponderable 
substances. That dep-artment, in \\·hich are explained the pecu
fiarities of state and motio11 among solid bodies, is called Mechan· 
ics: Un_der it,_ the laws of motion are discussed, and the 
mechanical po\vera irivestigated, machinery generally examined 
and explained, and numerous other topic~, connected directly or 
remotely with ~hcse, introduced to illustrate and exemplify, in. 
their various combinations and relations, the few laws, that form . 
the ba~is of the whole department of Mechanics. 

- . Under the d_ivision. "·hich is appropriated to the consideration 
of the phenomena of fluids, come several departments. First, -

~Hydrodynamics, (from the Greek ";Vords, Udor, water and Du
namis, force) which is again divided into Hydrostatics (water at" 
rest or in equilibrium) and Hydraulics (\\tater in motion.) Under 
these will be cons!dered the ·1nws which' -regulate the pressure,· 
motion and force of water, and the applications which are made 
of it, to machinery and the various useful contrivances, which 
have been invented for the convenience and comfort of man. 
The second department, under th~ gen_eral head· of Fluids, is 
Pneumatics or the phenomena of the air; and the third Acoustics 
or. the pheno_mena of sound and hearing. Under Pneumatics; 
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will be considered, the elasticity of the air, the phenomena of 
atmospheric pressure in connection with pumps, the steam en
gine and various other L\techanical_contrivances, by which this 
vital fluid has been made the source of innumerable-blessings to 
the-human race. -Acoustics will lead us to the consideration of 
the phenomena of sound, the manner in which it is propagated, 
and the laws of its reflection-the principles of Mu•, &c. This 
concludes the chapter on the laws and phenomena of Fluids, and 

- leaves us prepared to enter upon the consideration of that interest
ing department, in. which -are developed the law~, that control 
imponderable substances-a department in which we find- as 
much to excite our-admiration and wonder, as in any one in-· 
Nature. Under this head will be examined, the laws of imponder· ~ 
able substance; lst, under Heat or Caloric, 2nd, Light or Optics, 
3d, Electricity; 4th, .Magnetism and Electro-Magnetism, and 
5th, Galvanism •. Under the first bead, of Heat or Caloric, whilst • 
WO may give ·you the Various ingenious and speculative opinions, 
as to its nature, we can promise to~teach nothing with certainty, 
beyond its effects,· and the laws by which it .operates and is 
operated upon. ·This is indeed, all that science has ever been 
nble to developc, in regard to Light, Electricity, Galvanism or 
Magnetism. The nature and .essence of none of them is known, 
and beca_use we have no.means of proving;that they have even 
the most obvious attribute of matter, weight, we class them under 
the head of impon.derable substances. But whilst the essence of 
these wonderful and pervasive agents in nature, is to philo~ophy,-
a something, yet unknown, the truths which have been discov
ered and developed in regard to them anti their operations, have 
been well attested and confirmed, and are such as to render 
them most interestin~, and in many respects, highly useful 
branches of science; The Solids, Fluids and imponderable sub· 
stances; we mentioned as th.e three greatdivisions,which nature. 
has made, in marshalling her operative agents, and under each., -
we have noticed the minor divisions, ·which Science ha::; estab
lished for the convenience of study; but there is yet another 
department, belonging to the division of Solids, which has· not 
been mentioned, because it is always and properly treated as a
separate and distinct branch of Scien€e. I allude to Astronomy; 
or that science,: which treats of the distances, motions, magni-
tudes, &c;, of the heavenly bodies. · 
· We have thus, gentlemen, hurried :you over this wide and ex;. 

tended field, only pausing to note its greater and minor divisions, 
and to take a bird's.eye, view of its extent and variety, in order 
that in the beginning, we may see the end and thus be the better 
prepared to direct our· foot-steps with certainty and assurance, 
whilst we may be engaged in stud)·ing nnd exploring each di-· 
vision, in all its details and particulars. · This is the taskt upon 
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which, you are now about to enter; and whilst you may have many 
a toilsome hill to climb,'nnd often dry and arid wastes to trav • 
erse, ·yet the fresh flowers that every where meet your ga~e on 

'the one, and the cool- fountains that occasionally spring up in 
. _the other, will render your toil_ sweet, and yourjourney pleasant. 

: But in this age of Utili!arianism, it _may be enquired, of what 
practical~ U. is all this parade of Science? Of what good does 
it possess us, and -to what beneficial result does it all look? And 
as it is- intended, that"its. study shall occupy no small. share of 
attention in this institution, professing-as it d_oes~ -to be devoted 
to the promotion of the general good and amelioration of_man
l<.ind, .both, for time and eternity, it may be expected that we 
should_ pay some atlention- ~o such -questions. With. a view, 

- therefore, of meeting nil objections, thafmay originate, either in 
ignorance ~r from prejudice, we shall consider, 1st, the actual 

• practical advantages_ and benefits, which science is continually 
affording man-:2nd, -the pleasures,. with which, .as a positive 
good, the pursuit· of ~cience fills·the mind, ~nd lastly, the influ
ence, which it is calculated to exert upon man, as a being, 
destined to live eternally hereafter-and in doing so, we shall 
confine oursClves, ofcourse, to that department of Science; which 
it is our peculiar province to examine. The only sure and in· 
fallible tesLof human advancement, is history, and to .it alone, 
therefore, we will appeal, as to the benefits, which scicnc.e has 
bestowed upon the human race, since it awoke, like a giant from. 
bis slumbers, after the long night of the dark or middle ages.
And here allow me to remark, as the practical advantages of 
science are found: in the arts-that all art is but.the perfection 
of science, and that when we look at the bea_µtiful and ingenious 
machinery of every variety, that almostevery where meets our 
obsenation, we behold in every instance, a "'peuking-proof of the 
power of Science. From the common grist and saw-mills, that· 
meet our gaze at almost every bend of our little creeks and riv
ers, to the mo;t extensive and complicated- machinery of the 
large Factories. that stud our cities-from the smallest engine,. 
that by its simple appendages, drives the saw through the massy 
timbers of our forest, conv<>rting huge and misshapen logs, into -
the most useful mate.rial in all departments of mechanics, !O the 
majestic steamer, that sweeps the seas from one continent to 
another; all are but manifestations of that wonder-working in
fluence, Science. Yet, we walk and breath in the midst of these 
benefits. nnd conveniences; and scarce Iv ever dream of the toil 
and study, by \Viiich they h:ive been bequeathed to us. . When 
some: Antiquary tells us of the rude arts of the olden time-or 
w!ien we dig into an Indian mound, and, along with the bones of 
some depnrted artificer, discover, in the sharpened stone, the 

. rude substitute for our axe and saw, with which he performed· 
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his labour, we wonder how it was possible for him even to fashion 
his canoe for the waters, and perhaps congratulate ourselves 
upon our super.ior advantages; but we think not of ascribing 'to 
Science the praise. Yet when we look around us and reflect 
upon the source of our greatest ndvantaues, we cannot but see 

-that it is to Science, that we are indebted for them alL : When 
we go into our large F:ictories and see wheel after wheel revolv· 
ing, in harmony a'!d - order, and effect following effect, with 
unerring certainty, at each successive turn, we know that the 
finger of Science has been there-or when we turn from the· 
~crowded City and descrJ on the blue waters, the white canvass, 
· swelling in the breeze and driving before the wind, the stately 
ship:-safe, ·amidst breakers and rocks-again we know:that the 
genius of Science sits at the helm and pilots her on. There is 
indeed nothing, we may safely assert, now known and valued·in 
the arts, that has not been discovered or applied and perfected 
by Science. · It is true, that in the natura_I order of things, the 
Arts must have preceded Science, because the naturalwanta 
and cravings orman would prompt him, first to seek their grati
fication, by whatever means his own or the experience ofothers 
might suggest;-but his inventions· and discoveries would stop 

· with his necessities, and his knowledge be at best, but empirical. 
- Such wa~ the limit of Art, during the dark ages, and from this 

point, began the influence of Science, and its march has beeri 
ancl is still onward. There is perhaps no nation on earth, that 
has derived more benefit rrom !he inventions and discoveries of 
Science, than Great Britain, whether we consider her on the 
narrow isles of the triple kingdom, or as spreading ubroad the 
arm of her dominion, to her tributary colonies; wherever her in
fluence and her wealth are seen, there may be seen also, the 
triumph of Science. As late as the 13th -century, England had 
comparithtely no commerce, and it may be inferred, from.the· 

· Statutes of the Oxford Parliament, that no cloths were exported 
and ~arely enough made! at that period for home consumption.
From the acces3ion of Ed ward llf, wool was the principal article 
of export and source of revenue, (Hal. ch. IX; p. 476) _ nt which 
time, the fino manufacture of cloths, which had been before un
known in England, was introduced by that .Monarch, taking ad. 
vantage of the discoatent among the manufacturers of Flanders, 
to invite them-over, as settlers in his dominions, and from this
period may be dated the· birth of Engl_ish commerce, and .to the 

. Science of Flemish manufacturers, may be properly attributed 
its origin. But one great· 1ever in commerce was yet wanting, 
in order to enable England to extend her trade and increase her 
wealth. The ignorance of Astronomy and-Geography, which, 
at that period, prevailed all over Europe, and indeed . the ·world1 

. _5trr 
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. imposed an I'.llpassible barrier to the intercourse of nations, and, 
whilst the field of commerce was thus limited by a ge,ieral igno
rance of the art of navigation, the necessary stimulus to push 
for\Vard inventions and. improvements, was also wanting, and 
thus for a long period, the simple and slow agency of the com• 
mon wheel and loom was all that the most extensive manufactory 

· co'uld boast of. -But the growing necessities of the time, ca11ed 
loudly for the invention of som~ means, by which r:iavigation and 
commerce might be.improved and ext1mded. Meanwhile, Astrono
my had begun to turn her c~rious and steady gaze to_ the heavens, 
;ind experiment and observation, to bring their influence to bear_ 
upon the vexed and diffic_ult question. , . The mariner~~ compass 
is discovered~the true motion and form of the earth conceived, 
and bold adventurers are on_:the mighty,ocean, in search of 
new contin~nts.- Sea after ~ea is explored, and .. island and conti• 
nent visited, till the commerce of England is pnly limited by her 
power to produce •. _T~e improvement in navigation and the ex· 
tension of commerce, as they were the offspring of energy· nnd 
enterprise, .directed by Science, so in turn, _they became the 
sour~e of new powers ·and new agencies, by which the know
ledge of their authors was enlarged and their wealth increased. 
The -e~perience and· the. improvements of the whole human -
family, were by a.mutual intercourse, revealed to each· member, 
and the ndrnncements of all, made to subserve the interests ancl' 
uses of each, and thus by n sort o.f action and reac~ion, one ad. 
\·ancement in Science produced another, whi~h in. its turn drove .. 
forward the -first, .till both were pushed to the -utmost extent to 
which the po_wer of the improvementor.discovery; enabled man 
fo carry them. _ 

But the -spirit of Science ceased not its quickening influence 
here. It still hovered over the interests of man, pouring fresh 
light uponhis path at each successive step and guiding him, 
with unerring certainty, to discovery and truth. The develope. 
ment of the mechanical lnws was daily giving rise to new im
provements and inventions in machinery, and tho prefection to 
which clock-work had been pushed by the experimer:its an~ cal
culations of men of Science, became the means of perfecting and 
introducing one of the happiest conceptions, that ever henefitted 
the human race. J allude to the inventions ·of the spinning 
jenny, by Ricpard Arkwright, a man, it seems, of no education, 
who had been~stationed by the community to shave certain dusty 
beards, in the Northern part of England, at half penny a piece.
"To such end,'' remarks ananonymous German writ~r,"by fore
thought, accident and arrangement, had Richard Arkwright 
been by th_e community of England, and his own consent, set apart. 
Nevertheless, in strapping of razors, in lathering of dusll beards, 
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and the contradictions and confusions attendant there~ri, the 
man had notions in.that rough -head of his; spindles, shuttles, 
wheels and contrivances plying iueally-within the same; .rather 
hopeless. looking, which, however. he did at .last bring to bear •. 
Not without difficulty! His ~ownfolk rose in mob around him1 -

· . for threate~ing to shorten labour, to sho:ten wages; so that he 
had to fly with broken washpots, scattered household; and seek 
refuge elsewhere: Nay, his ,wffe too, as I learn, rebelled; burnt 

_his wooden model. of a spinning wheel; resolute that he should 
stick to his razors rather; for wJ1ich, however, he decisively, as 
thou.wilt rejoice to understand, packed her out·of doors." Such. 
was Richard .Ark,vright-and such the conception, which has 
since contributed so much to the interest and wealth of -his na· -
tion, as well as the convenience and comfort of the human family, 
generally. But nol\vithstanding this happy invention was first 
conceived by him, illiterate as he was;-. it js more than doubtful, 
whether it would ever have been anything more than a mere_ 
dream, an invention in embryo, liko the wild_ visions of the in
genious illiterate: - who. vainly hope to, discover the perpetual 
motion, had not the assistance of Science been 'Called in to adjust 
the proportions and arrange the details, according to the fixed· 
nnd immutable laws of l\Iechanics. Such assistance was found 
in the scientific mechanics, Cay and Atherton, and by their-

. hands was perfected, the woi1derful invention, which has, by re· 
duCing the expenses of manufactures and giving cmploymentto 
industl'y, sent clothing and comfort to the shivering off::;pring of 

.. . poverty and-want. _ _ - - . _, . 
It is difficult to estimate the real value of such discoveries, and 

still more so, very often, to trace all the hidden links between 
their conception and their prefection, and thus-determine exactly, 
how much is due to the assistance of Science and how much be. 
longs to what theworl~ call~ chance.:. Yet \Vhen we see a ma· 
chine, involving in its construction, laws of friction and gravita .. 
tion, strength of material and adjnstment of powers and forces, 
and various other considerations, which we know, Science alone 
can reveal to us, and which, it has been the work of years to 
measure and determine1 we are at no loss to attribute thus much 

~ tu her, and conclude with certainty, that her band has been at 
work, either in executing .the plan, or giving laws for its adjust· 
ment.-We have said, it is difficult to estimate the real value of 
such discoveries, and who can tell it in all its extent. The: facility 
with which, by the ,invention of Arkwright,.- cotton could be 
manufactured, created a demand for the raw~material, which 
neither En(J'land nor her colonies could supply. But the demand 
must be :nswered and the rich crlebe of the CarolinaS-'-Of Ala' 
ha.ma, of Mississippi, and the who!;, South ~ust be upturned, and 
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the ·fields whitened by the valuable staple, in order to meet the 
calls of the manufacturers. But in order to do ~his, population 
·must be supplied; civilization must be extended and enterprise -
awakened. Si.trplus population 1s thus removed; inoperative 
power employed and energies put forth and exerted, that before, ,. 
lay profitless and dormant. - But the round- of i_ts influence does 
not stop here. The product of the South must be transported to 
th~ factories of England, and the stately merchant-man must bf 
built and manned to do it.· Thus the revolution of Arkwrighl'E 
invention_ in England, drives enterprize into the South, fells the 
primeval forests of Nature; upturns the silent glebe; whitens the 
grey earth with the rich product of the planter; drives the gallant 
merchant-man, with - proud and. swelling_ canvass, across the 
waters and gives commerce and w~alth to two great and growing 
nations. But time would fail us to elaborate and illustrate this 
argument.- Olher inventions and nis_coveries, equaHy claim our 

, notice and admiration. . - · - - · - , · 
'fbe invention of the steam engine by ·watt, and its applica;. 

·tion to navigation by our own .illustrious Ft.I ton, in 1803, bott
inen .•of profound mechanical Science, have diffused their influ-

. ei1ce thro11ghont all the_ ramifications of society and formrd r.. 
.new crain·national advancement.· The ·aw~wnrd and sluggish 
keel boats, that thirty years ago, barely drngged their clumsy bot
toms throucrh the waters of the beautiful Ohio-by the light which 
these imp~oveme~ts have thrown upon navigation, haye now 
been lifted from the waters, as things for contempt-and the 
mighty l\lississippi and her tributaries, even amid the darkness 
of unsub<!ued nature, lighted up by .hundreds of steam-boats, 
&hooting like meteors, along their waters. Enterprize, which 
formerly often made the sto~test heartto quail, and the firmest 
nerve to tremble, are now undertaken by the merest boy, and 
successfully prosecute~. ·Journeys, which before seemed the 
labour of a life time, are no'Y the source of frequent pleasure 
and recreation But the genius and science of the great Fulton, 
stopped not at the invention of the steam boat. He was not con· 
tent, till he had also made a. channel for it, even through the 
forests of our interior; and now by the genius and entcrprize of 

_one man, guided and directed by science, we have rail-roads 
and canals every where inter~ecting our rich and fertile country; 
the stern and solitary silence of the wild old hills, is broken by 
the deep and noisy groanings of the· labouring engioe., and the 
simple_country_.man filled with astonishment and awe, a.t the 
mighty prodigy, that is bringing comforts, before unheard of, to f. 
his door, and diffusing in a thousand ways, the necessaries and 

. conveniences of life; calling into action dormant energies and 
unlocking the latent treasures of the earth. These are a few of 
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th? great and ··inappreciable benefits conferred upon man by 
science, and they are but a few. Innumerable other contrivances 
are constantly ministering to our daily comforts and indeed 
necessities, which science has either brought into being or.per;. 
fected. Bu_t we ~ust pass from the consideration oft.he practical 
advantages of science, to that of its pleasure.· · · , · 
· Were I arguing thi~ point with Philosophers, I would need no 

other proof of the pleasures to be derived from the study of Science, 
than the fact, that by Science, we. arc enabled to know that, 
which we did not know without it.- The desire to know has 
been, not inappropriately styled by a distinguis.hed Philosopher 
ofour own country and age, ''the soul of the soul of mn.n," and 
there is perhaps, no more. universal principle of mind, than this 
desire. lt belongs ulike to the sage and. the simple, the learned 
nn~ the illiterate-~ though in many cases it d~ffers widely, as to.its 

. objects-and it is wise that it is so. One indiviClual turns his 
eyes into the bosom of the earth and, with a curious, and un wink
!ng gaze, looks at the internal structure of the globe; descends 
rnto the mine and lingers:longoverthe various strata, that form 

. the firm layers ofthe ·earth; pauses with intense interest to scru"'. 
tinize the various formations, in which he hopes to find Nature':t 
own stereotype of her history, and, in the end, speculates on the. 
Anatomy of some antediluvian skeleton, which he has picked up 
in the deep bosom of the tarth ;-another turns his-observatio~ -
towards the heavens, and roams over the infinite fields of space, 
tracing the fierce course of Orion, or holding solitary converse 
with the silent harmony of the starry universe; another, not con· 
tent with the observations· of his own una~sisted powers, fixes to 
his eye the microscope, and is ansorbed for hours; with ·the busy, 
bustling republic· of animalculre, that people a drop of water; 
whilst another shoulders his mattock and digs into the flinty 
mineral for knowledge; but in all and with all, it is the same 
principle that operates-the desire to know, or what .we usually 
·call curiosity. The gratification of a principle so universal, must 
·therefore, be a most fruitful source of pleasure. That the study 
of Natural Philosophy is calculated to afford this gratification to 
the highest degree, is· evident from the fact, that it reveals to US" -

the principles and laws, which from their constant recurrence, in 
our daily walks and avocations, most frequently excite our 
curiosity. _ · 

But the desire of knowledge is not more universal, than the 
possession of it is delightful. · Jt fills the mind wit~ the richest 
treasures of enjoyment, and makes tl1e desert place to b_losso~, 
Rnd the wilderness.to.bloom as the rose. In the deep sohtude9 at 
is company, and in the bustling world, it iS' po~ver; a tre~sur~, 
that _adheres to one,, m, every hour of' adversity, and is bis 
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consolation and his strength. So sung th(} Roman poet:'.-.· 
- • • . Felix, qui potuit rerum cogno~ere causas! · . . 

~ and :so testifies the ·experience of every Philosopher.· - Who is 
there,. that can _walk forth in a starry night, ::Nith the gem-set 
canopy .of' the heavens above him, and not ask himself,· what 
means all this ma"llificence1 Whither are tending all the host! 
of the-. heavens, :nd by what power are they held firm in their 
courses! Do they move without order-without laws to· govern 
them-:-or are· they a mystery-a maze without a plan?. ~uch 
questions press themselves, with·intense interest upon the minds 
of the reflective a~d-contemplative-and even in the absence or 
Scie'nce, to answer them; excite the most pleasing sensations of -
wonder and~awe. But how is- our enjoyment heightened, when 
by the assistance of Science, we are enabled· to extend our dis
coveries, infinitely beyond the range of our unassisted senses, 
1:1nd thus, not only: enlarge the ~ield of our observation, but also, 
trace. the causes~detect the Ja.\vs~measure the distances, and 
calculate the motions of the most erratic luminary in the heavens~ 
With the lights; which Science throws upon Nature, our- minds 
need never be idle. The richest and most inexhaustible mines 
of pleasure are ours, and wherever we lread,~our path-way is 
radiant.with instruction and interest. To the car of the Philos• 
opher, _the wild surge of the ocean is but toe swelling .harmony of 
Nature, and the deep thunder, that rolls in majesty through the' 
heavens, a sublime illustration of the principles of his Science; 
But I must not dP.tairi you longer,in attempting to prove,that,which-
is a necessary consequence of our organizati_on. · Indulge me in 
a few remarks, on the influence of Science upon. man, considered 

' as a being, destined to live hereafter.,. and I shall have done. . 
l\lany good.and pious persons, even in the present day, look 

with suspicion upon the Physical Sciences, as subversive of faith 
in Revelation,. and are therefore opposed lo the study of them. 
1'he habit, say they, ·of ascribing a .Physical cause to every 
phenomena in Nature; is calculated to produce -scepticism, and 
in the end, infidelity; and in support of this_ singular positiont 
they urge, that such has been the real consequence with some of 
the most distinguished men of Science, in the world. But the· 
shallowness and fallacy of such an objection, must be most ·evi· 
dent to any one, who will for a moment examine it. It is true, 
that some distinguished Philosophers, in the Physical Sciences, 
have been sceptics-hut on the other hand, it is equaJly true, 
that much the greater number.of the brightest geniuses, that have 
shone in this branch of Philosophy, have been firm and zealous 
believers in Revelatio.n,-aad the same logic, that would make· 
the study of Physical Science, the cause _of infidelity in a La. 
Place, would also mak~ it the cause of the most unwavering faith 
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and piety in a Newton, and if any· difference, perhaps with the 
more force, in the latter case, since it will not be denied, that to 
Newton were revealed more of the mystei:ies of Nature, than to 
La Place. But an argument·which proves two positions, diamet; 
rically opposite, must he fallacious, and therefore proves nothing. 
We must then conclude, that the cause of scepticism is not to. 
be found in the study of the Sciences, and look for it in some 
other source. It is true, that the discoveries of Science have 
been -forced into the service of infidels, and made to act a most 
pompous and menacing-part in the field of discussion-but this is 
n perversion of their_ te'.lchings, and no argument against the pro- -
priety and usefulness of their study •. The Biblejtself, has soma 
times been assigned as tho cau!3e of scepticism, by persons -,vho 
could find no better excuse for their infidelity; and the Saviour of 
the ·world was crucified by those, who were most conversant 
with the miraculous m~nilestations of power, by which he at. 
tested his pretensions. - Yet no man, in his-senses, would contend~ 
because a few outhnvs in the kingdom,of morals· a!,l_d common 
sense; assign the Bible, as 'the cause of their infiidelity, that ther~ 
fore, it should not b_e read and studied,-::-or because our Saviour 
was crucified by those, who had witnessed most of his miracles, 
that the natural-tendency-of them was to prove· him worthy of 
rleath. Such positions strike us, at once, ns absurd. Yet there 
is as much logic?-1 connection in the one' case as in the other. 

But what does this objection amount tQ in tlie abstract?. ··That 
it is dangerous to know, that there is a Physical cause for· the 
various phenomena of Natur_e; in other words, that it is danger
ous to know the truth-for surely none will deny the fact, that 
Nature does move by laws, fixed as the ernrlasting hills~ ·When 
resolved into its elements then, this objection serves more to 
weaken, than to strengthen the authority of Revelation; for it 
manifests a .morbid se!?sibility, in regard to investiga!ion, that 
belongs only to error, and is doubtless a relic of the old popish , 
doctrine, by which the mass were not only excluded from the 
study of the Sciences, but also forbidden the free nnd urittammel
led use of the Bible~ But the days.of such puling philosophy 
arc now drawing rapidly to a close, and: the general diffusion of 
truth is putting to the blush, many of the affected solemnities 
and mysteries of error. The march oft~ Sciences is onward, 
and whilst the ten thousa!ld benefits which .they are <;:onstantly 

- conferrin(J' upon the human family' continue_ to speak their value 
and impo~tance, it is vain and idle_ to oppose their c;ourse. 

But what is the real tendency of that course? Is it to debase 
or to elevate! To. destroy our confidence in the supreme ruler 
of the-Universe, or.to enl_arge o~r conceptions of his pow~r and 
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~nfidence and hope. .. . . · -

Undoubtedly, if the better to know and more clearly to appre
hend the unsearchable nature of His power and. goodness, be to 
enhance our faith a·nd devotion, then the deep_ search of years 

- devoted to the Philosophy of Nature by ~vhich we discover her 
hidden \vonders and learn "to look-through Nature up to Nature's 
Gocf,"- innst. be most admirably fitted -~o- the end desired. ·Nor 
will the discovery, that all the phenomena, which .we witness-in 
the course. of our observations and investigations, are controlled 
by-lairs-serve in th13 least, to weaken, either our faith in a Su
preme Governor· of aII-:-or oqr admiration- of his power. For, 
whilst we 'discover these laws and note their influences, we are 
warned, that tl:i~y-too are under a superior control, and in fact, . · 
are but the mere agents, by which the God of the Universe oper- _ 
ates in performing his wondrous· and m;isearchable plans-and 

· the beautiful simplicity of the principles, by which he has been 
pleased to execute his will, instead of ex<!iting our indifference 
for . its- author, magnifies, in the highest degree the sensation of 
8.w~and a~.tonishment, ~,·ith which we contemplate Him·, through 
his works. · · _ . · _ . 
. . Shalhve not then, gentlemen, conclude in the fanguage of a. 
distinguished Philosopher and Statesman, "that the pleasures of 
Science go_h.and in hand with the solicf benefits derived from it· 
that they tend, unlike other gratifications, not only to make ou; 
lives -more agreeable, but better; and that a rational being is 
!Jound by every motive. of in!erest and duty, to direct his mind 
towards pursuits wbich are found. to be th~,sure path of Virtue as 
well ns Happines.n _ -.. - : . _. _ :~ _ 

._ 
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INTRODUCTORY LECTURE.-

Delivered at the organization Of IlETIIANY CoLLEGE, No1'. 2, 
1841, by A. CAMPBELL, ·Professor ef Mental_ Philosophy; 

. PREAMBLE. - . 
BESIDES a general superintendency of the education and mor· 

nls of the youth of this- institution in the various departments of 
'ir; the philosophy of man in its higher and more sublime branches 
has been made the special duty of the Chair assigned to me. Jn 

'the discharge of these high and weighty responsibilities, I promise 
myself, not only much assisstance, l>,ut much pleasure i11-the able 
and faithful co:operation of my fellow-laborers in this great and 
arduous unc1ertaking .All, I think, who have attentivelJ heard 
the learned and eloquent addressf!S of the professors that hnvo 
preceded me, will doubtles::J conclude, that I do not promise 
my§el(, nor the community, toowuch from the ability and zeal 
with which .they are entering upon the discharge of their official 
duties. I have· only to regret, on the present occasion, that the 
protracted indi!'lposition of one Professor present, and the unavoid
nble absence of ano_thcr, have deprived us of the pleasure of 
hraring them also on the subjec_ts of their respective professions. 

Anticipated, as 1 have been, rn much that has been submitted 
to you, gentlemen, in the_ previous lectures, I do not now arise to 
address you_ in a formal mtrodllctory lecture on any one branch 
of science either within or without that extensive ranlTe of sub
jects that come within the proper precincts of my specird charge. 
With some reference,· however, to my own department, I will 
immediately invite yourattcntion to a few f~agrnents of the history 
of philosophy, and to some f~mdamental facts and.truths in men· 
tal nnd. moral science as 1r.trorluctory to some notices of that 
iJVstein of educa.tion about to be prosecuted in this College. 
• The philosophy of man, l have said, in-its higher and more 

sublime branches has been made the peculiar subject of my cul
tivation and didactic labors. The branches of this philosophy 
nro indeed almost as numerous as all the other departments of 
human science. The reason is that man himself is the philoso. 
phy of the planet on which he resides, anc1 perhaps of that solar 
system of which it is a part. This terraqueons globe with all 
the appurtenances thereunto belonging, was as evi?ent.ly created 
nnd furnished for man, as was the palace of the Thu1lleries, for tho 
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monarch of France. It is all rational and intelligible to him that 
contemplates it in this-pont of view, but to no one else. . 

Viewed as. the predestined. nursery, school, and residence of 
man, as an animal, intellectual and religious being; as pre-ar
ranged for the developement of his person, for the formation and 
perfection ofa character worthy of himself and of his position in· 
the universe, there.is the wisdom and the benevolence ofan infinite 
intelligence manifesting themselves in all its parts, in all its mod
ificatjons and adaptations. Hence all the sciences directly or 
indirectly terminate on man. Many of them indeed are exch~- · 
sively devoted to him, and all of them touch some point in his con• 
siitution or C'ircumstanccs that give thE:m all their interest and 
importance: . There is not a single science; taught or studied, but 
because of its bearings upon man, upon the conditions or contin
gencies of his present or fq.ture existence. The first philosophers 
were indeed, to a single man, mental and moral philosophers. 

· 'fhey speculated upon the mental and moral constitution of man, 
upon the Divinity that gave him birth and upon his present and fu. 
ture:relations to the intellectual and moral universe. And never did 
they stray away into the other fielM ot creation but with a refer. 
ence to some uccident or attribute of man. 

MENTAL PHILOSOPHY. 

FEW terms have experienced a greater variety of fortunes 
than the term philos<Yphy . . Its inventor, the celebrated Pytha
goras, some five centuries before the Christian era, while estab
lishing his College at the It.alian Crotona, boldly denied to 
mortals the possession of wisdom, and claimed for the wisest or 
mankind no higher honor fhan the mer~ desire ef it. This desire 
of \visdom he called philosophy. and modestl.Y enough assumed 
to himself the title of Philosopher. He was not only the first 
born of philosophers, but also the founder of the name. 

No sooner, however, had Pythagoras discovered the transmi
gration of sol!!~, and established this new and strange doctrine, 
than, in the judgment ()f many, he became a demon_;a knorcing 
one, as some of his succPssora chm:e to be designated. Thus, 
before the author of the Metempsychosis had himself transmi
grated, the profession of wisdom, rather than the desire of it, 
·began to he regarded as the tnit. definition of the term philosophy. 

But wisdom itself among the Greeks early began to be distri
buted into various departments of learning and science, and these 
;wer.e again classified under .distinct heads of wisdom and know:- , 
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)edge; ·and thus in a few years the term philosophy was con· 
strained to represent them all.. . . . 

'fhe veraatility of the ancients, as well as their powers- of 
invention, have been fully equalled by the moderns. Hence 
our acceptance of the term philosophy is as equivocal and latitu
dinarian as theirs. We have not only natural, mental, and moral 
philosophy; but we have the philosophy of language, as well ne 
the language of philosophy; the philosophy of history; as well as 
the history of philosophy. We have, indeed, the philosophy of 
grammar, logic, rhetoric, eloquence, arid of theology itself. We 
have the philosophy of every thing, and the philosophy of phi-
losophy into the bargain.· _ 

Ph~losophy, ~e have said, in the days of her youth was modest. 
nnd unpretending; but no sooner had she advanced in years and 
in public admiration, than she assumed a loftier tone and enjoined 
e. more profound homage on ·the part of her worshippers.. Now 
11he speculates with eq1ial confidence on- the finite nod the infi
nite-on things celestial and terrestrial.. She delights to handle 
the themes of infinite space and an endless duration •. · She sports 
with physics and metaphysics-with abstract natures and the 
quinteesences ofall manner of entities-and developes the nature 
uf gods and men. Placing· her foot on the summit of all human 
experience, she rears her aspiring head far beyond the centre of 
the heavens, and discusses the theogony of its inhabitants, the 
cosmogony of the universe, and the arcana of eternity. At this 
giddy height she dares to trace the infinite lines of liberty and 
necessity, and constructs new measures for ascertaining the root 
and ramifications of all manner of designs and motives, good and 
bad, that spread themselves over the illimitable regions of uni-
versal being. · . . 

But she assumed too much-she soared too high, and could not 
long. retain her hold on human admiration. Finding her impo
tency by the aid of all manner of hypothesis to unfold the phe· 
nomena ot Nature, she sought to conceal her weakness under the 
mask of oriental science and scholastic learning. Now she de
lights in mysteries and mysticism. If she had not the power 
of bringing light out of darkne~s, she now displays the no less 
admirable quality of bringing darkness out of light. She prides 
herself in caballistic term<> and Eleusinian mysteries. She tells 

· of the Cltronoi ancl the Eons, of the Demiurg1c and Pleromatic 
beings who partition Divinity and Creation among themselves, 
and inspire the Universe with all the jarring and antagonistic 
principles with which it abounds. 

In one word, the Py1h3goreans and Aristotelians, the Plato· 
nists and the Gnostics. the Epicureans and the Stoics, the l\late
rialists and the Spiritualists, the Realist'J and the Nominalists, 
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filled the hum11n mind with darkness and confusion, nnd the 
world with mythology, scepticism, and libertinism; till the very 
name of Philosophy, like that of Gnosti_c, disgusted every Jover 
of true-wisdom and morality. Never were the words "empty 
and deceitful" better applied than by Paul to the self.confident 
and haughty philosophy of his day. , . 

The philosophy, since his day, usually called "scholastic," was 
. no better than the oriental science of the Gnostics .. ~y its specu

lations on essences, hypotheses, and predicament!'I, it sought t·o 
explain the whole system of Nature, uud reveal all its pheno
mena.. During; her reign, night, dark ·night, from her "ebon 
throne," spread a deep and melancholy gloom over the face of 
heaven and earth-of things temporal, spiritual, and eternal. 
Scarce. a single discovery aided the progress of civilization 
during the Jong and inglorious career _of the Aristotelian and 
Scholastic Philosophy. 1f some advances' in true science were 
made by a few such men ns Roger Bacon, Flavio Gioia, Coper
nicus, Galileo, Kepler,. Tycho llrahe, &c. &q., they were all 
errorists from the false- philosophy of the age, and had strn}cd 
away into the paths of true science.- , 

But, as Goethe said, it· was reserved to Sir. Francis Bacon to 
'draw·a sponge over the table of human knowledge, an<l to strike 
out' a new path to science. Bacon substituted facts for hypothe
ses, observation and comparison for conjecture, induction for. 
imagination, and ·attributes a_!ld properties. for the abstract es- . 
sences_ of things: nnd though not the first who reasoned induc- -
tively, became the founder of the Inductive Philosophy. Since. 
the publication of his Novum Organum, in 1620, within two 
centuries muny·more new discoverie~, and some of them of the 
greatest importance, have been vouchs:i fed to tho world, than 
during the despotic and universal sway of Aristotelianism for 
a'most two thousand years .. 

No true philos'lpher-no wise man in the mysteries of Natu:c, 
Providence, or Redemption, ever now thinks of discovering !he 
philosopher's stone, the perpetual motion, or the abstract essence 
of any thing; or of looking into the penetralia of Nature's sanc
tuary, or of scanning the hidden ways of God to man. We 
seek out the laws of Nature by hPr operations, as we seei< for the 
principles of human character iu the Works ofrrian. · · 

True philosophy blushes not to avow before all the pretended 
sages and wise men of the world, her ignorance of three chapters 
in the"universe, fraught though they be wittrsciences oft he greatest 
curiosity nml interest to mn.n. 'l'hese three chapters treat of the 
origin of things, the 11ature of thing~, and the end of thing~. 
When interrogated conc'erning the ori.,inal commencement of 
nny thing, of its abstract nature or esscr~ce, or of the final destiny 
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ofa single atom of the universe, she modestly and candidly lays 
her hand upon her mouth, and in profound silence intimates her 
total inability to answer any such questions. Hence the ·three 
questions, What am I? Whence came 17 Whither do lgoflie 
wholly beyond all the 'pretensions of sane philosophy. . . . 

After a long and violent controversy between Philosophy and 
_Common Sense, they have at length amicably adjusted their dif
ferences, and cn~ered into a solema league and covenant never to 
~e dissolved, of which the following seyen item~ are ofsuperlativc 
importance:-
- . 1. 'l'hey ha•/e mutually pledged themselves always to reason 
from 'vhat they do already know, to what they do not know .. 
· 2, That they wilhilways, and only, employ the five senses in 

.ascertaining ~ensible facts; and receive the testimony of any 
two or more of them as infallible, when it can be shown thatthey 
nre in good health. and in favorable circumstances to ascertain 
the facts in question. .. . . · 

3. That the internal sense of consciousness will always be 
regarded as a faitbfi.il and competent witness of the mental and 
moral facts of the inner man, as the five external senses are of 
the rntiterial and external facts and events of the outward man. 

4 .. 'l'hat they will c never form a science or· build a system 
either on hypothesis or a priori reasoning. . 

5. That they will never affirm any· thing to be a law ofnnture 
which has not been ascertained by the observation and classifi· 

. cation of facts, and of such a number and character as to leave 
no doubt of the universal_ity of the facts and of the· principles 
developed in them. · · · . · 

6. '!'hat they will always receive the testimony of other per. 
sons who simply declare what they have seen, heard, or learned 
from their own experience, when that testimony. is free from 
euspicion of fraud or fiction. , 

7. That 'the assent to every proposition shall always be pro. 
portioned. to the evidence in favor of its truth and cert.ainty. · 

Since the ascendancy of the Inductive Philosophy, all men of 
truo sense and true education have acknowledged the several 
articles· of this contract to be just aad reasonable; have conse. 
q11ently acquiesced in them, ar1.d in every discussion of any ques
tion properly scientific, they have pledged themselves to be 
governed accordingly. · 

It is nevertheless to be regretted that the inductive mode of 
reasonincr is greatly in advance of the practice, and that it has 
not found the same popularity in the study of the intellectual as 
in the analysis of the material system. Hence the sciences 
usually called Phy_sical, have, within two centuries, progressed 
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io a tenfold ratio, compared with the march of the l\lental, the 
.l\loral, and the Reli-gious. Whether this 'faet be owing to the 
greater interest we take in matter than in mind-in earth than 
in heaven-in time than in eternity-or to the greater difficulties 
in the way of psychological .and anthropological science, we 
have not leisure, nor is it important to our present object at this 

. time, to discu~s. The fact is public and acknowledged, and we 
have only to endeavor to correct public sentiment on this moi:~t 
vi tar department of huma!l, education, and to persuade mankind 
to give that pre-eminence to mental and moral science which· 
their-superior importance demands. 

~'The proper study of mankiud · is·man ;" but .man is related _to 
evorycthing in the universe, and it is impossible-to become pro
found in the science of man without a general acquaintance 
with that universe of which he forms so ·prominent a part. 
Atoms and elements, principles and laws, scattered over the face 
of universal nature, or ·incorporate with any of its organization!'!, 
enter' into the constitution of man, either as a physical or moral 
being, and form a compon~nt part of h_is peculiur personality. 
ln·skelching out the proper landmarks of human knowledge and 
the proper subjects of human study, a <lue regard must lhen be 
had to this important fact, Every scienee in the world affects 
man in some.one point of his nature, because his nature in some· 
one point touches every separate and distinct system in ·nature. 
'!'rue, indeed, the whole universe comprehenJ~-but two grand 

• systems; but these are systems wtiose component parts are sub. 
ordinate systems. Our bodies belong to the one, and our spirirs 
to the other. The outward man, all material, directly or indi-
-~ectly sympathizes with;and is affected by, external and mate· 
rial' nature, not only as developed and distributed in the three 
kingdoms-animal, vegetable, and mineral, but as existing in 
ttll the great lawfl, element~, and cosmical arrangements of the 
solar system: consequently, high attainments in all these depart. 
ments of science greatly advance man in the knowledge of his 
r.~ture --

While we distribute nature into mincl and matter, and arrange 
our sciences accordi11gly, it must not be presumed that we can 
either clearly. apprehend or define the one or the other. It iE'l, 
however, I believe, generally conceded amongst the )earned that 
we know nbout a~ much of mind as we do of matter. ·' Though 
ignorant of the essence of either, we know somo of the properi.ies 
and attributes of both.- That they are distinct and e8sentially 
different, is, how~ver, ·most evident to those of an· unbiassed 
judgment, and of a sound discriminatinl>' ·intelli"ence. There 
are, ·indeed, some great points of d iffere:ce betw~en the.se two 
creations which are very percepti~le, nnd which ought to be 
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clearly and forcibly propounded _to those who are studious to 
comprehena them. Of these, however, we shall select but one 
at present; and even this much we should not now attemptiwere 
it n?t that it-comes directly in our path. If fulfy developed in_ 
nil Its bearings, it is, in .our judgment, all-sufficient to es_tablish 
the essential difference between these two systems. Jt is this:-

lJ!ind is actiVe-;JJlatter is passive. Philosophers have written 
· so much of tlie vis inerti<1'. ofmatter, that snme of them have 
inferred that·. matter · has a t1is as well as ari inertia. The 
t1is, howeve_r, belongs to mind, ·and the inertia to mnHer. Every 
atom of matter in the universe is naturally and necessarily pas
sive and quiescent. l\lotion is no attribute of any material thing, 
Matter can exist without it. Mution is, therefore, a mere acci-
dent of matter. - · 

~Vhen, then, w-eset about pwving two systems in one universe, 
we commence our philosophic proof just at this point. .Matter 
in motion is a sen:sible demonstration that there is a God-a 
clear invincible demonstration that. there is a Great Spirit and 
a spiritu~l system ~ndependent of every thing we denominate 
matter; animating, governing, nnd controlling it.in all its move:. 
ments and changes. This view of the universe enables-man not 
merely to per~eive, but· to feel by his.outward senses, and by his 
internal sense of consciousness, .that there. is a Spirit iii the 
universe, and a spirit in himself of an unearthly and immaterial 
mould and te111per. Thus, as Paul.said to the Athenians, ... We 
feel .after God" and fir.d him; for we move and ;lre m~ved by 
him; as \veil as live in him •. We also feel a spirit in ourselves. 
When, then, we attempt to reason on this subject, we commence 

. with something at rest and inquire into the cause of its motion. 
To exemplify in om· persons the fact that the impelling power is 
not material, we observe that our bones are quiescent tiU moved 
by the muscles-. These muscles are themselves moved .by the 
nen•es; these nervesare moved by the brain, and that brain is 
moved by a volition from.a spirit which is itself l1oth passive and 
active-passive in sensation, but active in volition. -I will to 
move my hand, and it moves. But the motion of the hand is 
effected by the inten•ention of animal machinery, by muscles, 
by nerves, Ly brain, by mind. Now whether this volition move 
ten pounds or ten thousand, depends entirely upon th~ animal 
machinerv with which the mind is furnished. The volition is 

-the same ir the giant and in the dwarf: the ~achinery is differ
ent. 'l'he moving power, the force, is exclusively in the will. 
Hence I affirm the com·iction that all power is in the will, and 
that every motion in the universe, however extended the series 
of a"encies, is to be traced to an intelligent First Cause. 
Y~nder falls a mountain into the sea; The immediate cauro 
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was a torrent; but h-ow cam; the torrent? In the earth there 
are certain elements of power, al Un a state of perfect quiescence. 
There lie stores of nitre,- S!Jlphur, electricity, hydrogen, water, 
&c. &c. In the heavens, too, there is a sun, a radiating centre, 
from which emanate certain undulat_ions or_ rays, the principles 
of light and heat. These act upon the atmosphere, and the 
atmosphere nets upon the earth, pregnant with fire and flood, and 
tempest. Exhalations rise, imbued wi~h all these hitherto dor
mant and quiescent principles. They are put in motion. The 
sulphur, nitre~ electricity, water, &c. &c, arc on the .wing. 
They meet in the upper re~ions •. A war ensues .. The lightnings 
flash~the thunders roll-the clouds assemble-the tempest 
1ises-the torrent breaks upon the mountain's top, at whose base 
nn angry sea has raged-for ages. Surge upon surge undermines 
its broken pillars. It is ehuken-it totters-:-it fulls, and is en
gulphed in the dark deep caverns of the fathomless abyss beneath. 

Now when this desolation is surveyed by the enlightened phi
losopher; and traced through a long series of ~ause~ operating as 
distinct agents; yet, conjoi11tly, he ascertains that the power of 
every agent was the effect of a cause extrinsic of itself, and that 
cause \vas the effec.t of .another, and another, and another, until 
he reaches the last agent within his vision, and that. is resolved 
into the sovereign 'Yill or mandate of the Great Spirit. So that 
all the laws, impulses, and powers ~f nature are resolvable only 
and always into the simple fiat and volition of its Creator. 

l\lan has in himself a consciousness and an evidence of this 
system of spiritual agency. · His body, though composed ofor
gans voluntary, and in-voluntary as respects the direct and 
positive _influence of his will, is ne\·ertheless. subjected to his 
will: for by means of the voluntary organs he ex~rcises p,ower 
nod dominion over the involuntary. His whole frame is thus 
subjecte·d to the supremacy of intellect and volition. Thus fo 
tracing the operations of hi5 being, he discovers that in him there 
is _something called spirit that thfoks and foe[s and wills and 

·nets by means of the animal machinery of hi!! system. But this 
spirit, though in this body, is no part of it, but above it, distinct 
from it, and acting out its volitions throuah its instrumentalitv. 
Thus every man who can look into himself, may feel as well as 
perceive the suprcm1cy of mind over matter, of spirit over body~ 
and that every action and movement of the whole body is an 
effect of a simple volition of the mind. -

Now it is the same law of motion that pervades the spheres as 
well as the atoms of creation. The movements of worlds, and 
the smallest particles of which they are composed are alike the 
effects of intellect and volition. He that can doubt whether 
-chance or intellect marked out the orbits of all the planets pri-
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mary and secondary, with all the comets,-CJf seventy-five millions 
of suns, i& not to be reasoned with on any subject whatever. 'l'he 
motion of worlds as well as the actions of men arc demonstrably 
the result of enlightened volition-of volition, guided by wisdom 
and knowledge. 
_ . .B.ut we shall no further at present argue the certainty of a 
spmtual system, but proceed forthwith to that department of 
philosophy which treats of mind and its peculiar phenomena. 

Sciences are sometimes improperly Classified into natural, 
mental and moral. There is no such contrast in fact. All true 
Sciences are natural. They are all founded in nature and discuss 
the- various phenomena of nalure, whether it be material, mental 
or nforal nature: -for nature isjust'-as moral and spiritual as she 
is material. Now as nature, so far ns known, has but two sys
tem~, the spiritual anti the material, all Sciences respect these 
two. Sciences then are not properly_ called natural and mental, 
inasmuch as mind is just as natural as body;' but they are all 
material or mental. -They all respect matter or mind. -

l\lental philosopl!Y is our special province at present.> It i~ 
indeed an extensive field, and hitherto very imperfectly culth·a
teil. It comprehends the physiology of the. human mind, the 
phenomena ofits moral powers, its social powers and its religious 
powers. It contemplates all the human faculties, and discusses 
the duties devolving on man as an individual, domestic, social, 
and religious being. Jt, therefore,. includes ethics, politics, ana 
theology, according to the dicta of our most distinguished mas
ters, and regards man in all his intellectual, moral and religious 
powers, relations, obligations and susceptibilities. 

If indeed such be the immense area of mental Science, we 
need. not wonder that it is so for in the back ground. Besides 
there are peculiar difficulties at the very threshold of every at
tempt to form a complete outline of the science of mind. 'I'he 
1Dubject is not only the most recondite and abstract in its nature, 
but that very subject is the instrument by which we investigate 
it. l\lind is both the agent, the instrument and the subject of the 
science. The mind works, and it works by itself, and it works 
upon itself. If it_ be difficult for the eye to see itself, for_ the ear 
to hear itself, more difficult it is for the mind to see itself, analyze 
itself, comprehend itself. Yet this is indispensable to a complete 
and perfect system of mental and moral science. And being so_ 
it is not to Le regarded as superlatively marvellous that some 
Philosophers have considered the difficulties as insurmountable, 
and have given up the attempt in dispair. 

Others,_ -however, of a more- sanguine temperament, an~ or 
more inductive and speculative habits, have alleged that by ob
&ervation. and reflection properly combined a sy~tem of mental 
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science, if not absolutely perfect, yet nearly approximating to it, 
may be ascertained and estabfo:hed. They allege !h:it as by 
looking at our own eye in a mirror, by analyzing the hvrng eyes 
of our neighbors, and by sometimes flissecling the ~ye of the 
dead, we can arrive at a correct theory of that admirable a~d 
wonderful organ; so may we hy taking notice. to what passes m 
ourselves as well as by a minute attention to the developements 
of mind in others,obtaina very correct view of the rriysteriousoper 
ations and capacities of that most sublime ofall earthly creations. 

While we should not with the first class fold our hands in des
pair, and abandon the pursuit of a perfect system as an utopian 
project; and while we cannot entirely acquiesce with the s!!cond 
class, inasmuch as we cannot apply the dissecting-lmife to the 
human _mind, dead -or alive;:we nevertheless must think that a 
system suffic~ently approaching perfection for a II useful and prac· 
tical purposes, may. be ascertained,. provided only that we are 
.willing to receive a little supernatural assistance, especially in 
those parts of the system in which human reason [~els her own 
peculiar impotency in the undertaking. . , · 

Aristotle, Socrates, Plato, Zeno, Epicurus, Seneca, Cicero and 
indeed_all the Grecian and Roman schools pre-eminently failed 
in every' attempt at forming a: system of mental philosophy and 
moral science. A!ld when we consider the absolute S\!aY under 
which the first of these renowned names held the· world for 2000 
years, we wilt learn without much surprize that even in Chris· 
tian Nations little or no advance was made in the~e departments 
~f Philosophy till since the revival of literature and the puhlica-
t1on of the Novum Oruanum.- · · 
· 'l'he labors of De;cartes, Locke, Hµtchison, Adam Smith, 
Reid, Stewart, Thomas ·Brown and many others of these schools 
contributed much to the advancement of mental philosophy du· 
ring the last century, not by ft1rnishing a complete or perfecl 
system, but by their analysis of former systems, their expositions 
·of the defects of the ancients, and by their own new theories, 
collisions and debates. Still, however, as a whole, not one of 
these systems, can in ouropinion, be adopted as a complete and 

- perfect text book in ~ny department of mental Science. · · 
As to that branch of mental science usually called "Moral 

Philosophy," whose object it is, says Dugald Stewart, to "ascer· 
tain the general rules of a wise and virtuous conduct in life, in 
so -far as these rules may be discovered by the unaEsisted light 
of Nature, that is by an examination of the principles of the h~
man constitution, and of the· circumstances in which man is 
placed,'' l have on another occasion, attempted to demonstrate 
to be a baseless speculation, unworthy of the name of an induc· 
tive Science. , 
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The late work of George Combe on "Moral Science." just now 
issued from the New York press, based on phrenology, has most 
signally failed in an attempt to base a perfect system of morals. 
on those views of the human constitution propounded in this new 
philosophy. 1'hat shrewd, profound and distinguished phrenol
ogical philosopher, who has so greatly elevated and improved 
the speculations of Gall and Spurzheim, and given them a more 
scientific and Baconian form, than any of his predecessors or 
contemporaries, has nevertheless fully demonstrated that how 
ever much the nomenclature of mental scienc-e has been improved 
by himself and his predecessors in their phrenological specula
tions, the science of morals is as baseless on his hypothesis, as 
in that of any of the defenders of the old philosorhy. 
f.> Without discussing·either the abstract or comparative merits 
of phrenology as an inductive science, or as a system of mental· 
philosophy, we may in all truth and candor concede its superior 
pretensions to an imprm·ed nomenclnture, and to a more simple, 
rational and scientific classification of the human faculties, 
above all its competitors for public favor.' That its definitions 
of the animal instincts, of the perceptive and reflective powers· 
and . of the moral sentiment3, apart from its theory of cerebral _ 
developements, are the best that have yet appeared in any sys
tem of mental or moral science, and such as to give it a very 
strong claim on the attention of all )overs-of true science, will 
moreover be generally conceded, When, too, we think of the 
vague generaliti_es and indistinct de~niti~ns ~f sensation, percep
tion memorv, judgment, reason; 1magrnallon, and the moral 
11ens'e, &c., &c., with which our best and most popular systems 
abound, we cannot but think that the study or mental and moral 
science, if it have not already been, must eventually be greatly 
advanced by the learned. labors, researches and ~iscoveries of 
Gall, Spurzheim and Combe, And although, from the recency . 
of the doctrine· of cerebral congeries and developements, some 
errors and mistakes ·of its masters and disciples may have sub
jected the new science to the indignant scoffs of the votaries or 
more ancient and popular theorists; still there are so many re· 
deeming facts and demonstrations in its history as may well. 
propitiate from all lovers of true science, a more candid, and 
protracted examination of its various pretensions than some of 
our more pretending and plau,ible contemporaries seem disposed 
to award it. 

A degree of obscurity and incertitude in the minds ofits most 
sancruine and able advocates do£:s yet remain on some of its al
leg;d developments and manifestations. Even this, on the 
admission of ~ts claims to an inductive science; may long, nay, 
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nlways, continue. . Perfection of knowledg in.any one science 
has never yet been the attainment of mortal man. Still less, 
may .it be expected in one of the most mysterious of all the sub· 
jccts of human consideration-._ _ 

Alike indifferent to approbation or disapprobation from either 
~chool on account of nn avowal \Vhich a cons~ientious regard to 
truth contrains me to make, I must ackn0\vled11e the conviction 
that the old and the i1ew science of mentul and ~noral philosophy 

·are equally at fault in_ their attempts lo deduce from their own 
premi;:;es a systc:m of natural.religion and moral philosophy either 
worthy. of God or of man. Paley and Spurzheim, Butler and 
Combe, Reid, Stewart and Brown· with all the phrenologists arc 
demonstrably equidistant from the equator of truth, when they 
attempt to make man either religious or moral from any lights 
contained in, or deducible from, their respective theorie:;, devel
opments and demonstrations. They may expose each other's' 
errors, laugh at each other's folfies and wanderings- from the 
p:ith of sober induction and logical conclusion; they may accuse 
each other of n too refined spiritual ism, or of a too gross material
ism; but when it comes to the Herculean task of demonstrating 
from- their respective theories, what man ought to be, and what 
he ourrht to-do, as a rational, voluntary and responsible agent in 
the p;rsuit of the high ends of his destiny, they are equ-ully con· 
strained to exclaim Ide labor !we opu.<t est, a labor and a toil to 
which their powers are wholly inaclcq11ate. - _ · 

lam no special advocate of_ the old philosnphy or of the ne\v. 
I~hoos~ rather, so far as their congruity will admit, to be an ec
lectic; Still one cannot but smile at the various ingenious missiles 
by Which the rival leaders Of the rcspPCtive systems assail each 
other. , The old school denounces the new as materialists, and 
the new returns the compliment, by denominating them idealists. 
The old say that the 'new school necessarily tends to infidelity 

·and the subversion of the Bible; the new school reprehends the 
old as seeking to transmute the laws of nature and to annihilate 
the essential characteristics of the human constitution throuah 
a blind' devotion to long_ consecrated traditions.' For my O\~n 
part, having on a former occasion attempted to she~v that moral 

- philosophy on the principles of Paley, Stewart and Brown is not 
nn inductive science, when called upon I foe) myself under equal 
obligation on some proper occasion to shew that l\lr. Combe's 
new moral science is as mnch an assumption, a flight ofimaginn• 
tion, as the schemes of those whom he so ably repudiates. This, 
however,_is a task which I nm no~ now called upon to impGse 
either upon you or myself., Still I ought perhaps to offer a single 
specification in illustration of my meaning. 

Jf prudence be the queen ofall the virtues, justice is certainly 
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the basis of them alt The justice of.-God is indeed the only· 
guarantee of the Universe: Now a clear indication of the justice_ 
of God is essential to a proper view of justice among men and 
equally essential to the moral government ofourselves and of the 
world~ .Any system, therefore, that either makes no account of 
the Divine Justice, or propounds nn inadcquat_e conceFtion of it 
as the basis of the social system and the soCial duties, is not only 
manifestly ~nadequate to· direct, but wholly impotent to govern 
the actions of men. This is my first· and leading objection to 
Mr. Combe's system of moral science, as it is to that of Paley; 
Bishop Butler and mariy others of that school. -, · · -

Butler and Combe are authors of no ordinary stature.-· Su-ch 
men are not to be met- with in every (]ity or in eyery State. 
Their phrenological devolpments, though 1 have not seen either 
of them or their image, give them large causality, but still J~rger 
comparison. They are men of gigantic.strength of reason; but 
admirably great in reasoning nnalqgically and-by comparison;· 
This needs no other proof than" Butler's Analogy" and "Combe's 
Constitution ofMan"-~orks indeed of great and lasting merit.: 
. But it must be observed that arguing from analogy, and ilot 
only illustrating but sometimes reasoning by comparison, while. 
it j:g gene_rally more clear,and always more fascinating, than any 
other style, is nevertheless liable to great abuse7 and in the hands 

. of persons constitutionally sophistical, (i1f which there are never 
wanting numerous instances) often fatally erroneous and seduc.;._ · 
tive. ·in this style, indeed, Butler and Combe are generally as 
fortunate as they are ernirient. In reference, however, to the 
point under consideration, ~hey eqaaJly foil in supporting their 
peculiar systems of moral science • 
. . Butler, indeed, at one time admit_s the defects of his argument 
from analogy while \Vriting of rfiis ve_ry point before us-the Jus· 
tice of God. He tidmits that the justice of God is not fullv dis
played, nor perfectly executed in this world. This admission is 
fatal to moral philosophy founded on analogical reasonings . .Mr; 
Combe saw this, and made it the qccasion of stating his new 
system. · Jf indeed vice often triumphs here, and virtue goes uni 

_rewarded; if the good man is. frequently poor, oppressed and 
unfortunate, while the wicked man prospers in his way, is inde
pendent and h~ppy_, whe~e is the proof that God is just. ~o p_rove 
it from the Bible tfl to give up the cause of the moral science of· 
the schools and to confess that it atft.Jrds no adequate conception 
of the Divine justice. Now if it nppears from all that is seen 
in nature· and. in providence, that God's ways are not equal in 
the dispensation of justice among men, how can any one affirm 

, from all that is seen or known that it will be otherwi~e hereaf. 
ter in another world! And what on this hypothesis comes of the 
foundation of natural religion nnd moral science! 

7 
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. . But how does l\lr. Combe overcome the difficulty wliich the 
Bishop admitted T-By denying the fact, or what is just tanta
mount~ by ·assuming . that· justice is fully ex~cuted here-:-that 
virtue' is always adequately rewarded and vice fullyp~mshed. 
We shall quote the p·assage~'·Mr. Rohen Forsythe m l11s work f' 
on moral science has stated the objection to Butler's line of argu-
ment in s"trong ~erms. "If, says he, God has established a world 
in which justice . is not accomplished,. by what analogy, or on 
what grounds do' we infer that any other \Vorl_d of his creation 
will ·be ·free frCJm this imperfection. Butler would answer, be-
cause justfoe is an attribute of the Divine mind! .The opponents 
however reply :-How do you know it is so?. We know ,the Deity 
~mly through his works; and·if you concede the justice is not 
accomplished in their administration, the legitimate inference is, 
that justice is not one ofhis attributes, at least the i_nfcrence that it 
is one of them is i1ot logical;" "to this difficulty,"says~Mr.-Combe; 
"it is of great importance t~moral science to find a valid answerj 
-and the most satisfactory .to my mind would be one that shews 
that .the Divine Ruler actually does execute justice here, and 

. thllt therefore we are entitled to infer that he will be just here
after; and such, accordingly, is the argument which I respectfully 
pmpose lo maintain. ,.. · · · · . ·. . __ 
. · Mr.~ Combe in commendation of this view of the subject, ob.;. 
eerves that this is the "right clew to the moral government of the I 
world which removes many perplexities out of the wny." It is 
obvious, then, that he bases his moral science on the proposition 
i'that God actually ·does e:recutejustice here"-that here virtue is 
ahy~ys fully rewarded and vice fully punished; for if they were 

·but partially remunerated,jus\ice would not be executed. 
Now is this . the fact?-, lf it be, his moral science stands firm: 

if not, it fallFI to the ground .. His proofs and illustrations we shall 
quote, so for as to give a faithful representation of them. To 
explain certain anomalous appearances and to prepare the way 
for his proof he lays down the following: .. . · .• · 

"'l'fie laws which regulate the action of inanimate matter ope· 
rate purely as physical influences, independently of the moral or 
religious character of those whom they affect. 1'hus if six persons· 
be travelling .in a coach,- and if it break down through insuf
ficiency of the axle, or any similar cause, they will be projected 
against external objects according to the impetus communicated 
to their bodies, by the previous motion of the vehicle; exactly as 
if they had bee·n inanimate substances of the same texture and 
materials. Their virtues or their vices will not modify the physi- I 
cal influences which imp.el or resist them. 'fhe cause of the 
~ccident .is· simply not the displeasure of God against the indi-. 
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vid~al men for their sins, buCthe physical imperfection .ofthe 
.vehwle. - Jf one break a leg, another an arm, a third his neck, 
and a fourth escape unhurt, the difference of. result is lo be as
cribed solely to the difft!rence of the mechanical operation of the 
coach upon·. their, bodies, according to the diff~rence of size, 
weight _and position, or. to n difference in the objects against 
which they are projected; one fal lin(J' aaainst a stone, and another 
alighting upon the turf. .. The \vh;le ~alamity in such a case is 
to be viewed· simply as a punishment for not attending to the 
physical laws: for neglecting to have a coach sufficiently strong." 
Yet this punishment indicates "no displeasure of God against 
the individual anen for their sins.". He that got his neck broke9 
and he that-fell upon the elastic turf ought to be equally thankful 
to God, i_nasmuch ·a~_neither the particular virtue of the one, nor 
the particular vice of the other, was at all contemplated in the 
transaction.. Thus we are taught that the punishment of viola- · 
tions ofthe physical laws.springs notfrom,the displeasure ·of 
God, consequently the rewarding of obedience.is equally without 
his approbation.~ Can. that1 then, be a cli<=play of thej11stice of 
God that is neither n token of approbation nor disapprobation! 
Can that be punishment which indicates no displeasure? Or that 
re\vard which gives no evidence ofapprobatiQn? ; .. . . 
.. 'fhis circumstance,- it will be remembered, is brought up either 
to illustrate or prov~ - that justice is fully ndminister_ed in this. 
life. ~A physical law i~ broken and it is punished." Six persons 
broke the lt\w, and only one of them had his neck broke. But A 
that fell upon the turf and B that was dashed upon the rock, 
broke the same law.·. Why then, the inequality of their punish
ment! . Where: does fhe justice appear! &; they were equal in 
violating the law, ought they not to have been equal in suffering 
the penalty. But Mr. Combe would say they are equally thrown 
out of the coach, and that was the full penr,ll y- for going into it, 
and what happened to them after they were thrown out, occurred 
by mere accident and was not punishment at all-no. token of 
the displeasure of God!. Whero then i:> fhe- j~stice still? For it . 
may be supposed that A who fell upon the turf weighed 200 lbs, 
and B that fell upnn the rock oqJy· weighed 120 lbs. Now it was 
the extra a vera~e weight of A that broke the axle, and involved 
Band the others in the calamity, and yet he fell upon the turf 
nod suffered no pain whatevcr.-ls this justice! or is the whole 
offence expiated merely by thefallwithout any regard to the ef. 
fects of the fall upon the individuals? If the mere fall upon the 
earth be the puni<ihmeot of the physical l:1w, what other law j3 
honored by the respective effecls of th•tt fall upon the individuals f 
Herc the philosopher falters • ...;..Ju;;tice is not adrninistered_ in the 
c;ise. The most. innoce!lt man of the.six suffores the greatest 
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calamity; and the most guilty the least. A most fatal excmpli• . 
ticaiion of the proposition that no one can violate any law, phys. · 
ical, organic or moral, without suffering the penalty annexed to 
the transgression of it:. and equally fatal to the assumption that 
justice is fully executed here. It will not do for Mr. C~m~e to 
say that this is not.precisely the case he made ont, for his Illus· 
tration admits of such a variety of incident as I have supposed, 
and such a one happens as oft~n ·as any other. · 
· .But we.shall hear him exemplify his a_rgurnent by a transgres- · 
gression of the organic laws. - . · · -. - . . 

"If," says he, "we labor too intensely with our minds, we ex
haust ·our· brains, impair digestion and destroy sleep. We soon 
render· our brains, which are the organs of the mind; incapable 
of act~on: and finally ·We Are visited with lassitude, imbecility, 
palsy;.-apoplexy and death'." Here again are five punishments 
of the same species of transgression, it may be in five or more 
distinct persons. Where, in this· case, is the equality? One suf
fers lassitude, another imbecility,another palsy, a11other apoplexy 
·and another death. And yet there is no displeasure in aJI tbis
and still il is a punishment,for the violation of the organic laws 
of our own system. - · . - ~ _ 

But we must have another case from the third code of Jaws as 
an example of vi.olation5 of moral law. The propensity of ac
quisitiveness, which; like all the propensities and appetites, is 
blind, he placei in five distinct attributes-without intellect; with 
intellect, without morality, with intellect and consciousness, but 
without benevolence, with intellect and consciousness and be· 
nevolence to guide its actions. - He instan~es the resu I ts in each 
of these casesA-:-Acquisitiveness in an infant or an idiot without 
the guidnnce of intellect, gathers trifles, things of no value; con. 
trolled by intellect, it acquires good property, valuable article~. 
Without morality, it takes the property of others-with morality, 
so far as mere moral justice is concerned, it requires property; 
honestly, but for selfish purposes-but guided by benevolence, 
veneration and the higher moral impulses, property is acquired 
for. benevolent ends· and distributed to the great good of society 
and to the happiness of the donor. · · , , · 

The re5ults of each of these movements of acquisitiveness are 
·according to L\lr. Combe, the reward of obedience and disobedi
ence to the mural laws under which man is placed by his Creator. 
~hese are the example~, or at least a fair and full sample of the 
ca;;;es chosen by himself in demonstration of the proposition that 
justice u erecuted in tMs u:orld; that here virtue is fully reward
e:J and vice fully punished. ·Any other rewards or punishments 
than these, belong not to phrenology or moral science ns based 
upon its expositions of the constitution of man. 'l'he Bible, Mr. 
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Combe intimates, may indicate other results;.but moral scienee 
as based on his philosophic theory of the physical and moral con
stitution of man, affords no_ countenance, nor support to· such a 

. view of the subject. - . . . - ' . . . . . 
· lhave time at present, only lo slate two l~ading objections to 
this system of moral . science. Doubtless others will occur to 
those who are pleased tO bestow upon ·it a full examination •. : 
· l~ It is at war with the radical, and, l believe, almost universal 
conception of justice ;-that it should be discriminating and not 
wholesale-that· every. individual should not only be rewarded 
and punished/or obedience and disobedi~nce, but according to 
obedience arid disobedience.-'I'he predominating errur in this 
theory appears to be that mere reward and mere punishment are 
substituted for.ad~quate reward and adequate punishment. '!'his 
i:5 a capricious and whimsical sort of justice. But it is all that 
can be expected from a general system. -Indeed the grand defect 
in .Mr. Combe's the9ry, is; that it excludes a speCial providence, 
and the whole system of special re,vards and punishments in the 
ratio of obedience and disobedience. It admits of great inequal· 
hies of talent, capaCity, fidelity, and allows of great inequalities 
of virtue and vice; and, excepting the inward state of the feelings, 
dispenses the same rewards and punishments to all--:-nny, fre· 
quently permits the comparatively ·innocent to suffer, while "the 
hardened, more reckless and daring sinner e:;capes. The moral 
universe with l\lr. Combe is one great eight day or eighfthousand 
yenr clock, which after it was wound up by by its maker; was 
permitted to run on without an~ interference on bis part, till the 
weights run down. In assertmg that a general system is the 
only one . which phrenology teaches~ Mr. Combe is certainly 
correct; but that very asseruon, when fully comprehended;most 
satisfactorily demonstrates that a correct and true system <>f moral 

·science can never _be grafted on the science of phrenology any 
more than on the metaphysical system which now waxetb old 
and is ready to _vanish away. · ·· · , . · . · 
. l\Jy second objection to Mr. Combe's phrenological moral sci: 

ence is;-By asserting thatjustice is executed i.n the present 
world, he not only asserts that which contradicts very general 

:experienee, but als~ denies the pm:sibility offuture rewards and 
punishments at· all •. The rewards and punishments bein" ade-

. quate and complete in this life, there is nothing to rew~d or 
punish hereafter. So far then a.s the moral science of nhreuoloay 
is concerned, there is no future re~ard of virtue) no future p:n •. 
isbment of sin. Who docs not sec that_ if God has so executed 
justice in· this world, as to reward an<l punish adequately in alt 
his moral administrations; if every transgression and disobedi-. _ 
enco bas here received a just recompence of reward, there is. 
nothing to reward, nothing to punish after death~ ·The account , .. 
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is exactly balanced nt death .nnd every man retires from the· 
~ramn of life just ash~ appeared upon the singe at fir~t. · 

Phrenology, then, lake the old philosophy, ends with the grave. 
The animals th_at perish, and man, "the lord of lhe fowl and tho 
hrute," alike leave this world out of debt and out of credit. 

_Such a system is not adapted to the_ ,~a"riis of hum~nity--the or
gans. of hope, nod of caution have no adequate objects.on earth 
suited to animate or restrain man according to the exicrencies 
nnd conditi.ons of his present existence, according to the l~ngings 
and aspirations of bis nature. · · · · . . · __ _ 
. Both the. old philosophy and the new alike fail in animating 
virtue· and ·restraining vice •. 'rbey have no consolation for tho 
afflicted,_ no oil of joy and gladness for the broken and dejected 
tn spirit. They hav_e no bright scenes ol fi.iture bliss, no heart 
cheering visions of infinite and eternal good for those . who nre 
ready to perish under one or more of the thousand nameless ills 
and evils of this life. Nor have they arguments or re~traints to 
curb the violence of human passion, to subdue and tame th·e lions 
and _tigers of the human heart. They foil in furnishing a correct 
th~ory of human life, in presenting a-perfect sbndard of hu!lln~ 
action, as they do in authority, fo obligation nnd fo motives ade· 
quate to all the demands and conditions of humanity. Hence, 
no one has been reformed from the waywar<lness of folly, no one 
has beeri reclaimed from the paths of vice and iniquity, and con 
strained to tread· the paths of righteousness ~ind life by all the 
arguments and ·inducements of all the. systems and schools of 
moral suasion in all the-languages and ages of the world. . 

These systems and their authors take no account of the catas
trophe that ·has befallen humanity. -They ·assume that man is 
now in that same state of nature in which God originally made 
and placed him. They contemplate neither a preternatural nor 
tl supernatural condition ofhuman nature. Their best reasonings 
:ire full of doubt on m~n's origin, nature, relations and destiny~ 
Concerning moral_ obligation and the chief good there have been 

-innumerable theories, sects and discords. Even, now, notwitb- · 
~tanding all the plagiarisms on the Bible, and comminglings of 
revelation and philosophy, the wisest and greatest masters of the 
Christian schools of moral science, are divided on the very ele· 
men ts of moral obligation, the criterion of virtue, the soul of moraJ 
aciencl>. The whole body of ethics~ whether Christian or heathen 

. e~hics, is a dead carcase without a clearly ascertained and fixed 
moral obligation. ,, _ 

Herc we have the celebrated Grotius nnd Dr. Samuel Clark 
and o~her Rahbins, learnedly descanting upon-the "etcrna_ljit~esi 
of things'' from which to abstract the essence of moral obh$at1on~ 

· There : WE have the ingenious Cud\vorth, Butler and Pr1c~ elo
'(JUently a~ pl~usibly_ ex~~tiating on the char~s and h,ea~t1es °-( 
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heaven-born ~irt~e, ,thence eliciting the rr:noie. clemen-ts of all 
volun!ary ouligat1~n, nlfirming that a single glimpse of the divine 

· beauties and lovehuess ·of virtue is ilsclf a Ii-sufficient to woo the 
affections oft he human heart and lo control the waywardness or 

- humon passion. . . _ · _. " -
Lord Shaft~bury and Dr. Hutchis~n i~ another niche in the 

Pantheon oft he virtues, atlirm that the roo•s and ~rounds of all 
moral obligation- nre found in the moral sense itself; and this 
moral st::nse, so~et"imes less learnedly called conscience, is, with 

. those doct_ors, a sort of instinctive principle which unturally ab
hors-evil and delights in good....,....others ha\'C traced. all moral 
obligation ·in its u_ltimate-prmriple to the desire of happiness- . 
others, ta the sovereign will o: God, and some, with Voltaire, 
Diderot and D'Alembert fi1und it nil in custom .. Their doctrine 

· is~ that ''all ideas _of justice and i.njusticc, of virtue and \·ice, of 
glory and_ infamy arc purely arhitrury nnd dependent on custom." 

- : Upon the whole, the provisions of moral philosophy nre:not 
adeqmitc to thc_wunts of humanity. We are thus placed under 
n happy _constrnint to· 1ook for a cltarer and more intelligible 
·standard ofduty; n higher and a holier authority to enforce, and 
·stronger, more enduring, and more animating moti,·cs toimpel 
to _action·;. more vivid, sublime nod soul"cnrapturing t:cene~, to 
inspire·· our hopes nnd fear:;;, than Philosophy, either mental or 
moral, knows any thing of. The Bible, alone admirably corrects 
what is erroneous, and supplies iv hat is wanting in every point 
where h1iman reason and. human science· fail. 'fhe civilizcd
world, if there be such a one, arc jn5t bnt being convinced of the 
momentous fact, that the most splendid schemes of moral cul. 
tu re, based on morol philosophy, without the teachings an~ sanc
tions of the Bible, nrc but splendid cheats, and sublimeabortio~s. 
The sons of true science in nil Protestant Christendom are but 
awaking to the" all-important fact that the lliblc nnd its evidences, 
the Ilible and its precepts~ the Bible and its promises, the Bible 
end its threatenings, the Bible and its awful, fearful, and glorious 
sanctions is the only rational, complete and perfect text book 
that can be with perlt"ct safety and with any re;isomlllle ground 
of hope ndnpted in auy school, high or low, which contemplates 
a ratiom1l nnd moral system of education. . · 

Jn strongly affirmin~ this conviction, we do not diFparagc either 
mental or moral science. The present crisis demands, and a 
aood edtication requires, an intimate acquaintance with the bEst 
human productions on the nnimal, intellectual, a~d moral power• 
end capacities of man. So fur as these productro~s devel~pe or 
apply the true principles of mental and moral science, mthout .. 
presuming to originate them, so far they may be used ~dv~n· 
tagcously; m the hunds of proper instructors, to accomphsbmg 
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youth to fill the most useful, responsible and honorable_ station• 
in the world. . 

-Even the detection and the exposure of the errors of those sys-
-terns is an essential part of a good education at the present mo· 
ment, in advancintr the progress of civilization. 'l'he correction 
of a sina1e radicJ error, for example, in such wcrks as Combe 
ori the c1Constitution of Man;" in Watts on-_the "Improvement of 
the l\Iind ;"in Butler's "Analogy;" in Lord Brougham's ~'Na~ural 
'fheolorrv ;' Ba~lmgcs ninth 'Bridgewater Treatise;'und in variou! 
.other s~~h works of great literary and scientific merit, would be 
to every student -and lover of true science, a very important_ nnd 
a very acceptable service. _ - . · 

·To illustrate this last sugge!!tion by another reference to 
Combe'::> "Moral· Science" and "Cons ti tut ion of .Mun," 1 would 

--remarkthat these works, so far as they resj>ect the physical and 
intellectu:d constitution of man, so far as they treat on the con
stitution of nature, as adopted_ to that physical cortdition of man, 
are, in my Judgment, worthy of being read and even studied with 
considerable adva ntagc to the students and lovers of true science. 

_·Now thepointsonwhich·Mr.Combc, in myjudgment,errs,~ay, 
even upon the principles suggested in the \vorks themselves, 
be demonstrated to be aberrations from his own premises and 
analogies. · His capital mistake, as it seem::;, is that he takes for 
granted tliat man is now, what he always was-that he has never 
fallen; and that therefore the disorder-and ma} adaptation of his 
moral faculties ns connected with his animal appetites and pro
pensities, are as much the creation of God now, as the first man 
was.- And yet it would require, methinks, but a moderate effort 
of his liberal ideality, to find such a perfect head, suc·h an har.
monious supremacy of the inteliect•ml and moral faculties, as to 
have made moral perfection as natural to-man as imperfection 
·now seenH to he. If idiocy, on his premises, be the result of a 
falling off in the i_ntelleclual development, in the mal organiza
tion of certain port10fls of the brain, on the same principle then, 
why may not moral imbecility in the whole species, be resolvable 
into a sirnilllr falling off in the due development of those organs 

_ which he hns figuratively called the moral powers, but which in 
fact are but tfie physical instrument::i by which the mind operates. -

· ·tf, moreover, a good or a bad organization in the inferior powers 
'bo,-as he avers, transmissable for many geuerations, what prin· 
ciple; in his own philosophy, forbids that die same law should 

-·not hold good from Adam till now, as re5pccts the superior organs 
oi the human system. , _ · . _ · 

.But to return :-If the art of livi'nrr \veil cannot be deduced 
fro.m those s~ienceR, there are at Ieasth~o arts of great importa_nce 
which essentially depend upon them, or perhaps rather, are mamly 
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to be deduced from_ them :-these are the art of teaching and the 
art of reasoning. · _ . -

Of the art of reasoning, ns dependant on the proper analysis 
of our powers of acquiring and communicating lrnowle~ge, a!t 
emanating directly from the science of mental philosophy, we 
canno~ now_ speak; A fc\v remarks on _the art of teaching, as 
deducible from the premises already before us, must close o_ur 
present addre~s. , · · 

Of the mental and moral philosophers of the last century, none 
are more deservedly reputable than Stuart_and Drown-of Edin
burg. According to them, the· supreme advantage of mental 
philosophy is, the aids and facilities which it affords to the pro. 
jection and establishment o(a propersyslem of education. Hence 
any importantchange in the philos~phy of huma_n nature has 
~iven birth to-a corresponding change in the systems of educa· 
t10~ •. An impro,·ed philosophy of man, will, of course, infroduce. 
an improved system of education. The old and the new school 
of mental and..moral philosophy very remark~bly c_oncur in 

.affirming "the most essential objects ofedi.;cation are ~he two fol
lowing :-First, to. cultivate all the various principles of our na·. 
ture, both speculative and active, in such a manne_r as !o bring 
them· to the greatest perfections, of which they_arc susceptivle; 
and secondly, by wntch~ng over the impressions and associations 
which the mind receives in early life, to secure if against the in. 
tluence of prevailing errors; and, as far as possib?e, to enguge its 
prepossessioils on theSide-or:fiii-ili. Jtis· only up_on a philcsophi.; 

.cal analysis of the mind that~ systematical plan can be founded 

.for the accomplishment of either oftbcse purposes."* So affirms 
the most distinguished incumbent of the Chair of mental science 

.in the· University of .Edinburgh. And yet Stuart farther observes 
, that so }ate as the. close of the last century, he did not know that 
in any language or country, nnn attempt had .been made to ana.:

.Jyze and illustrate the principles of human nature, in order to 

.Jay a philosophical foundation for the proper culture." Since 
. the commencement of the preecnt century: howe\·er, some such 
attempts have been made. _ . . . · 

· ·Our College hns been founded with a special reference to these 
fuels. It is the offspring of a deep and long established convic· 

. tion that the theory and practice of educati·on are yet greatly 
behind the onward progress of the nge, aud that to improve edu· 
cation and to adapt it to the philosophy of ,human nature, is, of 
all human means, the most likely to improve and reform the 
world. W c have, therefore, entered upon the arduous tas-k with 
a firm resolution, to make, as far as ascertained, the true science 

• Stuart·• Elements ofthepbilow,,hy ofll:e human mind. Vol, 1, p:ige 14. 
Cambridce .Edition-I~ 
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of human nature fo' all its powers, speculative and a~tive, -~ot 
merely the basis, but the rule and measure of that course or 
instruction \vhich shall be prosecuted in this Institution. As 
light to the eye and music to the ear,· so should education be 

·adapted to the physical, intellectual and moral powers and suscep) 
tibilities of man. ' . . ·. . - ' . . 
· In the present improved st~te of hmnan knowledge, a better 

definition of education may, perhaps, be given, than even that of 
Dugald Stewart.· With •\IS the chief object of education is not the 
acquisition of kno~vledge~ Jt consists not in mere literature and 
science. Many of those greatly. learned nnd scientific men of 
the most distinguished· schools were fit neither for the present 
world, nor for that which is to come. Their great learning dis. 
qualified- them for hcaYen or earth. · · . · . -

With us education lias primary regar<l to the formation of habits, 
more than to the. acquisition of knowledge; more in teaching a 
person the use of him~elf than in teaching him to use the labors 
of others. We define education to be the de'lJfflopment and im· 
pro11emcnt of tlze physical, intellectual and moral po1cers ef tnan, 
with a reference to his tvhole destiny in tlte ·Universe <if God. · 

We contemplate man· as coming. into the world without an 
idea and without a habit; preadapted for such a world as this, but 
having every t~ing to learn, and having in his constitution ele· 
ments and principles that prompt him to look beyond the confines 

. ?.r both __ time a()d sense, for the complete development and en .. 
·Joyment of his'.own mysterious·and wonderful being;· Not only 
the whole constitution, but the whole destiny of man, mustthere
fore be coriternplatcd in every scheme of education adapted to 
the wants ·and wishes of humanity. ·The human constitution 
must be considered not only in reference to all its parts, but alfo
to their relative importance. His animal constitution must, in. 
deed, be taken into the account, because the sana mens is found 
only in sano corpore, but it must be held subordinate to his intel· 
lectual, and both of these tO his moral nature: for as his moral 
and social nature is his chief honor and his chief happiness, the 
expansion and cultivation of these attributes and capacities of 
his constitution will always 'command ·the supreme re~ard of 
those competent t~ the delightful task of instructing and training 
man in full harmony with his whole clestinylin creation.--And 
when we speak of the whole destiny ofman,\ve comprehend bis 
relatior.s to sociely, both now and forever; his exact positiori in 
that Universe of which he is both so humble nod so. conspicuous 
a part." , 

Under the Divine government; which is that of both general 
· and special laws, every defect in education meets with a corres· 

ponding chastisement •. ls physical instruction and trui.,ing ne. 
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-glected T Is the child nil owed _to grow up ignorant of the physic.al 
and· organiC laws of its own bei11g; _and allow~d to transgress 
them without admonition f Some fatal functional or organic de· 
rangement, or a premature decay of the whole system, is the im. 
mediate penalty. Is the cultivation and training of his intellect 
neglected T Menii\l feebleness nod general incompetency for 
the business oflife, is the inevitable consequence. · llut is moral 
culture neglected?, .The result is still more fatal~ because it in· 
valves the whole ruin of man, body, soul and spirit, and of his 
whole interests, tcmpornl,spiritunl and eternal. , · ~ · - ' 
· When according to the_' best statistics within our reach, we sub
tract the victims of defective or bad education from the mass of 
tho~c ·fashionably called the liberally educated, the proportion 
lost is of a fearful magnitude, compared with the portion saved to · 
society •. Almost three-sevenths o_f that class die under thirty 
years of age, the prey of disease and physical irregularities, 
\vhich a few timous lessons might have prevented •. Or they fall 
a prey to vicioiJS and licentious habit_~ ?flife, which SOOD despatch 
them to the -grave:- 'l\vo-se\'enths of the remainder, who may 
live to advanced nge; are pulilic {lUi~snnces to society, because of 
the blighting and pestiferous influeneE!lof theirflagitious example to 
·youth. Of the remaining two-seven_ths the more honorable_ posts 
of society are filled up; and their duties discharged with·more or _
less honor to themselves and advantnge to the community~ · ~ 

No\v their ·is neither physical nor mo~al necessity-for such a 
state of things. Let education-be only in harmony with the pres· 
ent philo~ophy of hum.an ~ature; l~t it_ be what the m_ost perfect 
analysis of our constitution says 1t ought to be; let 1t embrace 
the whole mae,-nnd the whole range of his powers of doing and 
enjoying gooJ 1 Jet it communicate sound instruction, enforce 
-goop examples,_ and practi_se mar.al training by all the appliances 
of language, science, art, acc~rdtng to the best models, under the 
supremacy of the moral sentiments and the moral obligations of 
our nature, and society will be blessed with a superior order of 
men, with men of a brighter intellectual and' moral polish,· of 
greater force arid energy of character, of gr~ater power to advance 
the various interests of the community, to promote the glory of 
God, and the lasting good and happiness of mankind. -· __ 

· · Such is the great and benevolent end proposed in the erection 
'- of this new literary and moral institution. For which reason we 

have selected a rural location, because more favorable to health, 
to morals, and to study, than the associations of either town or 

· city. · · · · _ . · 
-; . Without going into a specification of a complete course of study, 
we shall for the present, only say, thztt it is designed to keep pace 
with all the improvements of thi:i 1'1:1Pidly . progressive age, in 
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every brari~h of education; and to have to meet nnd cluster here 
nil the advantages requisite to the full development and improve· 
ment- of bu.man nature, according to the .present ad_vanced state 
ofliterature, science nnd civilization. 
.. On one point only . we shall farther.sp~a~ 'with a clear a~d 
definite emphasis. Jt 1s agreed, almoat um~ersally agreed-m 
Europe and· Anierica-:--:that intellectual cult~re. without mor~l, is 
rather a misfortune ancl a curse than a blessing to every snc,1ety. 
We shall therefore place moral worth and moral excellence o( 
chamcter in the highe.st place, and make every thing subordi
nate, as _but a means to that sublime and lofty end •. In every 
department ·in this institution a supreme and sovereign regar<J 
shall be paid_ to the for_mation_ of_ a pure and irreproachable char· 
~~~ . . . . 

We are peculiarly favored with means, we humbly hope;ade. 
quate to that end. Our Trustees in regular attendance, and the 
Faculty· of this Institution are all of one rnind on thi:; subject. 
'fhey will cordially co-0perate in thi~ and every other great ob
ject, favorable to the true interest-the improvement, the health 
and the happiness of all the youth of the College. The young 
gentlemen now in atten~ance, so far as g?od recommendations 
can ·assure us, are-well disposed to submit to such a course of 
instruction nnd traininf!, intellectual and moral, ns will forther 
_the great objects contcmpl_ated in th_e erection of this Seminary. 
\Ve therefore commence under auspices every way favorable m 
all these respects. And under that blessing of heaven, without 
which all human efforts are unavailing, we do hope to achieve 
for ourselves2 our friends, and the comm~_nity, great and good 
results to be held in long and grateful remembrance. . · 

But before 1 sit down, I have a word to say fo the students, 
now in attendance.-Young gentlemen, it h,1s fallen to your Jot,· 
I hope it.may prove to every ~ne of you one of the most fortu· 
nate events of youryouth, a subject nolonly of pres·entbut of fu
ture congratulation; I say, it has fallen to.your lot to become the 
first fruits of Bethany College. I cannot express to you in ordi
nary terms the de~p solicitude I feel for your individual improve
ment and for your general advancement in literature, science 
and moral excellence. 1 al ways knew that I was placing myself 
in a very responsible attitude-to the community, in attempting 
to establish a new literary and moral Institution, adapted to the·. 
wants and wishes of this community-to man as an animal, in
tellectual, moral being, destined to a transient and active life 
here, and to an endless life hereafter. But deep as this sense 
'and . feeling of responsibility was in the commencement and 
_ progres~ of t~is undertaking, it ~as become much deeper and more 
oppressive smce, than before your arnvaL When I look around 
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- me here and see so many young gentlemen convened from. North 
!o Sou.th, from East to West, sent from their homes, from the 
1mmcdaate personal attention, oversight and guardianship of their' 
parents, and entrusted to our care-and protection; havincr your 
health, general education and moral culture entrustedto our 
di!ection and management,. I feel more ·tha·n ever penetrated 
with a profound a_nd unerring sense of my own responsibility, 
nnd that of the Faculty and Trustees ofthis Institution, I feel 
honored, indeed, with the confidence your parents and guardians 
have rcp?sed in myself, as well as my co-adjutors, in confiding 
your destiny so far into our hands. l can only say that our wishes. 
~nd intentions to promote your thorough education, in the full. 
1~port of that term, so far as the.time of your continuance here 
will allow, do not only concur with their views and expectations; 
but that our best efforts, and most assiduous attentions shall be 
called forth to promote your thorough and substantial improve
ment, honor and happiness fo C\'ery way in our power, so far as . 
a faithful and conscientious regard to the duties of my office can 
avail to that end • .:. _ 

.Much, indeed, will _dcperi_d on you for the future success of our 
endeavors. 'You stand to this Institution in the same relation 
that the first born of a family does·to ull his junior brothers. 'l'he 
younger members of the family look up to him for a model of 
lvhat they ought to be, If his example· be a good and happy one, 
the parents will find it comparatively an easy task to govern the 
whole household; but if his be an ad,·crse and unfriendly one, it. 
will increase their troubles an hundred fold. You will then regard 
yourselves as about to exert a \'ery great influence in forming 
the character and in giving a favorable turn to the manners of this 
Jnstitution. We shall all feel ourselves greatly indebted to you, 
should you, as we fondly hope you will, co-operate with us in 
this most useful, commendable and noble enterprize. You will 
also perceive that this very circumstance will exact from the 
Faculty of this Institution a very strict attention to the whole 
details of your behaviour in every department of your conduct. 
They cannot but perceive and feel the responsibility that devolves 
upon them, in reference to the examples and habits that are to be 
formed this fir::St year of our existence. They must see to it that 
good examples are established at the very beginning ofour career, 
and therefore a very strict attention to this part of the duties of 
heir office and to your demeanor is to be expected. We are 

aware that the too lax didciplineof this age, domestic, scholastic · 
nod ecclesiastic, will impose upon us and upon you in the outset 
n greater degree of vigilance and effort than under more propi
tious auspices would have been necessary. A due allowance on 
our part, and on yours;i must therefore be made in reference to 

8 
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these circumstances, and in a little time the wheels of our whole 
literary and moral machinery, well oiled, will perform their reg. 
ular revolutions without a screak or a jar. 

Allow me, young gentlemen, to add that such is my confidence 
in the good sense, good intentions and good feelings, as well as in 
the zeal and abilities of my fellow laborers, to promote your true 
interests here, and such nre my hopes and anticipations of your 
devotion to your studies and to the formation of good habits, that 
I do flatter myself that we shall make not only a good and pro· 
pitious commencement;. but that we shall rapidly advance to a 
high and honorable standing amongst the literary institutions of 
our country and the age. 

In accomplishing all our views and desires, much, very much, 
I again repeat, must in every view of the case depend upon you. 
Should this Institution speedily become what we desire and intend 
to make it, it will be eminently through your instrumentality 
during your collegia:te course. And, gentlemen, may J not say 
in conclusion, and in anticipation of the high destiny of Bethany 
College, that it would be to you through life and in the zenith of 
its fame, a pleasing reflection that you helped to lay the founda· 
tion of its good fortune and high renown by such a course of study 
and behavior, as not only secured to yourselves stations of great 
utility and honor, but which also elevated your alma mater to a 
rank and an influence that made her an honor to the age, nod a 
blessing to the world. 



ERRATUM. 

Page 5, 16th line from the top, supply !he article tlie before 
moral faculty. 

Same page, 21 " " " " supply the same before means. 
ParY'e 10, in the note for ceu.'t and cieux. 

H
0 

13, 17th line from the top, for embodied, rend imbibed. 
" 13, 3u line from the bottom, for dia read diu. 
" 14, 20th line from the top~ fur had, read has. 
" 15, 1st·. Jine from the top, fur nature read virtue. 
" 15, '23d line from the top, substitute llnrilce for Homer. 

And in the next line, substitute Homer for Horace. 
Page 15, 16th lino from the bottom, for John read James. 
" Iii, ~d line from the bottom, insert the before classics. 
" 18, 2:H line from the top fur even, rea.d ever. 
" :.!1, 1~1h line from the bottom, for distinguished, read 

distinguish: 
Page 23, 7th line from the top, for degenerated, read degP.n'· 

erate. 
Pa110 87, line 2~d from top, for erer rrnd er-en. 

"

0 

3U, adds to Himmalayeb. 
': 48, line 23d from top, for foundation read fowitaiu. 
" 7u line 25th from top, for attributes read attitudes. 
'• 78: line 33d from top, for requires read acquires. 
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BETHANY COLLEGE. 
Tm: Faculty shall be composed of the President and Professor~; ir 

majority of whom, at any regular or legally notified meeting. shall 
constitute a quorum; and at all meetings of the Faculty the President, 
when present, shall preside. _ 

The President shall exercise a general superintendence and control 
over the Institution. _ _ -· 

A Secretary shall he chosen, who shall keep a faithful record of tho 
proceedings of the Faculty; which, at all times, shall be subject to 
the examination of the Trustees. 

The regular meetings of the Faculty shall be held on the fin1t 
Monday of every month daring the sessio~. Special meetings shall 
be called by the President at his discretion, or upon request of any 
one of the Professors; of which due notice .shall. he given to thll 
Faculty by the Secrelary. · , -

The collegiate year shall commence on the 1st day of September, 
and terminate on the 4th ot July following. ·. · 

Students who remain at College during the recess, shall be under 
the control of the Faculty, and may have access to the Library, sub
ject only to a chnrge of twelve dollan:1 for boarding, washing, &c. 

Each Professor shall have a general rharge or oversight of· the 
Students, and especially when in attendance upon his department; 
$Object in all case~, however, to the superintendance of the President. 

It shall constitute a part of the duties of each Professor. to keep a 
reITTilar account of the absence of l'ach member of his class, the de
~r~e of his attention and proficic>ncy, and of his general demeanor, and · 
report the same at 'the monthly meetings of the Faculty, to be for
warded by the Secretary to the parent or guardian of the Student. 

Each Professor shall make a monthly report to the President
exhibiling the days and the subject of lecture and elamination, and 
the time occupied hy each respectiVeJy. · 

It shall be the duty of the President to prepare and lay before the 
Truatees at every annual meeting, a consolidated report, founded on 
the monthly reports of the Professors-exhibiting, 1st. A concise and 
clear statement of the heads of the lectures or subjects of instruction 
delivered or taught by each of the Professors during the year. 2d. A 
st11.tement of the number of times which any Professor shall' have 
failed to lecture or attend his class on the regular days appointed for 
such purposes, the time occupied by each Professor in the delivelj of 
his lectures and the examination of his classes, and the number of 
time-; each Professor shall have failed to make hi~ monthly report. 

The College Hall shall be opened every Lord's day morning for 
reli~ious worship and instruction, to be pnformed by respectable 
tnimsters of various denominations; and it shall be the duty of all 
Students to attend worship either there or at some other place.-
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}tinisters of tbo gospel, and pious young men bf indlg€ht circum·• 
~tances, preparing for the ministry in any of the religious denomina
ttl>ns, shall be permitted to attend Collecre withoutcharrre of tuition. 

No Student shall be guilty of non-ait;ndane:e on sch~ol, inattention 
to the exercises prescribed, misbehaviour, or any indecorum in school. 

No Student shall permit any distnrbing noises in tiis room, or make 
Lhem any where within the precincts of the College. 

No Student shall introduce, keep, or use within the precincts of th• 
College, weapons or arm~ of any kind, or gunpowder, or keep a sen·· 
ent, horse, or do11. . · · 

Riotous, disorderly, indecent, ·or contumacious conduct of any Stn· 
rlent shall bo punished hy any of the modes hereinafter mentioned, 
at the discretion of the President, Professors, or Faculty. 

Habits of expense, of" dissoluteness, of dissipation, of playing at 
~ames of chance, of profane swearing, or. of any immoral or useless 
mdolgences, obstructive to the acquisition of science, or otherwi~• 
pernicious in ·their .influence, shall be subject to any of the punish
ment5 hereinafter prescribed. And every ~tudent who shall, within 
the precincts of the College, introduce, keep, or use any spiritous or 
vinous l!quor,., or any card!', dice, or other implements of gaming, 
shall be subject to like punishment. 

Any Student violating or contemning any order of the President OT
Faculty, or insubordinate to any lawful sentence pronounced r.gaiost 

. him, shall b6 deemed guilty of contumacy~ and punished at the dia-
cretion of the Faculty. · : 

Smoking segar£i, or any other use of tobacco, is at all times strictly 
forhidden within the College precincts. · '.- · ·-

Injuring or defacing in any manner whatsoever, by writingor other• 
wise, the buildings, fences, gate$, trees, shrubbery, &c., of the Insti
tution, is strictly forbidden; and any Student so offending shall be 
au ~ject to fine and punishment at the discretio11 of the Faeulty. 

Playing at any games, or indulging in any unbecoming conduct on 
the Lord's day, shall be r<'garded as disorderly conduct, subjecting 
'11e offmder to the action of the Faculty. 

The use of musical instmments is interdicted before dinner, afLer 
10 o'clock at night; and on Lord's days. 

No Student shall be permitted to absent himself from Co1Iege 
without permission from the President. . 

Every Student shall deposi'.e with the President, or some one of 
the Faculty, if bi" pdrents or guardians require it, all the money, 
checks, bills, drafts, and other available funds, which he shall have 
in his possession, or under his control, in any manner intended to 
defray his e:i::pen::ies while a Student of Bethany College. 

In like manner, if requested, be shall deposite with the Presideat, or 
some one of the Faculty, all the funds he shall recEi ve while a Student 
of Bethany College, for the purpose:; aforesaid. . 

At the end of the first half session he shall depoc;ite enough to pay 
Che expenses of the second half, or balance of the session; and if any 
Student fail to pay in advance the fast iostalmen t of his expensee, as 
herein required, and shall be in default ten days, the President shall 
report him to the Facuhy, that proper mea1mres may be taken to com· 
pet perfonnance, and, if neceuary, to punish tho defaulter. . - . 
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When the Student shall deposite any funds with the President, or 

eny of the Faculty, he shall take from him a fair receipt, stating ~~1e_ 
amount deposited and the seve~l purposes to which it is to be applied; 
an<l. the person with whom he deposites shall disburse the same by 
payment and settlement with the 'l'reas'lrer for his College dues, and 
1n payment of such necessary personal expenses and pecuniary ad
Tancem~nts as he may .authorize or deem necessary-acting for the 
time as guardian over his pecuniary affairs. And at the end of each 
aession, or when required, he shall render an account of his disburse
ments, and pay over the balance, if any. No Student, thus depositing, 
shall contract a .debt or make any purchase without the written per-

- mission of his llursar; and for every thing purchased by him he shall 
forthwith pay the cash or draw upon his llursar, except upon licensi 
from the President as hereafter provided. 
- The President of Bethany College shall be, and is hereby empow
ered to grant licence to ~tndents of this Institulion to contract such 
debt~ as he may think proper, in the manner contemplated and author· 
ized by the first section of the Act of the General Assembly, regula· 
ting and restraining the terms on which credit shall be allowed 10 
Students, passed on the 1st of March, 1838. , · . ~ . · 

Any Student contracting any debt forbidden by the prov is ions of the 
Act aforesaid, shall be subject to punishment at the discretion of the 
Faculty. · 

The bell shall be rung every mqrning throughout the collegiate year 
nt dawn; The Students shall rise at this signal, and assemble in the 
rooms for general meeting, to attend on worship, at such hour as the 
Faculty may determine. · 

h shall be the duty of the President to keep a general supervision 
of the_ internal management of the Steward's Inn. 

On matriculatincr each Student shall sign his name in a book, to be 
kept for that }'.>urp;se by the Secretary; in which shall be stated his 
age, the name and residence of his father or guardian, under a caption 
in the following words, which shall be distinctly read to him before he 
signs his name, viz.-~After having carefully read the Rules and 
Recrulations of Bethany College, I subscribe myself a Student thereof; 
and promise to be punctual, orderly at worship, recitations, and all 
the College exercises; to be diligent in study; to be strictly moral in 
language and conduct; to be respectful to the Officers of the Institu-
tion and courteous to my fellow-Students; and that I enter the Col
lege with a desire to reap the benefit of its instruction,· and with a 
cletermined resolution to conform to all its laws and regulations.' ·· 

The dress of the Students shall be uniform and plain-shall be or 
& dark grey, or black color-at a price not exceeding six dollars a-yard 
-and the coat shall be made single-breasted, and the collar bound 
round with braid, and a star worked in black silk on each end of it: 
Provided. that a Student may be allowed to wear any clothes which 
he may have had when he matriculated; and in Summer any cheap 
light garments approved by the Faculty. It is also recommended by 
the ·rrustees that the Kentucky Jeans be selected as the cloth for 
common wearing apparel. 
· The punishments shall be-1st. Reproof by a Professor, or by the 

Pr.:sident, privately, or in presence of the claii of the offender1. or of 
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t'&e~~hol~ sch~ol, pr~4is~~S{C?,~ ~from the class during the day. 2d~ 
~usucat1on,. d1~~1sm~, a~~xpul~ion. The first may be executed 
by the .Pres1~ent or~nJ:. one Qf;;Jh~·Faculty. The second shall require 
the action qi the-Faculty; and inrease of expulsion the sentence shall . 
not be .final·till ·confiiined by the Trustees. . . 

Rusticatfpn s~al,l b~_a suspel!s!on of College privileges, and remov
al fro~ th~'~rec1p.cts to some retired place, designated in the sentence 
of rm;tlcat1on,. foNlf,.~<:til.O.lJess than one, nor more than four weeks 

Dismission shall be'1t-dieenarge and removal from the College, and 
entire severance. of all College rights and privileges for the balance 
of the collegiate year during which such sentence may have been 
pronounced. · . , . : . : 

Expulsion being a sentence of reprobation, shall be a cancelling of 
of all College honors, rights, and privileges forever; and no Student· 
who may have been expelled from this or any other Literary Institution, 
&hall, during the continuance of such sentence, ever be permitted to 
enter the precincts of this College. . 

Upon the infliction of any of the second class of punishments, it. 
shall be the duty-of the President promptly to inform the parent or 
guardian of the Student, of such sentence. · .· .. 

. It shall be the duty of the Steward to visit the rooms of the Students 
at least once-a-week, for the purpose of seeing that the ~ervants do 
their duty, and that the comfort of the Students is sufficiently attend· 
od to. 

The Steward shall furnish the Stude.11ts with clean sheets and 
pil!ow~caEes at least once-!·fortnight, ars"a with clean towels at least 
twice-a-week. . . . . . . 

It shall be the duty ~the Steward to have the rooms of the Stui. 
d~ well swept and ventilated every day, and to take such other 
means for promoting the comfort and health of the department as the 
President may require. 

The Steward shall he required to furnish to the President a list of 
such Students as may be absent from any meal, and of those who do 
not appear till half an hour after the bell has been rung. 

The Steward shall not be required to furnish meals for Students 
who are not in the dining room within half an hour from the ringing-. 
of the bell-unless good reason can be shown for such absence. 

From the lst of September to the 1st of l\Iarch followin!r, the honr 
of breakfast shall be from 7 to 8 o'clock; of dinner, I o'clock; and 
tupper, 6 to 7 o'clock, as the Faculty may decide. From the 1st of .. 
March to the 4th of-July, the hours shall be G to 7 o'clock A. M., 1 
o'clock, and ti to 7 o'clock P. l\I.~ as the Faculty shall determine;. at 
which hours the. College bell shall be rung, and the dining-room 
opened · 

When any servant about the Steward's Inn, from ~ad· habits or 
misconduct, shall be deemed by the Faculty unfit to remain at Bethany 
Colleae, it shall be the duty ot the Su-,ward to dismiss such servant; 
and upon failure to do so, upon proper notice, he shall be liable to .fine 
at the discretion of the Faculty. - . 

The Steward shall be responsible for the cleanliness of the t~ne
ments and grounds in his occupation, and shall cause the sweep1nga 
and offal from them to be daily removed r.o such places as may be de-
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_ signated by the_ President or Facu11;::-,:Jr.;he-,fa(t1·~erein he shall ba"· 
fined for each offence at the discrelwri-tf'1lte-F~lty·1•.'i..: , -

The practice of keeping or raisixtg:hoj1(whhf~:tlt<t}i'ecincts is for- -
bidden; and any one living withiu·.:the 'preciqdi~ and' .Y,o1ating this 
prohibition, shall be liable to.a fine~ofnot leSiflhalfo'ne,-nof~more thau 
ten dollanr, for C<lch hog or pig k~pt.within th~.-P*Ji:~'S:fmore thau 
24 hour;;, to be assessed by the Faculty;"-"~~· r:,; · 1·-.. \ .)_;,. •. • · 

'The Steward shall not furnish lu~uri~a~-z1.~Ke-8tudents; ·but 
the fare shall be plentiful, plain, served -~fuid well dressed-Qf 
good and wholesome "iands-and in all ii~tletails conformable to such 
tules as the Faculty may vrescribe. · . _ 

The Steward shall furnish boarding, lodging, washing, fuel, and one 
candle for every two ~tudents till bed hour; also, proper attendance of 
serTants for domestic and menial duties, and attendance upon the im
mediate -vicinage requiremep,~o;; of Students; the details of all which 
shall be regulated by the Faculiy; for all of which his compensation· 
shall be one hundred dollars for each Student per collegiate year. The 
clothes to be washed for each ~tudeut shall not exceed nine pieces in 
\Vinter, ~nd twelve in Summer, per week; and whenever the washing 
shall not be done in proper manner, the F<\cnlty may authorize the 
Student~. to have it done elsewhere, and deduct ttw price ll\ereof from 
his board. · ' -

Students entering College after the commencement or the-collegi:' 
ate year, shall pay -board only for the time unexpired, at the yearly 

ra~ef at-any.time the St~~a~hall iailto co_ni_ply wi~~-ihe ;ule~ herei~:~ 
before prescribed, or with sm;h as may hel"eafter be prescribed by the · 
Faculty, there shall be such dednetion made fiilU .the amount of bird 

_ allowed him as the Fisulty shall judge proper. . ·; 
The :Faculty shall have power lrom time to time to prescribe regu-· 

lations of police, not inconsistent. with the laws of the )and or the 
enactments of this Board; which regulations shall .be submitted to the 
'l'rostees at their next succeeding meeting. and shall be in force till 
disapproved by the 'l'rustees or repealed by the Faculty. . · 

'J'he President, in connexion witla the Professor of each department, 
shall decide upon the course of studies, the times to be occupied in 
lecturing and examining. by eaeh and all the details connected with: · 

. the studies, &c. of the Institution; and shall report such arrangemenu· 
as may be adopted to the .Board· of Trustees at their next meeting 
thereafter. . _ · · 

Any person residing in. the vicinage of the College may be permitted 
to altend College studies. boarding at his residence, subject to such 
tuition fees'as the Faculty may think proper. 

. · ' A. CAMPBELL, Pruidtnt." 
W. F. M. ARNY, S:crtlary •. 
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